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Abstract

Intracortical brain-computer interfaces (iBCIs) can record movement-related neural

activity directly from electrodes implanted on the brain surface and translate it into

command signals that can control assistive devices, such as robotic arms or computer

cursors. Historically, iBCI systems have been developed and studied at great length

in able-bodied nonhuman primates performing overt reaching movements. As of late,

iBCI systems have been deployed in pilot clinical trials involving human participants.

A key difference in translating the plethora of knowledge gained in nonhuman primate

work to humans is that current pilot clinical trials are approved in humans with paral-

ysis. This presents an interesting and unique form of iBCI control in which the human

user’s intention or attempt to move, as a limitation imposed by paralysis, is estimated

from measured neural activity. Therefore, understanding how paralysis affects move-

ment representation in the motor cortex could elucidate the mechanism behind body-

disassociated iBCI control. Additionally, the attempt to move a paralyzed limb differs

from overt movement of an unparalyzed limb in that haptic or touch-based feedback

normally accompanying the movement, in particular proprioception–awareness of the

body’s spatial position, is lost or significantly diminished. This cue conflict arising

from the brain expecting but not receiving proprioceptive sensory signals related to

the administered motor command may have a significant effect on motor neuron ac-

tivity. Furthermore, the loss or partial loss of proprioceptive feedback shifts reliance

onto visual feedback during iBCI control. Although human iBCI systems have been

able to help restore lost motor and communication function via neural prostheses–

prosthetic devices controlled by neural signals, performance of these neural prostheses

fall short of movement performance and typical communication rates of able-bodied
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individuals. To achieve both naturalistic control and improved performance of neural

prostheses, iBCIs will likely need to include proprioceptive feedback and thus neces-

sitate a better understanding of how haptic stimulation may affect motor cortical

neurons and ultimately, how haptic stimulation affects iBCI control. This disser-

tation addresses how neural features in the motor cortex differ between attempted

movement of paralyzed limbs and overt movement of unparalyzed limbs, the effects

of external haptic stimulation on motor cortical neurons, and how haptic feedback

acting as artificial proprioception affects iBCI control.

First, we compare and contrast our human participant’s neural activity during

attempted movement of the paralyzed arm and overt movement of the head to neural

activity during nonhuman primate (NHP) arm reaching. We find that neural activity

during overt head movement has strong modulation to distance and force magnitude,

similar to NHP arm movement. In contrast, attempted movement of the paralyzed

arm has weak modulation to distance and force. Interestingly, neural activity dur-

ing closed-loop iBCI control is more similar to overt movement than to attempted

movement of the paralyzed limb (i.e., it also has a strong representation of distance).

To further clarify the relationship between attempted movement of a paralyzed limb

and closed-loop iBCI control, the participant controlled the cursor using a series

of different joint movement strategies. We find that neural activity changes during

closed-loop iBCI control, becoming more similar across different movement strategies.

Surprisingly, we also find that the cursor could be controlled equally well when the

participant is instructed to control it without attempting (or imagining) any partic-

ular movement at all. These results suggest that neural activity may change during

iBCI control to reflect a generic “cursor control” signal that somewhat dissociates it

from any particular attempted movement representation.

Next, we found that face, head, arm, and leg movements on both sides of the body

were all represented in “Arm/Hand” area of motor cortex in people with tetraple-

gia, and demonstrated the first discrete neural decoder capable of decoding up to

32 discrete movements including both attempted movement of paralyzed limbs and

overt movement of unparalyzed limbs. We describe how information throughput and
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decoding accuracy for a neural prosthesis varies as a function of the number of tar-

gets used and reaches an optimal point at 6 targets when considering a single effector

(i.e., hand, foot). Additionally, we show, in offline analysis, how spreading targets

across multiple effectors of the body increases signal variance by leveraging neural

dimensions that may code for laterality of the effector, effector type, and movement

type.

Finally, we report that motor cortical neurons in a human with paralysis exhibit

sensory or sensory-triggered responses to cutaneous haptic stimulation in the form of

skin shear–tangential shear forces on the surface of the skin–provided on the back of

the neck. We show that some channels measuring neural activity, significantly tuned

to the shear stimulus, exhibit cosine tuning properties. Additionally, we demonstrate

online iBCI cursor control with continuous skin shear haptic feedback driven by de-

coded velocity command signals. Cursor control performance increased slightly but

significantly when the participant was given haptic feedback as compared to the vi-

sual feedback condition, we show that the neural activity during iBCI movements is

predominantly unchanged between the visual feedback condition and the condition

where vision and haptic feedback are combined. There is a small influence of haptic

feedback on the neural activity, but not enough to negatively impact the iBCI decoder

performance during cursor control.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Brain-Computer Interfaces

In 1924, Professor of Psychiatry Hans Berger at University of Jena, Germany found

that electrical signals arising from human brain activity can be recorded from the

scalp surface by way of electrodes, a method that would later be known as electroen-

cephalography (EEG). Berger used EEG as a basic tool for brain research where he

recorded human brain signals over the course of a few years [1]. Interestingly, as if

with an immense degree of foresight, Berger’s friend Herbert Jasper, a neuroscien-

tist from Canada, sent Berger a holiday greeting card in 1938 depicting an electrode

measuring brain signals from a man’s scalp and embedded within the wave-like sig-

nal output are letters spelling out a season’s greeting. This friendly gesture would

serve as an early concept of what would later be known as a brain-computer interface

(BCI).

A formal definition of BCI (or brain-machine interface, BMI) is a system that

measures central nervous system (CNS) activity and converts it into artificial output

that replaces, restores, enhances, supplements, or improves CNS output and thereby

changes the ongoing interactions between the CNS and its external or internal envi-

ronment [2]. BCI systems can generally be categorized into one of two classes: (1)

External sensor-based BCI, which measures brain activity by methods that do not

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Single
recording
site
Several groups have built BCIs based on neural 
recordings from a single cortical area. A single-area BCI 
decodes neuronal activity specific for that area, for 
example motor commands in primary motor cortex (M1) 
or cognitive signals in posterior parietal cortex (PPC).

Multiple
recording
sites
By recording simultaneously from many areas, this 
approach takes advantage of distributed processing 
of information in the brain. Although technically 
challenging, it is highly promising for both developing 
BCIs and gaining fundamental knowledge. 

Implantable
sensors
Electrodes are implanted intracranially. This methodology 
provides neural signals of the best quality and has a high 
potential for further improvement. At the same time, it 
carries risks associated with an invasive surgical 
procedure.

External
sensors
This methodology is based on the recordings of EEGs 
from the surface of the head. It provides solutions for 
people with paralysis for simple communications with the 
outside world. However, the measured neural signals have 
a limited bandwidth.

Brain-computer interfaces

Small
samples
In certain cases, small groups of 
neurons (< 30 single units) are
sufficient for providing control 
signals to a BCI. This design suffers 
from instability related to variability 
of neuronal activity and changes in 
the sampled populations.

Local
field
potentials
(LFPs)

BCIs based on decoding the summed 
activity of a local population of 
neurons.Their advantage is that they 
reflect population effects such as neural 
oscillations. Their bandwidth is, 
however, limited.

Large
ensembles
Large neuronal ensembles 
(hundreds and in the future feasibly 
thousands of cells) provide a stable 
signal to control a multi-degree of 
freedom prosthesis. This approach 
instigates new computational 
solutions.

Figure 1.1: Classification of brain-computer interface systems. The work presented
in this dissertation falls under the Large ensembles category outlined above with
a black bounding box where we measure single unit and multi-unit neural activity
across approximately 200 microelectrode channels. Image adapted from [14].

require implantation or surgery, and (2) Implantable sensor-based BCI, where elec-

trodes are implanted intracranially. Figure 1.1 depicts a classification of BCI systems

over the last decade. This dissertation focuses on implantable BCIs which are also

most commonly referred to as intracortical brain-computer interfaces (iBCIs). Specif-

ically, the work presented in this dissertation falls under the outlined Large ensemble

classification in Figure 1.1. Historically, iBCI studies have been conducted in animal

models including rodents and nonhuman primates (NHPs), and more recent research

has been conducted with human participants with paralysis. To date, iBCI systems

have been designed for both clinical and research studies by translating raw neural

signals into command signals that can drive motor or communication prostheses such

as robot arms and computer cursors [3–13].
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Figure 1.2 illustrates the basic operation of an iBCI system used to control motor

and communication prostheses. Neural activity is measured from cortical areas of

the brain, predominantly areas associated with motor function such as the primary

motor cortex (M1) or the premotor cortex (PMd), and machine learning techniques

are used to design decoders which translate the neural activity to command signals by

attempting to estimate the motor commands generated by the measured population

of neurons. There is also an emerging class of iBCI research that uses intracortical

microstimulation (ICMS) to stimulate cortical neurons, particularly in the primary

sensory cortex (S1), in an effort to provide haptic sensory feedback in iBCI systems

[15–17].

1.2 Motivation

iBCIs for people with paralysis have largely built upon work investigating the neural

representation of overt reaching movements in able-bodied NHPs. However, in peo-

ple with paralysis, iBCIs leverage neural features related to attempted movement of

paralyzed limbs. These attempted movements’ neural representation may differ sub-

stantially from overt movement. Although prior work in humans has shown proficient

iBCI-enabled control of cursors and robotic arms, relatively little is known about how

paralysis affects movement representation at a single neuron level. Additionally, the

performance of motor and communication prostheses under iBCI control falls short of

the motor performance and communication rate performance of able-bodied individ-

uals [19]. Fundamentally, this shortfall in performance of iBCI-controlled prostheses

could be explained by limitations imposed by sampling from a small subset of neurons

when more dense and interconnected networks of neurons are responsible for plan-

ning, coordinating, and executing precise movements. Additionally, the shortcomings

in performance may be due in part to the absence of somatosensory feedback dur-

ing iBCI control resulting in a “sensory conflict” [20] where the brain expects but

does not receive sensory cues, or information, relative to the administered motor

command. Thus, this thesis aims to develop a better understanding of how paralysis

affects movement representation in the motor cortex and the role of somatosensory
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Figure 1.2: System diagram of an intracortical brain-computer interface system
used to control motor and communication prostheses. Neural signals can be recorded
from cortical areas such as primary motor cortex (M1), premotor cortex (PMd),
primary sensory cortex (S1), and the parietal cortex (MIP). These neural signals can
be measured at single unit resolution where the timing of neuron action potentials,
or spikes, are identified and assigned for each neural unit. These spike times are then
translated by a decoder to control signals for a prosthetic system. Image from [18]
c© 2010 Elsevier Inc.)

feedback during iBCI control to help elucidate the mechanism behind body-dissociated

iBCI control and inform neuroprosthesis design.
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1.3 Prior Work

This section provides a review of relevant existing research. We describe techniques

for decoding neural activity for continuous and discrete control of iBCI-enabled motor

and communication prostheses. Motor prostheses enable continuous control of an end

effector such as a prosthetic limb or a computer cursor. Alternatively, communication

prosthesis aim to provided the ability to select from discrete targets, for example

keys on a keyboard, in order to restore the ability to communicate. This section also

provides background related to somatosensory feedback in iBCI systems.

1.3.1 Modeling Neuron Firing Rates

Action potentials of neurons can vary in amplitude, duration, and shape; we do

not yet have a clear understanding of how information is encoded in the time series

response of an action potential spike train. Fortunately, it is understood that action

potentials encode and convey information through their timing or discharge rate [21,

22]. The response of a neuron typically depends on many different stimulus properties.

Georgopoulos et al. [21] found that neurons in motor areas of the brain exhibit a

response that can be characterized by a “tuning curve” which relates the firing rate

of a particular neuron to a presented stimulus (Fig. 1.3). For example, assume that

an NHP is performing center-out reaches to 8 radial targets and we measure the

discharge of a single motor neuron during these reaches. Next, we look at a window

of time after each reach onset and sum the number of spikes recorded during that

window, which we will call the integration window. Now, we average the number of

spikes recorded during the integration window for each reach direction. At this point

we will have a single averaged firing rate for each reach direction. Plotting the reach

direction against the averaged firing rates, we obtain a tuning curve that resembles a

cosine wave. These cosine waves provide us with a means to characterize the response

of a neuron to the presentation of a stimulus, however, they do not describe how firing

rate varies from trial to trial. Single-trial responses of neurons are probabilistic and

not deterministic, therefore, a neuron’s spike response, or the spike responses of a

population of neurons, is normally modeled as a stochastic process. Commonly used
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Figure 1.3: Cosine tuning of a motor cortical neuron. (A) Recording of a single
motor neuron of a nonhuman primate during arm center-out reaches to radial targets.
The spike rasters for each direction show spikes for five trials where each row is a
unique trial’s spike train. (B) Trial-averaged firing rates f are plotted against the
movement direction s and A cosine fit curve is overlaid. The preferred direction of
this unit is the direction s that it fires maximally, which is approximately 161.25◦.
Figure adapted from [21] c© 1982 Society for Neuroscience.

neural response models include Gaussian and Poisson.

1.3.2 Continuous Neural Decoding

After determining how neurons respond during movement, normally accomplished by

correlating movements performed during behavioral tasks with the associated mea-

sured neural activity, estimation techniques can decode the desired continuous trajec-

tory of movement from the pattern of neural activity. Various studies have shown that

neural spiking activity in the primary motor cortex is correlated with arm kinematic

and dynamic parameters including hand position, hand velocity, hand movement di-

rection, limb forces, and joint torques [21,23–30]. The general iBCI decoding system

is composed of two parts taken from machine learning decoding techniques: (1) Open-

loop training (or decoder calibration), where a probabilistic model of neural responses

is trained on a data set of simultaneously recorded movements and associated neural

activity, and (2) Closed-loop control, where the model constructed on the open-loop
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training data is used in real time to map neural activity patterns to estimated move-

ment trajectories which can control computer cursors or robotic manipulators.

Historically, closed-loop iBCI cursor control studies in NHPs have relied heavily

on training data of neural activity during overt arm reaching. In humans with paral-

ysis, however, it is not possible to map neural activity to actual arm movements.

Previous human iBCI studies were performed by calibrating decoders on imagined or

attempted arm movements [7,12]. However, it is well understood that neural activity

during open-loop training differs from neural activity during closed-loop control [31].

Because neural activity can vary across open-loop and closed-loop contexts, a de-

coder calibrated using open-loop data may not be optimal for closed-loop control.

Jarosiewicz et al. [8] demonstrated that re-calibration or updating of decoders on

closed-loop neural data leads to improved neural control.

Hand position and velocity decoding has been used for closed-loop iBCI cursor

control in able-bodied NHPs using a variety of decoding algorithms including the

population vector method [13], linear filtering [4, 11, 32–34], and Kalman filtering

[35, 36]. Kalman velocity filtering techniques are most widely used today in human

iBCI control as Kim et al. [31] demonstrated that cursor control significantly improved

with velocity rather than position decoding. Furthermore, Gilja et al. [6] introduced

a control algorithm termed ‘ReFIT-KF’ (Recalibrated Feedback Intention-Trained

Kalman Filter), which incorporates assumptions about the nature of closed-loop iBCI

control and is the current state of the art control algorithm. The highest recorded

iBCI communication rate (information throughput metric) of 3.7 bits per second

(bps) was recorded using the ReFIT-KF control modality by Pandarinath et al. [37]

in a cursor control task to select targets on a grid. Emerging research is interested

in using more sophisticated artificial intelligence techniques such as neural networks,

specifically recurrent neural networks (RNNs), for iBCI control [38–40].
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1.3.3 Discrete Neural Decoding

While continuous neural decoding has direct applications to motor prostheses, which

normally require precise and accurate movement trajectories, discrete decoding tech-

niques are most applicable to communication prostheses where the goal is to maximize

information throughput from the participant to the world; this makes the accuracy

and speed with which discrete keys can be selected on a keyboard of primary im-

portance. Although continuous decoding can be used to guide a motor prosthesis to

select discrete keys, the duration of time it takes to travel to the intended target is

lost time as the key selection is what actually contributes to information conveyance.

Thus, researchers have developed methods of discrete decoding of neural activity by

which decoders are used as classifiers.

Two types of neural activity are commonly used for discrete decoding applica-

tions: preparatory and movement activity. Preparatory activity has been found to

exist prior to the execution or intention of movement and is believed to reflect the

neural processing required for the accurate and fast generation of movement [41–44].

Preparatory activity has also been shown to reflect peak movement velocity [43] and

movement extent or amplitude [45]. Movement activity follows preparatory activity

and is present slightly before (approximately 100-200ms before movement onset) and

during the executed movement. Neurons in the premotor cortex typically exhibit

stronger preparatory activity than movement activity, where the opposite is true for

the primary motor cortex [46,47].

Recent studies suggest that there may be considerable communication rate perfor-

mance benefit in using preparatory activity to estimate target location and position

the cursor immediately on the desired target [10,48]. To date, discrete neural decod-

ing for iBCI controlled communication prostheses has only been deployed in the NHP

animal model. One of the contributions of this dissertation is the first demonstration

of online discrete neural decoding with a human participant.
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1.3.4 Artificial Sensory Feedback

Researchers have hypothesized that the relatively poor performance of iBCI-controlled

neural prostheses, as compared to able-bodied movement and communication perfor-

mance, is due in part to an absence of somatosensory feedback during iBCI control.

Somatosensory feedback most commonly refers to haptic (tactile and proprioceptive)

information which is essential for fine control of movements and dexterous manip-

ulation [49, 50]. For example, when an able-bodied person attempts a movement

the brain has an expectation of the tactile and proprioceptive sensory feedback that

will accompany the movement [20]. This multisensory integration of visual and hap-

tic information is how the brain is able to calculate accurate estimates of percepts

(e.g., velocity, position, etc. of the arm) [51,52]. Additionally, the presence of haptic

feedback relieves the need for constant visual attention during movement and allows

movements to be made outside the visual field. Furthermore, haptic feedback enables

tasks that are difficult to accomplish even with visual feedback, such as striking a

match which has been shown to be more challenging of a task without cutaneous

sensation from the fingers [53,54]. A widely used approach for providing haptic feed-

back in iBCI systems is by electrically stimulating the primary sensory cortex. iBCI

systems capable of both measuring motor activity for control and stimulating sensory

neurons are known as bi-directional BCIs.

Intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) is a technique whereby neurons in the cor-

tex are stimulated by electrical pulses delivered via implanted electrodes. ICMS is

commonly used to evoke artificial tactile and proprioceptive percepts to encode ar-

tificial sensation information for neural prostheses. Preliminary studies have shown

promise for artificial tactile feedback [16, 55, 56] and artificial proprioceptive feed-

back [17, 57]. Flesher et al. [16] demonstrated that a human can distinguish which

finger is being perturbed by evoking artificial tactile percepts via ICMS of corre-

sponding areas of the hand region of the primary sensory cortex and subsequently

demonstrated improved closed-loop iBCI control of a robotic hand with artificial tac-

tile feedback [58]. Dadarlat et al. [17] demonstrated that NHPs can learn to integrate

artificial proprioceptive feedback evoked by ICMS during an iBCI control task where

NHPs can control a cursor relying more heavily on artificial proprioception when
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visual feedback is degraded.

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation addresses how neural features in the motor cortex differ between

attempted movement of paralyzed limbs and overt movement of unparalyzed limbs,

the effects of external haptic stimulation on motor cortical neurons, and how haptic

feedback acting as artificial proprioception affects iBCI control. Specifically, three

major research contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. Characterization of the neural representation of attempted movement

of a paralyzed limb in a person, and implications for intracortical

brain-computer interfaces (Chapter 3): We compared a human iBCI partic-

ipant’s neural activity during attempted movement of the paralyzed arm and

overt movement of the unparalyzed head to neural activity observed during

nonhuman primate overt arm movement. We found that neural activity during

the participant’s overt head movement had strong modulation to distance and

force magnitude, similar to nonhuman primate arm movement. In contrast,

attempted movement of the participant’s paralyzed arm had weak modulation

to distance and force. We also found that the participant’s neural activity

during closed-loop iBCI control was more similar to overt movement than to

attempted movement of the paralyzed limb. To further clarify the relationship

between attempted movement of a paralyzed limb and closed-loop iBCI control,

the participant controlled the cursor using a series of different joint movement

strategies. We found that neural activity changed during closed-loop iBCI con-

trol, becoming more similar across different movement strategies. Surprisingly,

we also found that the cursor could be controlled equally well when instructed

to control it without attempting (or imagining) any particular movement at all.

2. The design, implementation, and demonstration of an online discrete

neural decoder for a person with paralysis (Chapter 4): We developed
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the first discrete neural decoding system for a human iBCI user. This decod-

ing system is capable of optimizing for decoding parameters such as temporal

integration window widths and skip intervals. Our novel approach leveraged a

recent scientific finding from our group where we observed distinguishable neu-

ral modulation to movements made across multiple effectors (face, head, leg,

and arm) in the hand knob area of motor cortex. This enabled accurate se-

lection from a large number of targets or keys by mapping distinct movements

across the body to different targets as opposed to distributing targets across a

single effector. We assessed communication rate performance in series of three

discrete target selection tasks increasing the number of effectors that targets

were spread across. We found that communication rate performance increases

as targets are spread across increasing numbers of effectors. Additionally, we

demonstrated that high decoding accuracies (mean of 95%) can be achieved

across 32 targets spread across the body as long as additional time is added to

give the participant enough time to recognize the target and prepare the cued

movement.

3. Characterizing tactile sensory responses in hand knob area of motor

cortex and how online tactile feedback affects iBCI control (Chapter 5):

We used a desktop haptic device to provide shear force haptic stimulation in 8

radial directions on the back of the neck of a human iBCI user with high cervical

spinal cord injury. We found that some neural units measured from the motor

cortex exhibit significant sensory responses to the tactile stimuli. Decoding

sensory stimulus from M1 firing rates resulted in similar decoding accuracy to

the participant’s verbal response classification accuracy during perception. We

integrated skin shear feedback into the iBCI system where decoded velocity

commands drove both the cursor and the haptic device. We assessed iBCI

control performance with and without the haptic feedback. Haptic feedback

did not negatively impact control performance; in fact, there was a significant

but small increase in performance.
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1.5 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation is composed of six chapters. The introductory chapter has provided

an overview of brain-computer interfaces, general motivation for the work, a survey

of relevant literature and prior works, and a summary of contributions of the disser-

tation. Chapter 2 discusses study permissions, participant details, session structure

and environment information, and neural signal processing. Chapter 3 describes the

characterization of neural activity as it compares between overt movement of an un-

paralyzed limb and attempted movement of a paralyzed limb and the implications

for iBCI, such as how the neural activity compares to that observed during online

iBCI control. Chapter 4 describes the development, implementation, and demonstra-

tion of the first discrete neural decoding system for human iBCI participants used

in a target selection task with a novel target layout. This chapter covers all aspects

of development including design of the decoder, the optimization functions used for

parameter selection, the open-loop protocol for decoder building, and the closed-loop

protocol to run online. Chapter 5 describes the integration of a desktop haptic feed-

back device into an iBCI system for sensory stimulation studies and for use as online

somatosensory feedback, or artificial proprioception, during iBCI control. It describes

the assessment of tactile sensitivity and perception of cutaneous haptic stimuli on our

participant and the effects of the cutaneous stimuli on motor cortical activity. It also

covers the integration of cutaneous haptic feedback during iBCI cursor control and

an analysis on affects to neural activity and control performance. Finally, Chapter 6

summarizes the results of the research, reviews the contributions of this dissertation,

and provides possibilities for future work.



Chapter 2

General Methods

2.1 Study Permissions and Participant Details

All studies described in this dissertation were performed with a single human partici-

pant, referred to as T5, who gave informed consent and was enrolled in the BrainGate2

Neural Interface System clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00912041,

registered June 3, 2009). This pilot clinical trial was approved under an Investi-

gational Device Exemption (IDE) by the US Food and Drug Administration (In-

vestigational Device Exemption #G090003). Permission was also granted by the

Institutional Review Boards of University Hospitals (protocol #04-12-17), Stanford

University (protocol #20804), Partners Healthcare/Massachusetts General Hospital

(2011P001036), Providence VA Medical Center (2011-009), and Brown University

(0809992560). All research was performed in accordance with relevant regulations

and guidelines.

Participant T5 is a male participant (65 years of age at the time of study) with

tetraplegia due to high cervical spinal cord injury classified as a C4 ASIA C spinal

cord injury that occurred approximately 9 years prior to study enrollment. T5 was

implanted with two 96-electrode (1.5 mm length) intracortical microelectrode arrays

(Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT) in the hand knob area of dominant

precentral gyrus. T5 retained full movement of the face and head and the ability to

shrug his shoulders. Below the level of his spinal cord injury, T5 retained some very

13
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Figure 2.1: Electrode placement. Participant T5’s MRI-derived brain anatomy
and microelectrode array locations. Microelectrode array locations were determined
by co-registration of postoperative CT images with preoperative MRI images. The
implant region is believed to be in the hand knob area of motor cortex.

limited voluntary motion of the arms and legs that was largely restricted to the left

elbow. Some micromotions of the right and left hands were also visible, along with

extremely small but reliable twitching of the toes and feet. The hand knob area in

participant T5 was identified by pre-operative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Figure 2.1 shows array placement locations registered to MRI-derived brain anatomy.

2.2 Session Structure and Environment

Neural data was recorded during 5-7 hour sessions on scheduled days. During the

sessions, T5 sat upright in a wheelchair that supported his back, legs, and head. A

computer monitor placed approximately 72 inches away from T5’s eyes displayed all

graphics and text pertaining to tasks.

T5’s head movement was spatially tracked via an OptiTrack V120:Trio camera
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system which measured the position and orientation of a worn headband outfitted

with reflective markers. The head tracking system mapped the vertical plane position

of the worn headband to an on-screen “head cursor”, which was either kept invisible or

appeared as a small green cursor depending on the task. Some tasks were performed

with a head speed limitation, termed “head still”, in which a trial would be failed if

the head-tracking cursor’s speed exceeded a preset threshold. T5 was quite familiar

with this “head still” protocol from previous research sessions and was successfully

able to keep his head still while performing tasks.

Eye movement was tracked with a Tobii Eye Tracker 4C system. The eye tracking

system was calibrated using Tobii proprietary software prior to the start of each

session by the Clinical Neurotechnology Research Assistant (CNRA).

Video was recorded using a camcorder oriented at either T5’s face and upper torso

and/or from behind T5’s head and over the shoulder at the computer monitor. The

video was synced with the electrophysiology data acquisition system (NeuroPortTM)

via an analog input port. Audio, including T5’s voice and task-related sounds played

by the control computers, was recorded by a microphone using the control computer’s

Audacity audio recording program. Figure 2.2 illustrates the study environment.

2.3 Neural Signal Processing

Neural signals (electrodes’ voltages with respect to a reference wire) were recorded

from the microelectrode arrays using the NeuroPortTM system from Blackrock Mi-

crosystems (Hochberg et al. [7] describes the basic setup). Neural signals were then

analog filtered from 0.3 Hz to 7.5 kHz and subsequently digitized at 30 kHz (250 nV

resolution). The digitized signals were then sent to control computers for real-time

processing to implement the iBCI. The real-time iBCI was implemented in custom

Simulink Realtime software.

To extract action potentials (spikes), the signal was first common average re-

referenced within each array (subtracting the average signal across the array from

every electrode in order to reduce common mode noise). Next, a digital bandpass

filter from 250 Hz to 3 kHz was applied to each electrode before spike detection.
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Figure 2.2: Study environment. The participant (T5) is seated in a wheelchair that
supports the legs, back, and head. A computer monitor is placed approximately 72
inches away from T5’s eyes. An eye-tracking system measures the movement of T5’s
eyes via IR emitters fixed to the bottom of the monitor. A head-tracking system
measures the movement of reflective markers fixed to a headband worn by T5 via IR
emitters fastened to a tripod behind the monitor. Two amplifiers are shown plugged
into their respective pedestals for the lateral and medial arrays.

Threshold crossing detection of spikes was implemented by either applying a -3.5 x

RMS or -4.5 x RMS threshold (varies for application) applied to each electrode, where

RMS is the electrode-specific root mean square (standard deviation) of the voltage

time series recorded on that electrode. In keeping with standard iBCI practice, we

did not spike sort (assign threshold crossings to specific single neurons) [59].



Chapter 3

Neural Representation of

Attempted Movement of a

Paralyzed Limb in a Person, and

Implications for iBCI

3.1 Introduction

Intracortical brain-computer interfaces (iBCIs) for people with paralysis have largely

built upon work investigating the neural representation of overt reaching movements

in nonhuman primates (NHPs) [21, 60–62]. However, in people with paralysis, iBCIs

leverage neural features related to attempted movement of paralyzed limbs. The

neural representation of these attempted movements may differ substantially from

overt movement. Although prior work in humans with paralysis has shown proficient

iBCI-enabled control of cursors [7, 31] and robotic arms [63, 64], relatively little is

known about how paralysis affects movement representation at a single unit level.

Furthermore, it is not known whether neural activity during attempted movement

of paralyzed limbs is similar to closed-loop iBCI control in which the neural activity

is guiding the cursor, or if there exists some generic “cursor control” signal that

somewhat disassociates the neural activity from any particular attempted movement

17
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Figure 3.1: Changes in directional tuning between open-loop training and closed-
loop testing. The spike trains of a sample unit (channel 82, unit 1, A1-197) are
shown for a human participant performing radial reaches in open-loop (left) and
radial reaches in closed-loop for iBCI control (right). The row of each spike raster is
a unique trial’s spiking activity. Below each raster are histograms depicting the sum
of spikes within binned intervals where an increase in activity is illustrated as taller
bars in the histogram plots. The unit’s preferred directions (PDs) are indicated by
arrows. The PD is the direction in which the spiking activity is at a maximum and is
a means to characterize a unit’s activity. This example illustrates that a neuron can
have preferred directions that differ depending on context (open-loop or closed-loop).
Figure adapted from [31] c© 2008 IOP Publishing Ltd.

representation. Previous studies acknowledge that there is indeed a difference in

neural activity between the attempted movements made during open-loop calibration

of a neural decoder and closed-loop neural control (Fig. 3.1) [31, 65]. However, the

mechanism for such differences in neural activity is not well understood.

Decades of basic science research and clinical findings have motivated the use

of the motor cortex, comprised of the premotor cortex, primary motor cortex, and

supplementary motor area, as a source of neural information for iBCIs. Within

the motor cortex, arm movement-related regions are normally targeted, because the

arm performs many actions necessary for tasks of daily living and is an ideal limb

to restore function lost due to paralysis. Numerous studies in NHPs have shown

that neural activity in the arm/hand areas of motor cortex is correlated with arm
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kinematic and dynamic parameters including direction, speed, and extent of move-

ment [21,27,61,62,66,67], as well as to muscle forces and joint posture [29,62,68–76].

Although these movement features correlated with neural activity have been thor-

oughly characterized in NHPs, they have yet to be characterized at a single-unit level

in humans. Furthermore, it is unknown how paralysis affects the neural representation

of movement.

Motivated by our group’s recent finding that distinguishable movement-related

neural modulation exists across multiple limbs and effectors of the body in the hand

knob area of motor cortex [77] (formally introduced and discussed in Section 4.1),

we compared T5’s neural activity during attempted movement of the paralyzed arm,

overt movement of the unparalyzed head, and iBCI control to neural activity during

NHP arm movement. We found that neural activity during overt head movement had

strong representation of distance and force magnitude, similar to NHP arm movement.

In contrast, attempted movement of the paralyzed arm had weak representation of

distance and force. Interestingly, we found that neural activity during closed-loop

iBCI control was more similar to overt movement than to attempted movement of

the paralyzed arm (i.e., it also had a strong representation of distance).

To further clarify the relationship between attempted movement of a paralyzed

limb and closed-loop iBCI control, we had T5 control a cursor using a series of dif-

ferent joint movement strategies (i.e., directional wrist pointing and directional ankle

pointing). We found that neural activity changed during closed-loop iBCI control,

becoming more similar across different movement strategies. Surprisingly, we also

found that the cursor could be controlled equally well when instructed to control it

without attempting (or imagining) any particular movement at all. These results sug-

gest that neural activity may change during iBCI control to reflect a generic “cursor

control” signal that somewhat dissociates it from any particular attempted movement

representation.
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3.2 Comparison of Neural Activity Between Overt

and Attempted Movements

The study permissions, participant information, session structure, and study envi-

ronment are detailed in Chapter 2. All studies were performed with a single human

participant (T5). A previously collected NHP reaching dataset from Nir Even-Chen

et al. [78] was used in parts of the analysis in this section. Some text in this section

is from Willett*, Deo*, et al. [77].

3.2.1 Instructed Delay Behavioral Tasks

T5 performed a series of cued movements, which were either some form of overt

movement of his head or attempted movement of his paralyzed arm. Movements

were cued via six circular targets (1.5 inches in diameter) in a single line configuration

as depicted in Figure 3.2. The single line configuration of targets was used to cue

movements in one of two directions (left, right) and at three different magnitudes

(near, midrange, far). This target layout allowed us to characterize neural tuning to

direction of movement and distance/magnitude of movement. A list and descriptions

of the cued movements are provided in Table 3.1. Prior to the execution of all tasks,

the assigned movement strategy was specified with a physical demonstration by the

study operator. T5 was given ample time to practice the movements until he felt

comfortable.

Each cued movement within a trial followed a simple instructed delay paradigm

(Fig. 3.2) composed of three epochs: (1) An idle period in which no target was

illuminated and T5 was instructed to stay in a relaxed idle state where he was asked to

not attempt or imagine any movement. This idle state allowed us to measure baseline

neural activity, (2) A variable delay period in which a target was illuminated in

red (between 1-2s) indicating that T5 prepare to make the cued movement but not

execute the movement. This delay period was necessary to give T5 enough time to

overcome any behavioral latencies associated with the task and to ensure a clean

and consistent onset of movement at the beginning of the next epoch and to allow
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Cued Movement List
Movement Strategy Description
Overt Head Movement Physically moving head such that head-

tracking cursor displayed on screen ac-
quires targets.

Overt Head Force Physically pushing head into the headrest
at predetermined force profiles.

Attempted Arm
Outstretched

Attempting to move arm such that it is
fully outstretched with the index finger
sliding along the plane of the monitor to
acquire targets. At idle, the arm is imag-
ined to be outstretched at center of moni-
tor. The arm is physically resting to the
side with hand on lap and is unable to
move.

Attempted Arm
Outstretched Following
Autonomous Cursor

Same as Attempted Arm Outstretched ex-
cept an autonomous cursor sets the pace at
which the participant reaches. This con-
dition scales the cursor velocity such that
each trial length is the same, meaning that
further targets require faster movements.

Attempted Arm Lap-Out
Reaches

Attempting to move the arm from a rest
position on the lap out to an outstretched
reach with the index finger touching a des-
ignated target. The arm is physically rest-
ing to the side with hand on lap.

Attempted Hand Joystick Attempting to move the hand on an imagi-
nary joystick by deflecting it in a direction
with one of three predetermined attempted
force profiles. The hand is physically rest-
ing on the lap.

Attempted Hand Joystick
for BCI control

Same as Attempted Hand Joystick except
performed during online BCI control.

Table 3.1: Cued movements for direction and distance tuning comparison. Red rows
indicate overt movements which are movements that result in physical motion. Blue
rows indicate attempted movements which do not result in any physical motion. Gray
rows indicate iBCI control-related movements.
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Idle Move

1 s 1 - 2 s 1 s

Variable
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Figure 3.2: Trial timeline of an instructed delay movement cue task. The movement
strategy for this example is Attempted Hand Joystick as illustrated by the drawings
along the bottom row. During the 1 second idle period, no target is illuminated and
the participant’s attempted movement of the imagined joystick remains at an idle
or neutral state. After the idle period is complete, a target is illuminated in red for
a random amount of time (ranging between 1 - 2 s) and the participant prepares
to execute the movement cued by the target which in this example is deflecting the
imagined joystick to the right at a medium throw of the joystick. The participant
does not attempt the movement during this variable delay period. After the delay,
the same target turns blue indicating to the participant that the attempted movement
should be executed as illustrated with the drawn hand deflecting the joystick to the
right. The participant holds this attempted movement for the 1 second duration of
this move period until the next trial’s idle period in which the participant returns
to the neutral attempted movement state. The drawings of hand postures along the
bottom row were not shown to the participant and only serve as an illustration for
the aforementioned example.

enough time such that the neural data could be readily interpreted as preparing for

the upcoming movement, (3) A move period in which the color of the target changed

from red to blue indicating that T5 execute the movement in a quick and consistent

manner.
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3.2.2 Movement Strategies

T5 performed a total of seven different types of movement strategies. The two overt

movements concerned the head because he was still capable of physically moving the

head and neck. The Overt Head Movement condition instructed T5 to rotate his

head left or right which was accomplished by muscles in the neck. This condition was

performed in a slightly different manner than the others in that a total of ten targets,

grossly spaced (1 inch between one another) was laid out in a vertical line instead

of horizontally and the delay period ranged between 500ms and 1s. A subset of 6

targets were selected (every other target) for analysis to better resemble the study

layout used for all other movement strategies (horizontal line of 6 targets as illustrated

in Figure 3.2). The dataset for this condition was collected by Dr. Francis Willett,

a postdoctoral research associate in the Neural Prosthetics Translational Laboratory

(NPTL). T5 had continuous control of a head-tracking cursor on the screen during

this condition. In the Overt Head Force condition, T5 was instructed to push his

head into the headrest of the wheelchair in either the left or right direction at three

different forces indicated by the close targets (small force), midrange targets (medium

force), and far targets (large force).

T5 performed four types of attempted movement strategies for the paralyzed

right arm. The Attempted Arm Outstretched condition is where T5 imagined that

his arm was outstretched in front of him and pointing at the center of the monitor

(illustrated by the cross-hairs on Fig. 3.2) as the neutral pose. This neutral pose is

where T5 imagined his arm at idle, although the physical location of his arm was to

the right of his torso resting on an armrest with his hand on his lap, meaning that T5

did not produce any attempted movement to hold his imagined arm up to the screen.

All attempted movements of the arm such that the finger slides across the plane of

the monitor to targets were performed relative to this neutral pose, i.e., moving to the

rightmost target from the origin would result in T5 attempting to generate the muscle

commands to swing the arm to the right at the shoulder level so that his imagined

fingertip slides across the monitor to the target. T5 was instructed to perform these

movements as quickly and consistently as possible with a goal to maintain a constant

timing of each reach so that faster movement would be necessary to obtain targets
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on the periphery. The Attempted Arm Outstretched Following Autonomous Cursor

condition was identical to Attempted Arm Outstretched except that movement pace

was explicitly set with an autonomous cursor (0.5 inch diameter) traveling from the

origin to targets. The pace was set such that each trial was 1 second long, i.e., the

cursor would move faster to targets further from the origin to keep each attempted

reach at 1 second. T5 was instructed to track this cursor with his fingertip and

perform the same attempted movement as the previous condition. The Attempted

Arm Lap-Out Reaches condition was where T5 was to take the physical location of

his right arm into account as the starting and neutral position to alleviate some of

the constraints on imagining his arm starting in a different pose as the Attempted

Arm Outstretched conditions. During this condition, T5 was instructed to attempt

to reach out and touch the indicated target, i.e., generate the muscle commands

necessary to lift the arm from its current physical resting position off of the lap and

up to the monitor. The final attempted movement condition was Attempted Hand

Joystick, which is where T5 imagined his right hand on a joystick positioned directly

under the physical location of his hand on the lap. During this condition, T5 was

instructed to push on the joystick in either the left or right direction at three different

forces indicated by the targets on the screen in a similar fashion to that described

for the Overt Head Force condition. T5 was most comfortable with this movement

strategy because he had used it extensively in past studies.

The third class of movements that T5 performed was BCI control-related to

compare how neural activity associated with a particular movement strategy might

change during a closed-loop control task. The Attempted Hand Joystick for BCI

Control condition was similar to the Attempted Hand Joystick condition except that

T5 was to perform online BCI control with the attempted joystick movements. The

BCI control task was performed in an instructed delay paradigm similar to the task

described by Figure 3.2, except that the movement period was extended to 10 seconds

to allow T5 enough time to control the cursor to the designated target. A trial would

end if T5 was able to hold the cursor within the designated target for 300ms or the

total movement period time of 10 seconds elapsed. T5 did not have to control the

cursor back to the origin after a trial; as the cursor was reset to the origin during the
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idle epoch. The cursor was frozen during the idle and variable delay epochs where

BCI commands would control the cursor only during the move period. All movements

of the cursor were constrained to the vertical axis (axis which connects all targets)

by imparting a gain of 0 to BCI commands in the horizontal dimension to ensure

that the attempted hand joystick movements were only in the vertical directions (left

and right) for comparison to the other movement strategies. This constraint was

necessary to limit attempted joystick movements to the left and right directions only;

otherwise, BCI decoder noise would influence the cursor to move in areas not along

the vertical axis from the origin to the targets. T5 was instructed to hold his head

still during the BCI control tasks and a “head-still” speed cap was used to fail a trial

if the head-tracking cursor’s velocity exceeded 250 pixels per second–a satisfactory

threshold found during pilot studies.

3.2.3 Methods

A description of how neural data was acquired and processed for analysis is provided in

Section 2.3. Threshold crossing times, or spike times, were binned into 10 ms bins and

z-scored to ensure that electrodes with high firing rates did not overly influence the

population-level results. Z-scoring was accomplished by first subtracting, in a block-

wise manner, the mean spike count over all 10 ms bins within each block. Subtracting

the within-block mean helps to counteract slow drifts in the firing rate of electrodes

over the course of a session day. Furthermore, subtraction of within-block means

ensures that spurious drifts in firing rate do not bias blocks so that fair comparisons

of neural activity between blocks can be made. After mean-subtraction, the binned

spike counts were divided by the sample standard deviation computed using all 10

ms bins across all blocks. Electrodes with firing rates less than 0.5 Hz over all time

steps were excluded from further analysis in order to denoise population-level results.

Finally, the binned spike count time series were convolved with a Gaussian kernel (30

ms standard deviation) to reduce high frequency noise.
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Demixed Principal Component Analysis

To characterize neural tuning to direction and distance (or magnitude) of movement,

we used demixed principal component analysis (dPCA) as introduced by Kobak et

al. [79]. dPCA is a dimensionality reduction technique that decomposes population-

level neural activity into a set of dimensions that each explain variance related to

one particular marginalization of the data – exposing the dependence of the neural

representation on task parameters such as direction and distance of movement. This

decomposition gives an interpretable and comprehensive overview of the structure in

the neural data as it relates to the experimentally manipulated variables. We used the

most recent version of dPCA [https://github.com/machenslab/dPCA] with a slight

variation implemented by Dr. Francis Willett to allow for cross-validation and a means

to interpret the marginalized data only (termed mPCA). Here, we briefly summarize

dPCA as it was applied to our data (refer to [79] for a complete description) and the

mPCA variation.

Demixed PCA begins with splitting the data into marginalizations in a manner

similar to ANOVA (analysis of variance). Considering first just a single electrode, we

can put this electrode’s binned firing rate data into a four-dimensional data tensor

xtdmk, where t is the time step, d is the direction of movement (left or right), m is

the distance/magnitude of the movement (close, midrange, far), and k is the trial.

By averaging across trials, we can obtain the trial-averaged, three-dimensional data

tensor x̃tdm. We can now define the following marginalizations of the trial-averaged

data tensor. In the following equations, when a subscripted index is replaced with a
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dot, it means to average over that dimension:

x̄ = x̃... (3.1)

x̄t = x̃t.. − x̄ (3.2)

x̄d = x̃.d. − x̄ (3.3)

x̄m = x̃..m − x̄ (3.4)

x̄td = x̃td. − x̄t − x̄d − x̄ (3.5)

x̄tm = x̃t.m − x̄t − x̄m − x̄ (3.6)

x̄dm = x̃.dm − x̄d − x̄m − x̄ (3.7)

x̄tdm = x̃tdm − x̄dm − x̄tm − x̄td − x̄m − x̄d − x̄t − x̄ (3.8)

The left-hand side of the above equations are the marginalizations and the right-

hand side shows how to compute them. Note that the trial-averaged data tensor can

be written as a sum of the marginalizations, since they define a complete decomposi-

tion of the data:

x̃tdm = x̄tdm + x̄dm + x̄tm + x̄td + x̄m + x̄d + x̄t + x̄ (3.9)

Next, each marginalization can be “unrolled” into a row-vector of length TDM

by tiling the marginalization appropriately (where T is the number of time steps,

D = 2 (left,right) is the number of movement direction conditions, and M = 3 (close,

midrange, far) is the number of movement distances/magnitudes. Once unrolled, this

marginalization can be “stacked” vertically across all electrodes to yield a matrix of

size N x TDM that describes the entire neural population’s marginalization, where

N is the number of electrode channels.

The mPCA method leverages the dPCA algorithm up to this point and then

applies PCA, which finds orthonormal dimensions, to summarize the population-

level data by projecting it onto these dimension. To compare tuning strength across

conditions, we use the magnitudes of the projected activity. In summary, the mPCA

method consists of the following: (1) compute the trial-averaged neural firing rates,
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(2) compute the marginalizations in the same exact way as dPCA, and (3) apply

PCA to summarize the data.

Gaussian Näıve Bayes Classification

To analyze the structure of the neural activity as it pertains to movement direction

and distance, we used a naive Bayes classifier to classify firing rate vectors associ-

ated with movements to targets. Firing rate vectors were computed by counting the

number of threshold crossings that occurred within a fixed window of time for each

electrode and then dividing by the window width.

To classify the firing rate vectors, we computed the log likelihood of observing

that vector for each possible class (unique target) and then chose the class with the

largest log likelihood. We assumed that each element of the firing rate vector was

normally distributed and was statistically independent from each other element. We

also assumed that the variance of each Gaussian distribution was the same across all

classes. Under these assumptions, the following quantity is proportional to the log

likelihood of observing firing rate vector x under the class Ck:

log[p(x|Ck)] ∝ −
N∑
i=1

(xi − ui,k)2

σ2
i

(3.10)

Here, N is the number of electrodes, xi is the ith element of the firing rate vector x

(corresponding to electrode i’s firing rate within a window), Ck is the kth class out

of a set of K total discrete classes (k = 1, ..., K), ui,k is the mean for electrode i

under class Ck, and σi is the variance for electrode i (under all classes). To classify,

we computed this quantity for each class and chose the class with the largest value.

The class-specific means were estimated using the sample mean across all available

training data; likewise, the variances were estimated using the pooled variances across

all classes.
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Analysis

For the demixed principal component analysis, we grouped the marginalizations

as follows for ease of interpretation: movement direction [x̄td, x̄d], movement dis-

tance/magnitude [x̄tm, x̄m], interaction terms [x̄tdm, x̄dm], and time[x̄t]. The interac-

tion terms are normally used to capture activity along dimensions which are nonlinear

combinations of the task parameters of interest. Then, mPCA plots the projected

neural activity along the top dimensions (in order of variance explained) for each

marginalization group. Confidence intervals were computed using a cross-validated

version of mPCA implemented by Dr. Willett. Specifically, for each trial, mPCA is

performed on all remaining trials to find the top dimensions and then applies them

to the held-out trial. After doing this for each held-out trial, the means and 95% con-

fidence intervals are estimated using the held-out projected data. Cross-validation

ensures that any result found is not due to overfitting to noise in the data.

To quantify strength of neural tuning to a task parameter of interest (movement

direction, movement distance/magnitude), we found the maximum z-scored firing rate

that occurred in the data projected onto the top dimension as returned by mPCA for

each corresponding marginalization group as illustrated in Figure 3.3. This metric

captures the population-level firing rates and can be interpreted as the degree of

preferential tuning, e.g., if the sampled population of neurons is highly tuned to

directional movements then the maximum z-scored population-level firing rate will

be higher for the direction marginalization than any other marginalization.

To further analyze the content in the neural signals as they pertain to the direction

or distance of movement, we used a Näıve Bayes classifier to classify the neural firing

rate vectors associated with movements within a specific movement class. Using leave-

one-out cross-validation for classification, we generated classification matrices for each

movement class to show how much direction-related and distance-related information

is captured in the neural activity. For each classifier, we sweeped decoding parameters

(integration window widths and delay times) to optimize for the maximum decoding

accuracy.
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Figure 3.3: Demixed principal component analysis with marginalization variation
(mPCA) example. This dataset was acquired during the Overt Head Movement con-
dition. Each column is a marginalization grouping. Each row corresponds to the
top dimensions for the respective marginalizations (in row-wise descending order of
percent variance explained). Each panel plots neural activity in one neural dimen-
sion. Each line in a panel shows the mean response to a given movement within a
marginalization grouping, i.e., the top-left panel shows the mean response to all overt
head movements to the right (dark blue) and left (light blue). The shaded regions
depict 95% confidence intervals. The dashed line indicates when the “go-cue” oc-
curred which cued the participant to execute the movement. The red and green stars
indicate the maximum firing rate values selected to quantify the strength of neural
tuning to direction and distance, respectively. Firing rates are z-scored and reported
in standard deviations (SD). The percentages indicate the variance explained for each
component.
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3.2.4 Results

Strength of Neural Tuning to Direction and Distance

In Figure 3.4, we summarize the modulation observed for T5’s overt head movement

and attempted movement of the paralyzed arm, and compare it to modulation ob-

served during able-bodied NHP overt reaching (dataset collected by Even-Chen et

al. [78]). Each panel within a column is set to the same range of firing rate values (y-

axis limits) to visually compare the size of neural activity across marginalizations for

a specific movement type. We found that T5’s neural activity during overt movement

has strong distance and force magnitude representation, while attempted movements

have weaker modulation to distance and force magnitude, similar to NHP arm move-

ment. In contrast, attempted movement of the paralyzed arm had weak modulation

to distance and force. Interestingly, we found that neural activity during closed-loop

iBCI control was more similar to overt movement than to attempted movement of the

paralyzed limb, i.e., it also had a strong representation of distance. These results are

further summarized in Figure 3.5 by computing the ratios between distance tuning

strength to direction tuning strength for each movement type. Using the metrics

described in Figure 3.3 to quantify strength of modulation to direction and distance,

we computed the ratio between distance tuning strength to direction tuning strength

(maximum z-scored firing rate in the distance marginalization divided by the maxi-

mum z-scored firing rate in the direction marginalization). A ratio of 1 denotes equal

amounts of tuning to both distance and direction, ratios less than 1 indicate that

there is more tuning to direction than there is tuning to distance, and ratios greater

than 1 indicate greater tuning to distance than to direction. On average, T5’s overt

head movement has greater distance tuning than attempted movements of the para-

lyzed arm. Compared to the NHP reaching data, T5’s overt head movement appears

to have a similar ratio of distance to direction tuning (close to 1). T5’s iBCI control

movements have more tuning to distance than the attempted arm movements but

less than overt head movements.
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Figure 3.4: Neural tuning strength to direction and distance. Each column consists
of the summaries of neural activity for a specified movement using demixed principal
component analysis with a marginalization variation. Each row corresponds to the
top dimension for the respective marginalization (direction, distance, interaction).
Each panel plots neural activity in one neural dimension. Each line in a panel shows
the mean population-level response to a given movement within a marginalization
grouping. A movement window between 200-800 ms was used to best capture ac-
tivity related to movement. Within each column, the y-axis scale and range is the
same to compare the magnitude of activity across the marginalizations for a specific
movement type. Panels cannot be compared between movement types and should
only be compared within movement type, i.e., T5’s Attempted Arm Reach seems to
have greater tuning to direction than to distance as the magnitude of the neural firing
rates are larger for direction than for distance. NHP refers to nonhuman primate.
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Decoding Distance and Direction-related Content in Neural Activity

Figure 3.6 summarizes the direction and distance-related content in the neural signals

for T5’s overt head movements, attempted arm movements, and iBCI-control move-

ments in comparison to an NHP reaching dataset. The classification matrices indicate

the separability and distinguishability of neural signals associated with a movement

within a specific movement class. If neural signals are completely distinguishable,

the classification matrix will resemble a diagonal matrix as can be seen in the first

panel (NHP Arm Reach) with a small degree of erroneous classifications for closely-

neighboring targets (or movements). Erroneous classifications of a wider range of

neighboring targets can be seen with a thicker band about the diagonal as depicted

in the T5 Overt Head Force class. An example of weak distance tuning can be seen in

the Reach w/cursor class by the block-like structure of the matrix in the quadrants

along the diagonal where high degrees of erroneous classifications are made amongst

targets in the same direction. The block-like matrix structure, indicative of weak

distance tuning, is more prevalent in the attempted movements. The diagonal-like

matrix structure, indicative of strong distance tuning, is highest for the NHP Arm

Reach and T5 Overt Head Movement classes, followed by the T5 Overt Head Force

class and T5 BCI class respectively.

3.2.5 Discussion

We found, in one human participant (T5), that there was strong neural tuning to both

distance (or magnitude) and direction of overt movements of the head as compared

to an NHP overt reaching dataset which serves as a model for the human motor

cortical system. In contrast, T5’s attempted movements of the paralyzed arm had

weaker distance tuning, but similarly strong direction tuning, to that of his overt

movements. T5’s movements during iBCI-control had a degree of distance tuning

that was greater than attempted movements but less than overt movements, with

direction tuning similar to both other movement classes.

Understanding the movement features encoded in neural activity of movement

can be useful when designing neural prostheses by informing target layout schemes
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Figure 3.5: Relative size of neural modulation to direction. For each movement type
(indicated by the bold colored text along the top) the ratio of neural modulation
strength between distance and direction was computed. Using demixed principal
component analysis, the ratio was computed by dividing the maximum z-scored firing
rate along the distance dimension by the maximum z-scored firing rate along the
direction dimension for each movement type. A ratio of 1 indicates an equal amount
of distance tuning to direction tuning, ratios less than 1 indicate less distance tuning
to direction tuning, and ratios greater than 1 indicate greater distance tuning to
direction tuning. On average, T5’s overt head movement has the greatest amount of
distance tuning, followed by iBCI control movements, and attempted movements of
the paralyzed arm has the least amount of distance tuning. T5’s overt head movement
has similar distance tuning as nonhuman primate (NHP) overt arm reaches which
served as the reference case for neural activity observed during overt movement.

(Fig. 3.7) and control strategies. Encoded movement features enable controllable de-

grees of freedom, where the number of degrees of freedom is defined by the number of

sub-movements with separable neural activity. For example, our study had a total of

6 targets defined by 2 direction degrees of freedom (left, right) and 3 distance degrees

of freedom (close, midrange, far). To fully acquire all targets, a movement strategy

would have to have separable neural activity associated with both the direction (at

least in two directions) and distance (at least at three distances) of movements such

as the Overt Head Movement strategy which has strong tuning to both direction and
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Figure 3.6: Näıve Bayes classification. For each movement class, a cross-validated
Näıve Bayes classifier was used to classify neural firing rates associated with move-
ments made within the respective movement class. Each panel consists of a clas-
sification matrix where each cell ranges between a value of 0 to 1 (as mapped to
colors on the colorbar). The value is the fraction of times that target j (column) was
predicted to be target i (row) where the target numbering scheme is depicted at the
bottom right. Percentages are the cross-validated classification accuracies. Band-like
structure about the diagonal indicates that the classifier was mainly able to classify
movements to targets correctly with some erroneous classifications to neighboring
targets. Block-like structure in quadrants of matrices, as seen for Reach w/cursor, in-
dicates that distance tuning is weak as erroneous classifications occur between targets
in the same direction. NHP refers to nonhuman primate.

distance. In contrast, the Reach w/cursor strategy would be a poor choice for this

target layout as neural signal separability is most pronounced for direction and not

distance, i.e., a radial configuration of 6 targets would be most ideal for this partic-

ular movement strategy. It is important to note that a limited set of distances and

directions were tested, and some movement strategies have tuning to greater numbers

of distances and/or directions than those tested.

We found that attempted movements of the paralyzed arm resulted in less distance

tuning than both overt head movements and iBCI-control movements. T5 mentioned

that his attempted movement strategy would oftentimes require a “spooling up” pe-

riod where he felt as though he was “winding up” or “energizing” the effector prior

to attempted movement onset. We believe that this could possibly act as a proxy for

proprioception which is either lost or substantially diminished due to T5’s spinal cord
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Figure 3.7: Optimal target layouts for direction and distance tuning. Panel A
depicts an example target layout that would be optimal for movement strategies
with neural activity that has direction tuning. Panel B illustrates an example target
layout for movement strategies with distance tuning. Panel C depicts an example
target layout that is best suited for movement strategies that have both distance and
direction tuning. The cross-hairs represent the null or start positions of movements.

injury. T5 may have developed a movement strategy in which he mentally time in-

tegrated his attempted muscle effort and used that form of information as the proxy

for proprioception, which is further supported by his descriptions of feeling “tired

and fatigued” as if he was actively moving the arm for a prolonged period of time.

This loss of proprioception and compensatory time-integration of muscle effort may

explain the lack of distance tuning in attempted movements. If T5 has developed a

cognitive strategy that serves as a proxy for proprioception, then the actual muscle

effort that would be necessary for different magnitudes of movement at varying dis-

tances may remain relatively constant, whereas his perception of movement distance

may be heavily reliant upon his time integration strategy. In contrast, T5’s overt

head movements are performed with proprioceptive pathways still intact, which may

naturally convey distance and magnitude of movement information back to the motor

cortex and thus result in measured neural signals that are tuned to distance.

For a direct comparison, it would be ideal to measure neural activity related to

both overt movement of an able arm and attempted movement of a paralyzed arm

in the same model. However, this is a rather unique combination and cannot be

addressed with the resources available. While there is always the possibility that
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distance and direction tuning may be different between head and arm movements,

we know of no specific reason to believe this to be the case. Furthermore, we com-

pared T5’s neural activity to that of an able-bodied NHP (macaque) performing overt

reaches with the arm. Since the macaque is an important model for the human motor

cortical system, we see that the macaque’s overt arm reaches have similar distance

and direction tuning to T5’s overt head movements implying that we should not ex-

pect distance and direction tuning differences solely based on the difference between

effectors.

Finally, T5’s iBCI control movements had stronger distance tuning than his at-

tempted movements, including the direct comparison with the Attempted Hand Joy-

stick class of movements. T5’s iBCI control movements (Attempted Hand Joystick for

BCI control) were attempted movements of the hand on a joystick but in the context

of control, whereas the Attempted Hand Joystick class of movements was in the con-

text of open-loop cueing. Here, it can be the difference in context that is contributing

to the difference in distance tuning. The closed-loop BCI control condition has the

additional feedback of vision of the cursor – T5 can see the cursor move. Previous

research has shown a difference between open-loop cued movements and closed-loop

control movements under the same movement strategy [65] believed to be caused by

the difference in context between the open and closed-loop tasks. It is unclear exactly

what about the context causes these differences, and so we investigate this further in

upcoming sections.

3.3 Relationship Between Closed-loop iBCI Con-

trol and Open-loop Attempted Movements of

Paralyzed Limbs

The typical iBCI control scheme includes a decoder calibration phase that is com-

monly referred to as open-loop (see Section 1.3.2 for a review). During open-loop,

participants are asked to attempt a specific movement in concert with an autonomous

cursor that moves to targets on a computer screen. The data collected during the
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open-loop phase is then used to train a decoder which ultimately maps measured

neural activity to desired movements during online, or closed-loop, neural control. In

the previous section, we found that movement features encoded in neural activity ob-

served during attempted movements differed between open-loop and closed-loop. This

is consistent with literature suggesting that the relationship between neural activity

and movement intention can vary with changes in context. For example, directional

tuning of motor cortical neurons in able-bodied NHPs can differ when cursor move-

ment is controlled by hand compared to when it is neurally controlled [4, 5, 13, 34].

Similar context-dependent changes in neural tuning have also been reported in motor

cortex of people with paralysis when comparing between open-loop decoder calibra-

tion and closed-loop neural control [31,65]. However, the level of dissociation between

the neural activity during open-loop and closed-loop contexts have not yet been quan-

tified.

Here, we compare the neural activity observed during open-loop and closed-loop

contexts across a variety of movement strategies spanning different effectors to bet-

ter understand how the activity changes between contexts. We provided the first

demonstration, to the best of our knowledge, of closed-loop cursor control using at-

tempted movements of the feet and ipsilateral hand. Additionally, we found that

different movement strategies are more similar to one another in terms of their neural

activity within closed-loop iBCI control compared to open-loop. Probing further, we

inserted catch trials within open-loop and closed-loop tasks: open-loop trials were

embedded in closed-loop blocks, and closed-loop trials were embedded in open-loop

blocks. We found what appears to be changes in neural activity mediated by visual

feedback of iBCI-like trajectories. This is further substantiated by neural activity

during open-loop in which trajectories resemble that of closed-loop being similar to

neural activity observed during closed-loop iBCI control. Additionally, we show that

it takes the participant approximately two trials to switch from a closed-loop mode

to an open-loop mode when embedding sequences of open-loop trials in closed-loop

control blocks. This suggests that there is an additional difference in neural activ-

ity potentially mediated by mental engagement during open-loop and closed-loop.
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Finally, we demonstrated body-dissociated iBCI control where the participant con-

trolled the cursor equally well with no attempted or imagined movement whatsoever.

3.3.1 Methods

Open-loop Attempted Movements for Initial Decoder Calibration

Section 1.3.2 provides an introduction and general description of the open-loop train-

ing and closed-loop control components of a typical iBCI decoding system. All open-

loop tasks resembled a standard radial target layout of either 4, 6, or 8 (Radial-4,

Radial-6, Radial-8) equally spaced circular targets (100 pixels in diameter) at loca-

tions that were 409 pixels from the center of a virtual workspace (1920 pixels wide

by 1080 pixels tall). In a cursor-to-target-and-back trajectory, a cursor (45 pixels

in diameter) would originate at the origin of the workspace (middle of screen) and

autonomously travel in a straight line path to a target with a travel time of exactly 1

second. During the period in which the cursor travels to a target, T5 was instructed

to perform a specified attempted movement in the direction cued by the cursor’s

travel direction. His specific instructions were to attempt to move as if his movement

was driving the cursor to the target as it would during online neural control. Upon

arriving at the target, the cursor remained at the target for a 300 ms hold time in

which T5 was instructed to hold the attempted movement. After the delay period,

the cursor proceeded back to the origin over the course of 1 second and prompt T5

to make the attempted movement back to the origin. The origin served as the “idle”

state in which T5 did not attempt any movement. T5 was instructed to hold his

head as still as possible during all tasks and focus on making consistent and precise

attempted movements of the specified movement strategy. Open-loop blocks provided

an initial set of neural and velocity data that were used to seed an initial velocity

Kalman filter decoder. This decoder was then used to control a cursor in subsequent

closed-loop cursor control blocks.
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Closed-loop Decoder Recalibration and Control

The closed-loop control task parameters were similar to the open-loop task, except

that the target diameter was increased to 150 pixels to make the task relatively easy.

The first closed-loop block after an open-loop block was used to recalibrate a decoder

using only the successful trials. Recalibration was accomplished using a Recalibrated

Feedback Intention-Trained Kalman Filter (ReFIT-KF) [6, 37, 80]. For all studies

described in this section, the decoders were only recalibrated once for each movement

strategy tested within that session day. All subsequent closed-loop control blocks

performed under the same movement strategy used the same recalibrated decoder.

During all closed-loop blocks, T5 was instructed to hold his head still and only attempt

movements of the specified movement strategy.

The time-bin-by-time-bin operation of the velocity Kalman filter used for decoding

[81,82] can be described in the form:

v(t) = M1vt−1 + M2yt (3.11)

where v(t) is a 2 x 1 vector of horizontal and vertical dimension velocities at time step

t, yt is a N x 1 vector of each channel’s (N total channels) binned firing rates after

subtracting a static baseline offset rate, M1 is a 2 x 2 diagonal matrix that applies

temporal smoothing to the velocity [83], and M2 is a 2 x N matrix that maps firing

rates to changes in velocity.

Alternating Open-loop and Closed-loop Task

Participant T5 performed sets of Radial-6 open-loop attempted movement and closed-

loop iBCI cursor control using different movement strategies in an interleaved manner.

Specifically, the movement strategies tested were the Attempted Hand Joystick (see

Table 3.1) of the right hand (RHJ) and Attempted Hand Joystick of the left hand

(LHJ). A total of eight 6-minute open-loop blocks were performed in an alternating

(A-B-A-B) paradigm switching between the RHJ and LHJ movement strategies (4

open-loop blocks for each movement strategy). After this initial open-loop cluster of

blocks was collected, initial decoders for each movement strategy were built using the
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Open-loop blocks Closed-loop blocks

Decoder
building

LHJ

RHJ

LHJ LHJRHJ RHJLHJ RHJ

Open-loop blocks

LHJ RHJLHJ LHJRHJ RHJLHJ RHJLHJ LHJRHJ RHJ

Time

LHJ: Left Hand Joystick
RHJ: Right Hand Joystick

Movement strategies

Figure 3.8: Alternating open-loop and closed-loop task sequence. The participant
performed sets of open-loop and closed-loop blocks alternating between two different
movement strategies: (1) left hand joystick (LHJ, blue boxes), and (2) right hand joy-
stick (RHJ, red boxes). The open-loop blocks are depicted as lighter colored boxes. A
decoder for each movement strategy was built using the last respective LHJ and RHJ
open-loop block in the first open-loop cluster. The decoder building stage is denoted
by the dashed line and black boxes. Each closed-loop block was performed with its
associated movement strategy’s decoder as illustrated by the colored connection lines.
A final open-loop cluster of blocks was performed at the end. Blocks are ordered in
time.

last respective open-loop block. Following initial calibration of the decoders, a single

closed-loop block was performed for each movement strategy using their respective

decoder. The decoders were then recalibrated using data from the associated closed-

loop block. At this point, the decoders were not recalibrated any further throughout

the session. In similar fashion to the open-loop alternating cluster, a closed-loop

alternating cluster was performed between LHJ and RHJ movement strategies using

their respective decoders. Following this closed-loop cluster, an additional open-loop

cluster was performed in an identical manner to that described earlier as a control

for comparison. Figure 3.8 illustrates the task sequence.

Embedded Open-loop Trials within Closed-loop Blocks

In an effort to probe the differences between open-loop and closed-loop contexts

further, we implemented open-loop trials embedded within closed-loop blocks. These

open-loop trials were designed as straight-line trajectories taken from the standard

center-out-and-back open-loop task. The duration of each open-loop trial’s trajectory
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was set to 1.3 seconds after computing the average trial time of a closed-loop control

block collected earlier. The open-loop trials would appear in sets of 5 sequential

trials, alternating between sets of 5 sequential closed-loop trials. The motivation for

this block design was to allow T5 enough trials in succession to fully switch between

contexts if there was some sort of time constant associated with him switching between

an open-loop and closed-loop regime. For this task, T5 was given a randomized

variable delay period (1.5 - 2.5 seconds) and a color cue indicating whether the current

trial was a closed-loop trial or an open-loop trial. For closed-loop trials within these

blocks, the cursor was frozen at the center of the workspace during the variable delay.

T5 was instructed to attempt movement only during the movement period after the

delay.

Replay Trials

We also designed an open-loop task where the cursor followed trajectories from previ-

ously collected closed-loop control blocks instead of the canonical straight-line trajec-

tories; we termed this task Open-loop Replay. Five replay trajectories were selected

from the first closed-loop block performed on the same session day. Additionally, we

embedded closed-loop iBCI control trials within the Open-loop Replay blocks where

the closed-loop catch trials would randomly appear with a probability of 15%. This

low probability was chosen to ensure that T5 would not anticipate the catch trials due

to the relative frequency of the catch trials appearing. T5 was instructed to consider

the Open-loop Replay task as he would a regular open-loop task and was told that the

trajectories would be playbacks of previous closed-loop trajectories. In similar fashion

to open-loop tasks, T5 was asked to drive the cursor with attempted movements as if

it were closed-loop. Information regarding the closed-loop catch trials was not given.

All Open-loop Replay tasks were performed with a Radial-4 target layout.

Body-dissociated iBCI Control Task

Participant T5 performed open-loop and closed-loop control studies with a move-

ment strategy in which no attempted movement or imagined movement was used
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whatsoever (body-dissociated). T5 was able to practice this particular strategy over

the course of multiple sessions where his instructions were to try and control the

cursor with his mind as much as possible without employing the use of any sort of

attempted movement or imagined movement. On one session day, T5 performed three

sets of Radial-8 open-loop blocks including the following three conditions: (1) Watch,

where T5 was instructed to follow the autonomous cursor with his gaze and not at-

tempt or imagine any movement, (2) Attempted Hand Joystick of the right hand, and

(3) body-dissociated, controlling with a mental strategy and no attempted or imagined

movement. Within each of the 3 open-loop sets, one 5-minute open-loop block of each

condition was performed in a randomized order. After the completion of all open-loop

sets, single 5-minute Radial-8 closed-loop blocks were performed for the Attempted

Hand Joystick and body-dissociated conditions using decoders which were each built

on their respective most recent open-loop block. Each decoder was then recalibrated

using the recently acquired closed-loop blocks. At this point, the decoders were used

for all respective closed-loop blocks to follow without any further recalibration. Two

sets of two 5-minute closed-loop blocks were then performed in an alternating fashion

between the Attempted Hand Joystick and body-dissociated conditions.

Further controls were performed on this particular session day to demonstrate

the proficiency of control under the body-dissociated condition. These three control

blocks were 5-minute closed-loop blocks using the same decoder trained for the body-

dissociated condition as was used in the prior task. The first control block instructed

T5 to fix his gaze at the center of the screen and drive the cursor using the body-

dissociated strategy to investigate whether eye movement-related tuning was driving

the cursor. The second control block instructed T5 to move the cursor to the opposite

target first and then proceed to the actual target to ensure that T5 had full control

when using this strategy. The final control block was similar to the previous in that

T5 was instructed to create curved trajectories to the intended target.

Neural Data Processing and Analysis of Preferred Direction Correlation

General neural signal processing is discussed in Section 2.3. Spikes were detected

by thresholding at -3.5 times the root mean squared voltage on each channel. Spike
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times were then separated into 10 ms bins and z-scored. Electrode channels with

firing rates less than 1 Hz over all time steps were excluded from analysis to denoise

population-level results.

In order to compare neural activity between open-loop and closed-loop contexts,

we decided to correlate tuning coefficients, or preferred directions (PDs), in a time-

bin-by-time-bin manner (refer to Fig. 1.3 for a review). Normally, PDs are extracted

for behavioral tasks of the open-loop variety in which directed movements are made in

a center-out fashion. Since the direction of movement at each time step is assumed to

be constant for these tasks, threshold crossing spike times are normally averaged over

a movement window and subsequently related to the constant movement direction to

construct tuning curves and extract PDs. However, cursor trajectories during closed-

loop iBCI control are rarely straight lines to an intended target, requiring online error

correction where the direction of movement at each time step is no longer constant

throughout a trial. Therefore, a better method of fitting tuning curves to closed-

loop data is to fit measured threshold crossings within a time bin to the direction

of movement as defined by the error vector pointing to the target from the cursor

within that same time bin across all time bins within a window of interest. Tuning

coefficients were found using the following model:

[
ft1 ft2 · · · ftT

]
= Ak


1 1 · · · 1

cos(θt1) cos(θt2) · · · cos(θtT )

sin(θt1) sin(θt2) · · · sin(θtT )

 (3.12)

Here, fti is the N x 1 z-scored firing rate vector within the ith time bin ti of a

single trial, Ak is a N x 3 matrix of mean firing rates (first column) and directional

tuning coefficients (second and third columns) for movement condition k, θti is the

angle from the cursor’s position vector to the target’s position vector relative to the

origin at time bin ti. T is the total number of time bins in the window of interest.

Ak was fit using ordinary least squares regression using all trials from condition k.

Correlations were computed by calculating Pearson’s r using 10-fold cross-validation

and a median-unbiased estimation approach discussed in Willett*, Deo*, et al. [77].
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3.3.2 Results

Translation of Open-loop Attempted Movements into Closed-loop Control

We found that neural activity observed during open-loop attempted movements be-

tween the Right Hand Joystick (RHJ) and Left Hand Joystick (LHJ) movement

strategies were weakly correlated on average across time of a reach. However, the

activity became more similar between the RHJ and LHJ movement strategies during

the closed-loop context (Fig. 3.9A,B). The dark blue cells of the confusion matrix in

Figure 3.9A illustrate lower degrees of correlation, where in the open-loop clusters

the differences between RHJ and LHJ attempted movements are rather stark. Notice

the checker-board style patterning throughout the matrices, particularly pronounced

in the open-loop clusters (first and last sub-matrices along the diagonal). The alter-

nating RHJ and LHJ task was chosen to elicit this sort of pattern in order to better

elucidate similarities and differences between movement strategies within open-loop

and closed-loop clusters. This protocol design was motivated by findings from our

previous work [77] indicating that RHJ and LHJ attempted movements are rather

uncorrelated. The warmer coloring (brighter shades of yellow) within the closed-

loop cluster (middle sub-matrix) indicates greater similarity across the RHJ and LHJ

movement strategies within the closed-loop context. Within the sample window of

300 - 500 ms after the start of a trial, the average correlation between RHJ and LHJ

during open-loop was 0.2, whereas, the average correlation coefficient was 0.6 during

closed-loop (Fig. 3.9C). In comparison, within movement strategy correlation in the

same sample window between open-loop and closed-loop contexts were similar to the

correlation between strategies in closed-loop (0.58 for RHJ, 0.55 for LHJ). We also

found the correlations between the RHJ and LHJ open-loop blocks within the first

open-loop cluster were similar to that of the second open-loop cluster (sub-matrices on

the off-diagonal), indicating that there was little variation in neural activity changes

over the time course of that particular session day, providing additional evidence sug-

gesting that the differences between open-loop and closed-loop clusters were not due

to time.
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Figure 3.9: Translation of open-loop attempted movements into closed-loop BCI
control (A) Correlation matrix at an example time window of 300-500 ms. Each square
(i,j) of the matrix indicates the correlation coefficient observed when correlating linear
tuning coefficients of movements in condition i with that of movements in condition
j (fitting averaged firing rates within the 300-500 ms window in a time-step-by-time-
step fashion, see Methods 2.3.1). R and L refer to Right Hand Joystick (RHJ) and
Left Hand Joystick (LHJ) movement strategies, respectively. Conditions along the
axes are session blocks ordered in time. First and last submatrices along the diagonal
correspond to the open-loop clusters of alternating R and L movements. The middle
submatrix along the diagonal corresponds to the closed-loop cluster. Off-diagonal
submatrices refer to correlations between the first and last open-loop clusters. (B)
Means and 95% CIs of the correlation values were computed across every pair of open-
loop RHJ and open-loop LHJ blocks (OL-R/L), closed-loop RHJ and closed-loop LHJ
blocks (CL-R/L), RHJ open-loop and closed-loop blocks (R-OL/CL), and LHJ open-
loop and closed-loop blocks (L-OL/CL). Each dot on a bar corresponds to a unique
correlation value taken from the matrix in A between a pair of blocks from each
categorization. There is a greater correlation between the RHJ and LHJ movement
strategies in the closed-loop context (CL-R/L, 0.6 correlation coefficient) than in the
open-loop context (OL-R/L, 0.2 correlation coefficient). (C) Mean correlation values
(with 95% CIs) plotted across every 200 ms time window within a 100-800 ms timeline
of a movement. Colors correspond to the categories in B. RHJ and LHJ are more
correlated to one another in closed-loop (blue) than in open-loop (red) across all time
windows.
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Switching from a Closed-loop to an Open-loop Mode

When interleaving sets of open-loop trials with sets of closed-loop trials in the same

block, we found that it took approximately two successive open-loop trials for T5 to

switch into an open-loop mode. Figure 3.10 illustrates the correlations between the

neural activity observed during each of the sequential open-loop trials and the activity

observed during closed-loop. The correlation matrices indicate that open-loop trials

become less correlated to the closed-loop trials over time. Notice that the bottom-

most row of each matrix is the correlation between closed-loop and each open-loop

trial in succession. The first open-loop trial in the set, immediately following a set of

closed-loop trials, is the most similar to closed-loop throughout all time windows. The

bottom-right panel of Figure 3.10 summarizes the average correlation of each open-

loop trial to closed-loop over time. All open-loop trials are highly correlated with

closed-loop during early time windows, however, after two open-loop trials in the

cluster, the correlations with closed-loop drop off more steeply after approximately

300 ms. This may indicate that it takes participant T5 time to switch modes between

closed-loop iBCI control to open-loop.

BCI-like Trajectories in Open-loop Result in Similar Neural Activity to

Closed-loop

Figure 3.11 summarizes the similarity between neural activity observed during reg-

ular open-loop (OL), regular closed-loop (CL), open-loop with BCI-like trajectories

(Replay), and closed-loop catch trials (Catch CL) embedded within the Replay block.

The Replay condition was open-loop in nature, however, was more similar to CL than

OL (correlation coefficients of 0.93 and 0.73 respectively). The embedded Catch CL

trials were also more similar to CL with a correlation coefficient of 0.99. For reference,

the average correlation between OL and CL was 0.73 and the correlation between Re-

play and Catch CL was 0.97. In summary, the Replay and Catch CL conditions, which

were conducted within the same block and visually resembled closed-loop trajectories,

were more similar in terms of neural activity to CL than to OL.
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Figure 3.10: Switching between closed-loop and open-loop contexts. Each square
(i,j) of the correlation matrices indicates the correlation coefficient observed when
correlating linear tuning coefficients of movements in condition i to that of movements
in condition j. Correlation matrices were computed for 200 ms windows ranging
from time 0 to 1000 ms of a trial (refer to Methods 2.3.1 for details on computing
correlation). This task was comprised of alternating sets of Radial-4 open-loop and
closed-loop trials within the same block. Each set had exactly 5 sequential trials and
sets alternated between open-loop and closed-loop within a block. Correlations were
computed for each sequential open-loop trial and all closed-loop trials lumped into the
same category. As the time window progresses, we can see that the successive open-
loop trials become less correlated to closed-loop (bottom row of each matrix). The
bottom right panel summarizes the correlations between each open-loop sequential
trial against closed-loop across time. The first open-loop trial (Trial 1) most highly
resembles closed-loop in comparison to all other trials as can be seen in the (Trial 1,
Closed-loop) entry in the last two submatrices. It takes approximately 2 open-loop
trials for the participant to switch from a closed-loop mode to that of an open-loop
mode as seen with the steeper degradation in correlation values for trials 3 (yellow),
4 (purple), and 5 (green).
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Figure 3.11: Neural activity observed during open-loop with BCI-like trajectories is
highly correlated with that of closed-loop. Means and 95% CIs are reported for corre-
lation coefficients between Radial-4 attempted Right Hand Joystick (RHJ) movements
during regular open-loop (OL), regular closed-loop (CL), open-loop with BCI-like tra-
jectories (Replay), and closed-loop catch trials embedded within the Replay blocks
(Catch CL). The correlation values were averaged across time, with correlation values
computed between each condition of interest within 200 ms windows ranging from
time 100 ms to 800 ms of a trial in increments of 100 ms (see Methods 2.3.1 for cor-
relation computation details). Bars with dots signify correlations made against the
OL condition. The two left-most bars indicate the correlations between Replay and
OL (dots), and Replay and CL. The two middle bars indicate correlations between
Catch CL and OL (dots), and Catch CL and CL. For reference, we included the
correlation between OL and CL (OL/CL), and Replay and Catch CL (Replay/Catch
CL). Correlations are all relatively high due to overfitting since only 4 (Radial-4)
movement directions were used when fitting linear tuning coefficients. The Replay
and Catch CL conditions were more correlated with CL than OL, indicating that the
differences between the OL and CL contexts may be mediated by visual feedback
since the Replay condition was open-loop and composed of BCI-like trajectories.

Body-dissociated iBCI Control

Participant T5 successfully demonstrated closed-loop iBCI cursor control using the

body-dissociated (BD) movement strategy, which assumes no form of motor imagery

or attempted movement. As a comparison, we found that neural activity during

BD open-loop was highly correlated to the neural activity observed during passive
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watching (Watch) of a cursor during open-loop (Fig. 3.12). However, the activity

during BD closed-loop was only moderately correlated with BD open-loop and Watch

open-loop. The RHJ strategy was used as the control case for comparison, and

the RHJ open-loop was mostly uncorrelated with both the BD and Watch open-

loop cases. Likewise, the RHJ closed-loop condition was relatively uncorrelated with

the BD closed-loop condition. The early time window of 100-300 ms shows slight

similarity across all closed-loop related tasks, and the same is true for the open-loop

related tasks (sub-matrices on the diagonal). An additional control case for the BD

strategy is also included in Figure 3.12 and is labeled ‘BD fixed gaze’. This control

case instructed T5 to keep his eyes fixed at the center of the screen during closed-loop

so that we can control eye gaze as a variable for comparison. Interestingly, the ‘BD

fixed gaze’ condition was greatly correlated with the regular BD condition. In the

300-500 ms correlation matrix, we also see a moderate correlation between the Watch

and BD open-loop conditions and the BD and ‘BD fixed gaze’ closed-loop conditions.

In the additional control cases for the BD movement strategy, we observed that T5

was able to control the cursor at will in predefined trajectories using the BD strategy.

Anecdotally, T5 said, “I was controlling it. I couldn’t trust it to just go to the targets,

I had to drive it.” He also confirmed that he tried to keep his eyes fixed to the center

of the screen as much as possible for the BD conditions to test whether he was able

to control it purely with no other movement related factors. Much to T5’s surprise,

he was able to control the cursor with no form of attempted or imagined movement.

He found himself “wishing it to go to the target” as a cognitive strategy.

3.3.3 Discussion

Relationship Between Neural Activity During Open-loop and Closed-loop

We found that neural activity associated with attempted movement strategies used

in open-loop contexts to calibrate neural decoders becomes more similar across differ-

ent strategies during closed-loop control than during open-loop. Specifically, neural

activity during open-loop attempted movements of the right hand was fairly uncor-

related with neural activity during open-loop attempted movements of the left hand.
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Figure 3.12: Correlation matrices comparing neural activity between the body-
dissociated (BD) strategy (using no form of attempted or imagined movement) and
the Right Hand Joystick (RHJ) attempted movement strategy. Additionally, a com-
parison open-loop task is included where the participant passively watched a cursor
move in open-loop (Watch) as well as a control condition for the BD strategy (BD
fixed gaze) where the participant performed closed-loop control using the BD strategy
with his eyes fixed to the center of the screen. Each square (i,j) of the correlation
matrices indicates the correlation coefficient observed when correlating linear tuning
coefficients of movements in condition i to that of movements in condition j. Corre-
lation matrices were computed for 200 ms windows ranging from time 100 ms to 500
ms of a trial (refer to Methods 2.3.1 for details on computing correlation). BD open-
loop was highly correlated to Watch open-loop, although BD closed-loop was only
moderately correlated with both Watch and BD in open-loop. BD closed-loop was
highly correlated with the BD fixed gaze control condition, providing additional sup-
port that neural tuning may not have been due to eye movements. The RHJ activity
was rather uncorrelated with the BD activity across both open-loop and closed-loop
contexts.

However, the activity became more correlated between the right and left hands dur-

ing closed-loop control. Within movement strategy, the open-loop related activity

and closed-loop related activity were just as correlated as the two different movement

strategies in closed-loop. This may indicate a shared closed-loop control related mode

that exists regardless of movement strategy which can be thought of as a somewhat

generic cursor control signal or neural dimension that becomes active during closed-

loop control. Additionally, we saw that there was a moderate correlation between the
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open-loop and closed-loop contexts within a movement strategy, indicating that there

is still some shared information between contexts regarding the attempted movements

used when calibrating decoders for closed-loop. Future work can attempt to model the

closed-loop activity as perhaps a function of the open-loop activity with the addition

of a cursor control signal. In doing so, further analysis may help elucidate the extent

to which open-loop and closed-loop related dimensions become active or suppressed

during the different contexts. Recently, it has been reported that some dimensions

coding for movement of different effectors becomes suppressed during simultaneous

movement if that particular effector was considered non-dominant [77].

We also found that it takes time, approximately two trials, for the participant

to switch between closed-loop and open-loop contexts. Furthermore, visual feedback

of the cursor performing straight-line trajectories as opposed to BCI-like trajectories

caused differences in neural activity even when the task type was defined as open-

loop. Specifically, BCI-like trajectories during open-loop resulted in activity that was

more correlated to closed-loop than open-loop. These results may help elucidate the

mechanisms underlying previously reported changes in neural tuning across different

contexts in able-bodied NHP studies [4, 5, 13,31,34].

Previous BCI studies in able-bodied NHPs have reported differences in neural

activity between closed-loop and open-loop contexts when the NHP’s arms are re-

strained or allowed to move and some have attributed these changes to the sen-

sitivity of motor cortical tuning to arm kinematics, dynamics, and proprioceptive

feedback [21, 28, 29, 44, 60, 71]. However, in people with paralysis, arm movements

are absent in both open-loop and closed-loop contexts, so differences in arm move-

ments cannot explain the differences in neural activity between both contexts. Thus,

others have postulated that the differences in neural activity between open-loop and

closed-loop contexts can possibly be due to the neurons in human motor cortex being

sensitive to the subtle distinction between attempting or imagining movement without

an effect on the external world (open-loop), and attempting or imagining movement

with an effect on the external world (closed-loop) [65]. The prior being a relatively

‘natural’ scenario, and the latter being a scenario which has only become possible

recently with the advent of BCIs. Furthermore, it has been found that a higher
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level of mental engagement is exhibited during closed-loop, as increased motivation,

attention, and alertness are known to increase the amount of neural activation and in-

formation present in neural activity [84–88]. Another possible source of the observed

differences in neural activity between open-loop and closed-loop contexts might be

additional feedback-enabled neural modulation in closed-loop that corresponds to the

participant’s attempts to seek strategies that improve neural control, which does not

occur during open-loop due to no such feedback being provided [89–93].

Body-dissociated Control Strategy

We also demonstrated closed-loop iBCI cursor control using a body-dissociated strat-

egy, whereby no form of motor imagery or attempted movements were used. This

control strategy was motivated by the participant often mentioning that during neu-

ral control of a cursor, he would find himself not fully engaged in up-keeping the

prescribed movement strategy as time progressed and instead would be able to con-

trol the cursor with his mind. This is consistent with other BCI studies where users

report transitioning from a deliberate, cognitively focused mindset to near automatic

control as time progresses [94]. Participant T5 mentioned that he would initially focus

on the motor task using the specified movement strategy to drive the cursor during

BCI control, and after training, he reported a more goal-directed approach focused

on the cursor itself and the intended target. These anecdotes are consistent with

the ability of BCIs to measure and integrate both motor-related and cognitive sig-

nals [81,95]. Additionally, we found that neural activity during this body-dissociated

control strategy was fairly uncorrelated with neural activity associated with the right

hand attempted movement strategy.

Future Work

Future work should investigate if neural tuning also differs across different closed-loop

contexts using the same underlying movement strategy for control–e.g., control of a

robotic arm or drone. As a practical consideration, it is important to understand the

degree to which a decoder calibrated in one closed-loop context will extend to other
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closed-loop contexts. Some preliminary work has shown that the neural tuning of a

closed-loop BCI decoder calibrated in a center-out task closely resembles the neural

tuning obtained in the control of a communication interface [96], suggesting that

neural activity does not differ as strongly across closed-loop contexts as between open-

loop and closed-loop contexts. Furthermore, the body-dissociated control strategy

should be probed further by perhaps monitoring a long sequence of closed-loop BCI

control with periodic recalibration of decoders to analyze whether the neural activity

converges to a signal that resembles the body-dissociated condition, or how dissociated

the activity becomes from its open-loop counterpart over time. Also, to completely

remove the potential confound of tuning to eye movements, it would be interesting to

see whether closed-loop control is possible using the body-dissociated strategy with

the eyes closed.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed how paralysis affects movement representation and its

implications for iBCI. First, we compared a variety of attempted movement strate-

gies of the paralyzed arm to overt movement of the head in a single participant

with tetraplegia due to spinal cord injury and examined how tuned these movements

were to movement variables of direction and distance. The results show that neural

activity during overt movement of the head had twice as much tuning to distance

than attempted arm movements. Additionally, the amount of our participant’s overt

head movement distance tuning was equivalent to that of NHP overt reaching from

a previously collected dataset. Furthermore, we found that neural activity during

closed-loop iBCI control using an attempted arm movement strategy had stronger

tuning to distance than purely attempted arm movement, but was still less than

overt head movement.

Next, we assessed how different neural activity during closed-loop iBCI control is

from its open-loop counterpart. The participant performed a series of open-loop and

closed-loop tasks alternating in blocks between two different attempted movement

strategies: left hand attempted movements and right hand attempted movements.
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During closed-loop trials, neural activity changed in such a way as to make the ac-

tivity more similar between the two movement strategies. However, activity was still

different between the two strategies and was still related to its open-loop counterpart.

Subsequently, the participant performed a series of closed-loop control with sets of 5

successive open-loop trials embedded within the closed-loop block. It took the par-

ticipant approximately two trials to fully switch between a closed-loop mode to an

open-loop mode as neural activity during the open-loop trials became less correlated

to that in closed-loop as time progressed.

Then, we designed an open-loop task where the autonomous cursor trajectories

resembled previously recorded closed-loop BCI trajectories. The participant was in-

structed to perform the prescribed attempted movement strategy as he ordinarily

would for the normal open-loop task where cursor trajectories were straight lines to

targets, except that the trajectories in this task were taken from previously executed

closed-loop trials. Even when told explicitly that the task was open-loop, the neural

activity was highly correlated to that observed during normal closed-loop iBCI con-

trol. This implies that differences between open-loop and closed-loop contexts may

be partially mediated by visual feedback.

Finally, we demonstrated closed-loop iBCI control using a body-dissociated strat-

egy where there was no form of imagined or attempted movement whatsoever. The

neural activity observed during this strategy was highly uncorrelated with the par-

ticipant’s preferred strategy of attempted right hand movements. Interestingly, the

participant was able to demonstrate control with his eyes fixed to the center of the

workspace, indicating that eye movement related tuning was not responsible for the

control and that some mental strategy was at play.

Results of this chapter can help inform the design of target layouts for neural

decoding tasks dependent on the movement features encoded within the neural ac-

tivity associated with a particular attempted movement strategy. In addition, we

provide evidence that supports the theory of a generic “cursor control” signal or neu-

ral dimension that may become more active during closed-loop tasks regardless of the

attempted movement strategy used for decoder calibration. This insight may help

in the clinical translation of iBCI systems whereby neural control of various different
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effectors or interfaces may be feasible with the same decoder built upon one desired or

preferred movement strategy. Furthermore, visual feedback seems to play a large role

in eliciting neural activity resembling that of closed-loop. Perhaps, initial open-loop

calibration steps of neural decoder building could leverage these BCI-like trajectories

to obtain a more optimal initial decoder. Finally, closed-loop control using a body-

dissociated strategy can potentially be used to reduce the cognitive load of BCI users

during the operation of BCIs in use cases where focusing on a specific motor imagery

could be cumbersome.

The focus of this chapter has been on movement-related features encoded within

the neural activity observed during attempted movement of a paralyzed limb, and

how dissociated closed-loop neural activity is from its open-loop counterparts. Some

study designs included closed-loop cursor control under movement strategies employ-

ing attempted movements of the right and left hands as motivated by our recent

findings [77]. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to demonstrate

closed-loop continuous control of a cursor based on attempted movements of the

hand ipsilateral to the brain hemisphere of implant (left hand). At the time of this

study, we were limited to using only one movement strategy during continuous neural

control of a cursor–unable to perform simultaneous control of two cursors using a

combination of left and right hand attempted movements. However, motivated by

the continuous control performance under the left hand attempted movement strat-

egy, we considered other neural decoding schemes which would allow us to leverage

the multi-effector representation in the small patch of motor cortex we are measuring

from. In Chapter 4, we discuss the design, implementation, and demonstration of

a discrete neural decoding system which is capable of classifying up to 32 discrete

attempted and overt movements distributed across the entire body.



Chapter 4

Discrete Neural Decoding of

Multiple Effectors

Chapter 3 characterized and compared the neural representation of overt movement,

attempted movement, and iBCI control in a person with paralysis. Additionally,

it discussed various iBCI cursor control movement strategies and associated neural

activity. Of particular interest was the demonstration of iBCI cursor control under

directional left wrist pointing–different from the conventional right wrist-related di-

rectional pointing. The motivation behind the use of the left wrist for online control

came from a simultaneous and parallel study conducted in close collaboration with

Dr. Francis Willett [77]. Dr. Willett assessed neural tuning to face, head, arm, and

leg movements in hand knob area of precentral gyrus of participant T5 and found

strong neural tuning to all tested movements. In this chapter, we expand on Dr.

Willett’s scientific finding by designing and demonstrating an online discrete neural

decoding system which leverages this multi-effector representation in the motor cortex

to enable classification of discrete movements across the body.

Some figures and text in this chapter are from Willett*, Deo*, et al. [77] which is a

manuscript currently under review. This chapter focuses on the design, implementa-

tion, and demonstration of an online discrete neural decoding system that leverages

the novel scientific discovery by Dr. Willett that the motor cortex in people with

tetraplegia represents the whole body.

57
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4.1 Representation of Face, Head, and Leg Move-

ments in “Arm/Hand” Area of Human Motor

Cortex

This section describes our collaborative work investigating movement representation

in the human motor cortex (refer to [77] for a full description and details ). Dr.

Willett was the primary contributor, as he conceived the study and took the lead on

designing, analyzing, and interpreting all studies in this section.

4.1.1 Introduction

Neural activity in human motor cortex is traditionally thought to have a mixed soma-

totopic organization, in which face, arm and leg movements are represented in distinct

areas of cortex but individual muscles within any one body area may be mixed (e.g.,

wrist and finger movements may overlap within arm area) [97]. Classical stimula-

tion studies in great apes and humans suggest an orderly arrangement of body parts

along the precentral gyrus, with little intermixing between widely distinct areas of

the body within any one individual [98–100]. fMRI studies also support the existence

of an orderly map with largely separate face, arm and leg areas along the precentral

gyrus and the anterior bank of the central sulcus [101,102], as do electrocortiographic

recordings in the high gamma band above precentral gyrus (albeit with occasional

exceptions) [103–107]. Nevertheless, the level of mixed representation within any one

area of human precentral gyrus has not yet been quantified at single neuron resolution

which may differ substantially from population-level resolutions that reflect summed

responses across a sampled neuron population.

Here, we revisit motor somatotopy using microelectrode array recordings from

arm/hand motor cortex (hand knob area [108]) while two participants in the Brain-

Gate2 pilot clinical trial made (or attempted) a variety of face, head, leg and arm

movements. Surprisingly, we found strong and separable modulation for all tested

movements. In one participant currently enrolled in the trial, we had a unique oppor-

tunity to probe further to characterize how movements of all four limbs are neurally
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represented in one area of human motor cortex.

4.1.2 Methods

This study includes data from two participants (identified as T5 and T7), who gave

informed consent and were enrolled in the BrainGate2 Neural Interface System clin-

ical trial. Clinical trial details, study permissions, and participant T5’s details are

discussed in Section 2.1. Participant T7 was a right-handed man, 53 years old at the

time of data collection, who was diagnosed with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)

and had resultant motor impairment (functional rating scale ALSFRS-R of 17). In

July 2013, T7 was implanted with two 96-channel intracortical microelectrode arrays

(Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT) in the hand knob area of dominant

precentral gyrus (1.5-mm length). Data are reported from post-implant day 24. At

the time of data collection, T7 retained movement of the arm, leg, face, and head.

T7 was able to extend and flex the knee and ankle normally, and make all requested

head and face movements normally, but had more limited range of motion in the arm

for some movements. T7 is no longer enrolled in the trial and the data from T7 were

collected before this study was conceived.

Session Structure and Cued Movement Task

Neural data was recorded in 3-5 hour sessions on scheduled days. During the sessions,

participants sat upright in a wheelchair that supported their backs and legs. A

computer monitor placed in front of the participants displayed text and/or colored

shapes to indicate which movement to make and when. Data was collected in a series

of 2-10 minute “blocks” consisting of an uninterrupted series of cued movements; in

between these blocks, participants were encouraged to rest as needed.

The data from participant T7 were collected in a single session consisting of a

series of 2-minute blocks containing 20 repetitions of one set of paired movements.

These paired movements were designed to engage the same joint(s) but in different

directions; for example: hand open/close, wrist flexion/extension, head left/right, etc.

Every three seconds, the text on the screen alternated to instruct the other paired
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Participant
T5 Participant
T7

1.5 s 1.5 s
(1.4 s - 1.8 s)
Variable delay

Prepare:
Flex Hip Go Return

Open Hand Close Hand Open Hand

3.0 s 3.0 s 3.0 s

Figure 4.1: Neural activity was recorded while participants T5 and T7 completed
cued movement tasks that instructed them to make (or attempt to make) movements
of the face, head arm and leg in sync with text appearing on a computer monitor.

movement (e.g., as in Fig. 4.1) and T7 responded as soon as he was able.

The data from T5 were collected across 17 sessions. All cued movement ses-

sions followed a simple instructed delay paradigm (like that shown in Fig. 4.1). For

text-cued tasks, during the instructed delay period a red square and text appeared

in the center of the screen indicating to T5 that he should prepare to make the

specified movement. The instructed delay period lasted a random amount of time

that was drawn from an exponential distribution; values that fell outside of a min-

imum/maximum range were re-drawn. Maximum and minimum delay times varied

from session to session but were within 1.4 to 3 seconds. After the delay time, the

square turned green and the text indicating the movement changed to “Go”, at which

point T5 made the movement immediately. T5 was told to continue attempting to

make the movement (for arm and leg movements) or to hold the posture of the com-

pleted movement (for face and head movements) until the text changed to “Return”,

at which point T5 relaxed and returned to a neutral posture. The movement and

return periods lasted 1.5 seconds each.

Neural Data Processing

General neural signal processing is discussed in Section 2.3. For threshold crossing

detection, we used a -4.5 x RMS threshold applied to each electrode, where RMS is

the electrode-specific root mean square (standard deviation) of the voltage time series

recorded on that electrode. Threshold crossing times were binned into 10 ms bins (for

T5) or 20 ms bins (for T7) and z-scored to ensure that electrodes with high firing rates

did not overly influence the population-level results. Different bin widths were used
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for T5 and T7 because the task data was collected with different computer systems

at different sampling rates. Z-scoring was accomplished by first subtracting, in a

block-wise manner, the mean count over all bins within each block. Subtracting the

mean within each block helps to counteract slow drifts in the firing rate of electrodes

and was especially important for the T7 data, since it was collected in a block-wise

fashion. For this dataset, mean subtraction ensures that spurious drifts in firing rate

did not artificially inflate the classification performance shown in Fig. 4.4 (by helping

to distinguish movements from different blocks). After mean-subtraction, the binned

counts were divided by the sample standard deviation computed using all bins across

all blocks. Finally, electrodes with firing rates less than 1 HZ over all time steps were

excluded from further analysis in order to denoise population-level results.

Significant Tuning and Fraction of Variance Accounted For

To assess statistical significance of neural tuning to a movement set on a given elec-

trode, we first computed firing rates for each trial within a 200 to 600 ms window for

T5 and 200 to 1600 ms window for T7. Next, we grouped trials into four movement

sets (Head, Face, Arm, and Leg). We then performed a 1-way ANOVA on all trials

within that movement set. Each individual movement cue within the set was consid-

ered its own group. If the p-value was less than 0.001, the electrode was considered

significantly tuned.

To assess the strength of each electrodes’ tuning to each category of movements,

we computed FVAF (fraction of variance accounted for) scores for each electrode and

movement set. The FVAF score was computed using the following equations:

FVAF =
SSMOV

SSTOT

(4.1)

SSTOT =
N∑
i=1

(fi − f̃)2 (4.2)

SSMOV =
N∑
i=1

(f̃M [i] − f̃)2 (4.3)

Here, SSTOT is the total variance (sum of squares), SSMOV is the movement-related
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variance, N is the total number of trials across all movements within the set, fi is

the firing rate for trial i, f̃ is the average firing rate across all movements within

the set, and f̃M [i] is the average firing rate for the particular movement cued on trial

i. FVAF scores range from 0 (no movement-related variance) to 1 (all variance is

movement-related).

4.1.3 Results

Despite recording from microelectrode arrays placed in the hand knob region of pre-

central gyrus, we found strong neural tuning to all tested movements, including those

of the face, head and leg. Figure 4.2 shows an example electrode from T5 that was

tuned to all movement categories. Here, and in most other results, we analyzed binned

“threshold crossing” firing rates for each microelectrode channel. Analyzing thresh-

old crossings as opposed to spike-sorted units allowed us to leverage information from

more electrodes. Moreover, many electrodes recorded activity from multiple neurons

where the neurons could not be precisely distinguished from each other when spike-

sorting. Recent results indicate that neural population structure can be accurately

estimated using threshold crossing rates alone [59]. Binned threshold crossing rates

were z-scored by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation (and

are reported in units of SD).

In Figure 4.3 we summarize the modulation observed for each individual move-

ment (T5) or pair of movements (T7) across all electrodes from both microelectrode

arrays. For participant T5, we quantified modulation size by computing the magni-

tude (Euclidean norm) of the difference between the mean firing rates observed during

a “do nothing” control condition and the mean rates observed during the movement

of interest. Modulation size was estimated in a cross-validated, unbiased way (see

Methods section of [77] for details on median-unbiased measurements of firing rate

distance). For participant T7, we computed the magnitude of the difference between

the mean firing rates observed for each pair of movements. Firing rates were com-

puted for each trial in a time window 200 to 600 ms after the go cue (T5) or 200 to

1600 ms after the go cue (T7). Figure 4.3 shows robust modulation for each tested
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Figure 4.2: The mean firing rate recorded for each cued movement is shown for
an example electrode from participant T5. Shaded regions indicate 95% confidence
intervals. Neural activity was convolved with a Gaussian smoothing kernel (30 ms
std).

movement in both participants (the clusters of single trial firing rates are clearly sep-

arable and the confidence intervals are far from zero). Tuning to arm movement was

the strongest in both participants, with tuning to non-arm movements 38% (face),

46% (head) and 61% (leg) as large as arm movement tuning in T5, and 38% (face),

34% (head) and 53% (leg) as large in T7.

Next, we tested whether the modulation for each movement was distinguishable

from other movements by using a cross-validated naive Bayes classifier to decode the

movement on each trial (details on Gaussian Näıve Bayes classification is provided in

Section 2.2.3). The high classification accuracies (Fig. 4.4) confirm that the tuning to

each movement was unique and separable in both participants (as opposed to being

caused by a non-specific signal that was the same for all movements).

Finally, we searched for somatotopy across the microelectrode arrays and saw

no clear patterns; tuning to all four movement types was highly intermixed in both

participants and many electrodes were tuned to multiple movement types (Fig. 4.5).
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Participant
T5 Participant
T7

Face Head

Arm
Leg

Figure 4.3: The size of the neural modulation for each movement was quantified by
comparing to a baseline “do nothing” condition (in participant T5) or by comparing
to its paired movement (participant T7). Each bar indicates the size (Euclidean
norm) of the mean change in firing rate across the neural population (with a 95% CI)
and each dot corresponds to the cross-validated projection of a single trial’s firing rate
vector onto the “difference” axis. Statistically significant modulation was observed
for all movements (no confidence intervals contain 0). Translucent horizontal bars
indicate the mean bar height for each movement type.

4.1.4 Conclusion

We found, in two participants, that there was strong neural representation of face,

head, arm and leg movements in hand knob area of precentral gyrus (although mod-

ulation was strongest for attempted arm and hand movements, as expected). These

results have important implications for iBCIs because it opens up the opportunity to

decode movements across the entire body from just a small area of precentral gyrus.

In the following section, we discuss the design, implementation, and demonstration

of an online discrete neural decoding system capable of classifying movements across

the body.

4.2 Leveraging Multiple Effectors to Increase iBCI

Discrete Decoding Performance

This study includes data from a single participant (T5). Refer to Section 2.1 for

participant information, clinical trial details, and study permissions. General neural
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Figure 4.4: A Gaussian naive Bayes classifier was used to classify each trial’s move-
ment using the firing rate in a window from 200 to 600 ms (T5) or 200 to 1600 ms
(T7) after the go cue. Confusion matrices are shown from offline cross-validated per-
formance results; each entry (i, j) in the matrix is colored according to the percentage
of trials where movement j was decoded (out of all trials where movement i was cued).

signal processing is discussed in Section 2.3.

4.2.1 Introduction

Current intracortical brain-computer interfaces (iBCIs) are limited to recording from

a small number of locations on the cortex [37, 63, 64, 109–111], making it difficult to

record from both the arm and leg areas of precentral gyrus across both hemispheres.

The results from the previous section, which show a strong representation of all four

limbs in only a small patch of cortex, opens up the possibility of decoding movements

from all four limbs to improve iBCI performance. One context in which this activity

could be useful is to enable accurate selection from a large number of targets or keys by

mapping distinct movements across all four limbs to different targets. This approach

might improve performance relative to a system that only uses the contralateral arm,

since neural activity patterns from other limbs might be more distinct from each

other.

We tested this idea with a discrete decoding iBCI that decoded, in closed-loop,
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Figure 4.5: Tuning to face, head, arm, and leg movements is intermixed within elec-
trodes. (A) Participants’ MRI-derived brain anatomy and array locations. For T7,
arrays, wire bundles, and pedestal are shown in gold. (B) The strength of each elec-
trodes’ tuning to each category of movements is indicated with a shaded color (darker
indicates more tuning). Tuning strength was quantified by computing the fraction of
total firing rate variance accounted for (FVAF) by changes in firing rate due to the
movement conditions. Crosses indicate “non-functioning” electrodes. Small white
circles indicate channels that had no significant tuning to that movement category.
Broad spatial tuning to all movement categories can be seen across all arrays. Addi-
tionally, tuning strength to particular movement categories does not appear to have
gradients matching the expected somatotopy. T7’s FVAF shading range was reduced
to 0.5 for visibility (T7’s maximum FVAF value was 0.52).
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which movement out of a set of N movements was selected by the user. We focused on

directional movements made by the wrists (as if pointing a joystick) and the ankles

(pointing the foot), consistent with prior work on discrete iBCIs that also decoded

directional movements [10,112]. Figure 4.6 shows the four target configurations tested.

In all cases except the 32-Target task, the tasks were performed in a “time-locked”

fashion where each trial lasted one second (Fig. 4.7). For each trial, a target would

illuminate blue and T5 had exactly one second to identify the target and perform the

indicated movement which was then decoded at the end of the one second mark. After

decoding, a sound played indicating to T5 whether the target was correctly decoded

or not and the next target immediately appeared. In the 32-Target task, there was an

additional instructed delay period of two seconds prior to the trial, where the target

would illuminate red, to allow T5 enough time to indicate the target and associated

movement due to difficulty in remembering the associated movements for such a large

quantity of targets.

First, we motivate the need for using multiple effectors by showing how informa-

tion throughput (measured with “achieved bit rate” [113]) and decoding accuracy

varies as a function of the number of targets. After only 6 targets, accuracy and bit

rate start to decrease when using a single contralateral effector. Next, we tested offline

whether spreading out 16 targets across multiple effectors could increase performance.

When spread across all four limbs (4 targets per limb), accuracy is near 100%. The

improvement in accuracy is a result of increasing the distance between each target in

neural population state space and the dimensionality of the neural population space

spanned by the targets. We then confirmed online that information throughput was

higher when using multiple effectors. For this study, we first performed offline simula-

tions to select the optimal number of targets for the single effector, dual effector, and

quad effector configurations. Even when using an optimized number of targets, the

four-effector layout led to improved performance on average. Decoding errors mostly

confused targets from the arm and leg on the same side of the body, presumably due

to considerable correlations in directional modulation [77].

Finally, we explored spreading targets across more body parts than just the wrists

and ankles (including the elbow, knee, hip, toes, and fingers). We show that high
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Figure 4.6: Target configurations for the four discrete decoding tasks. Each target
was associated with a specific attempted movement. The Single Radial, Dual Radial,
and Quad Radial tasks were done in a “time-locked” fashion where each trial lasted
one second. The 32-Target task had an additional instructed delay period before each
trial to inform the participant of the upcoming target due to the large quantity of
targets and associated movements to remember.

decoding accuracies (mean of 95%) can be achieved across 32 targets in this manner,

as long as an instructed delay period is added to give T5 time to recognize the target

and prepare the movement.

4.2.2 Cued Movements

All cued movements were attempted movements of the hands, feet, arms, or legs.

The Single Radial, Dual Radial, and Quad Radial tasks involved joint movements

(i.e., directional wrist pointing and directional ankle pointing). For all wrist pointing

movements, T5’s preferred joint movement strategy was imagining his hand(s) on a

joystick where he attempted to tilt the joystick in the directions indicated by the
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spatial targets (e.g., the northmost target for the Single Radial task would prompt

T5 to tilt the joystick forward). For all ankle pointing movements, T5 would either

evert, invert, dorsiflex, or plantarflex at the ankle (i.e., plantarflex for southmost

target, dorsiflex for northmost target). The 32-Target task had additional attempted

movements incorporating the arms and legs, including knee flexion/extension, toe

curling, hip flexion, thumb pointing, and elbow flexion/extension.

Prior to each session, the study operator physically demonstrated the set of move-

ments that were to be cued. Both a verbal and physical description of each move-

ment was provided prior to quizzing T5 on how to attempt each movement. T5 was

instructed to maintain consistency throughout the session in terms of timing of move-

ments and the manner in which each movement was performed. Additionally, T5 was

instructed to isolate his movements as much as possible to ensure little bias, if any,

from neural activity associated with other movements or attempted movements. This

was followed by a practice period ranging between 5 to 10 minutes where T5 was able

to get familiar with the movements and study structure.

4.2.3 Methods

Online Classification System

The online discrete decoding system was designed as a Gaussian Näıve Bayes classi-

fier (refer to Section 2.2.3 for details) to classify mean firing rate vectors computed

using a fixed window of time, referred to as the integration window, for each trial.

Classification took form of the following:

argmax
k

(log[p(x|Ck)]), (4.4)

log[p(x|Ck)] ∝ −
N∑
i=1

(xi − µi,k)2

σ2
i

(4.5)

Here, N is the number of electrode channels (all 192 channels were used for online

discrete decoding), Ck is the kth class out of set of K total classes (unique target,

i.e., unique cued movement), xi is the ith element of the mean firing rate vector x
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(dimension N x 1, corresponding to electrode i’s mean firing rate vector), µi,k is the

mean for electrode i under class k, and σi is the variance for electrode i (under all

classes). To classify, we found the class k that maximizes the log likelihood that firing

rate vector x is observed given that class. Class-specific means (µi,k) were computed

using the sample mean across all available training data; likewise, variances(σi) were

estimated using the pooled variances across all classes.

The integration window was optimized for each task and session as part of the

process of calibrating the classifier; the window typically fell between 300 to 1000

ms. To optimize the window, we performed an offline grid search across all possible

start and end times for the window in 50 ms increments from 0 ms to 1000 ms.

Ten-fold cross-validation was used to estimate the achieved bit rate that would result

from using each window. The window with the largest achieved bit rate was then

chosen. Achieved bit rate is a conservative, clinically-motivated metric of information

throughput [113] and was computed with the following formula:

B =
log2(T − 1)max((Sc − Si), 0)

t
, (4.6)

where T is the number of total targets, Sc is the number of correct selections, Si is

the number of incorrect selections, and t is the total time elapsed. Achieved bit rate

assumes that every incorrect selection must be followed by the correct selection of a

delete key to undo the error, thus heavily penalizing low accuracies that would be

hard for participants to work with in practice.

For each target configuration, open-loop blocks of data was first collected with

which to calibrate an initial classifier. The open-loop blocks mimicked the trial-timing

of the associated closed-loop blocks (i.e., identical to the closed-loop counterpart with

no online classification). This was done in order to build classifiers based on open-loop

neural activity that most resembled the closed-loop conditions [65].

Some closed-loop discrete decoding studies used a “time-locked” trial structure

where each trial lasted for 1 second and no pauses occurred between trials. At the

end of each trial, the closed-loop discrete decoding system classified the participant’s

attempted movement. If the movement was correctly classified, a “success” sound
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Figure 4.7: Closed-loop discrete decoding “time-locked” trial structure. In this
example, the Dual Radial task cues left or right hand joystick attempted movements.
A “time-locked” trial is fixed at a duration of 1 second. At the beginning of a trial, a
target is illuminated blue cueing the participant to attempt the associated movement.
The target remains blue for the entirety of the trial. The participant attempts the
movement as fast as possible subject to a refractory or reaction period. tskip denotes
the interval of time after target onset that should be skipped as it possibly represents
the refractory period. The integration period (tint) denotes the window of neural
activity that best represents the attempted movement. The discrete neural decoder
attempts to classify the neural activity occurring within tint and administers a correct
or false classification accompanied by a “success” or “failure” sound at the end of the
1 second trial. The next target is illuminated at the end of the 1 second trial time.

played; otherwise, a “failure” sound played. After each trial ended, a new target

appeared and the next trial began immediately. Figure 4.7 illustrates the “time-

locked” trial structure.

Online Decoding of a Single Effector

Prior to online discrete decoding of multiple effectors, we assessed the online decoding

performance of a single effector (right wrist) to radial target configurations increasing

in the number of targets: Single Radial 4, Single Radial 6, Single Radial 8, Single

Radial 12. This was motivated by offline simulations, performed by Dr. Willett, to
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find the optimal number of radial targets for each layout in order to maximize the

achieved bit rate (refer to [77] for details). Dr. Willett found that the optimal number

of radial targets is six for a single effector. To confirm this in online discrete decoding,

T5 performed a series of “time-locked” tasks for each configuration in the following

randomized order: Radial 4, Radial 8, Radial 12, Radial 6. For each configuration,

one 4 minute open-loop block of data was collected to calibrate an initial classifier.

Next, a 4 minute closed-loop block was performed. Afterwards, the classifier was re-

calibrated using the previous open-loop block and closed-loop block of data. After this

build of a classifier, we collected a series of three 4-minute closed-loop “performance”

blocks with the classifier re-calibrated after every block. Each re-calibration used

all preceding blocks of data from successful trials. Binomial parameter estimation

was used to compute means and 95% confidence intervals. The results of this online

discrete decoding of a single effector prompted us to investigate whether distributing

targets across multiple effectors would increase decoding performance.

Offline Decoding of Multiple Effectors

To assess whether spreading targets across multiple effectors could increase perfor-

mance, we spread 16 total targets across 3 different configurations increasing in the

number of effectors: (1) Single 16 - 16 radial targets using directional wrist pointing

of the right wrist, (2) Dual 8 - 8 radial targets about the left wrist and 8 radial targets

about the right wrist, and (3) Quad 4 - same as the Quad Radial configuration in

Figure 4.6 (4 radial targets about each wrist and each ankle). These studies followed

an instructed delay paradigm (similar to Fig. 3.2) with a variable delay period be-

tween 1.5 and 2.5 seconds. The delay period was important to ensure measurement

of baseline neural activity for comparison to movement-related neural activity and

allowed for better time-alignment of data to movement onset.

T5 performed a series of 15 open-loop blocks with the three 16-target configura-

tions. Each block lasted exactly 5 minutes. The blocks were interleaved in sets of 3

blocks each to minimize any effects of firing rate drift over time. To assess decoding

accuracy for each task, a Gaussian Näıve Bayes classifier was used offline to clas-

sify each trial’s movement, using z-scored firing rates in the 300 to 1000 ms window.
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Decoding accuracy means and 95% confidence intervals were computed by fitting a

binomial distribution to cross-validated decoder predictions. Gaussian Näıve Bayes

classification is described in section 2.2.3.

To help elucidate why spreading targets across multiple effectors could increase

decoding performance, we analyzed the neural population state space and dimen-

sionality of the neural activity. For each 16-target configuration, we computed each

target’s distance to its closest neighbor in neural population state space. First we

binned the threshold crossing times, or spike times, into 10 ms bins and then z-scored

the binned times. We rejected any channels that did not have firing rates less than

1 Hz over all time steps. Next, we computed the mean firing rates for each trial in

the window ranging from 300 to 1000 ms after the “Go Cue”. For each target, we

trial-averaged the mean firing rates within our desired window. Next, for each pair of

targets, we computed the euclidean distance between their trial-averaged firing rate

vectors (||(f̄i−f̄j)||2, where f̄i and f̄j are the trial-averaged firing rates for target i and

j respectively). Iterating over each target, we found the minimum distance amongst

the distances computed to every other target. We computed the sample mean mini-

mum distance to the nearest neighbor by averaging the minimum distances. We then

bootstrap resampled trials (1000 iterations), computed the mean minimum distance

to the nearest neighbor for each resampling, and computed 95% confidence intervals

for the mean.

To analyze the dimensionality of neural activity for movements within a 16-target

configuration, we computed the cumulative variance explained via principal compo-

nent analysis (PCA) in order to plot a Scree plot – a simple line plot describing the

fraction of total variance in the data as explained or represented by each principal

component(s). First, we computed the mean firing rates for each trial within a window

as described prior. Next, we stack each firing rate vector vertically across all electrode

channels to yield a matrix of size N x T, where N is the number of electrode channels

and T is the number of trials. Using principal component analysis on this matrix, we

obtain the top ten orthogonal dimensions that describe the space spanned by the N-

dimensional firing rate vectors in the matrix. For each number of dimensions ranging

from 1 to 10, we obtain the cumulative variance explained for those dimensions as
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returned by PCA. We bootstrap resampled trials (1000 iterations) and computed the

means and associated 95% confidence intervals for the cumulative variance explained

for all top dimensions ranging from 1 to 10.

Online Decoding of Multiple Effectors

For each online “time-locked” discrete decoding session, one or two target config-

urations (Single Radial, Dual Radial, and Quad Radial) were tested. For each of

these configurations, the maximum number of radial targets spread across any single

effector was limited to 6 to optimize for performance as motivated by our previous

findings. For each target configuration, one 5 minute open-loop block of data was first

collected to calibrate an initial classifier. Then, we proceeded with a series of 5 minute

closed-loop blocks to allow T5 to practice with that target configuration. After each

closed-loop block, we re-calibrated the classifier using the preceding two blocks of

data where only successful trials were used. We continued until we determined that

T5’s performance had plateaued (successive blocks with accuracy percentages within

5% of one another) and he was comfortable with the task. After this decision was

made, we collected a series of five 3-minute “performance” blocks with the classifier

re-calibrated after each block. Each re-calibration used the preceding two blocks of

data from successful trials.

The 32-Target task was performed in a slightly different manner than the “time-

locked” tasks. The 32-Target task required a fixed delay period of 2 seconds prior

to each trial, where the target would illuminate red, to allow T5 enough time to

recognize and prepare for the movement. We found that, without the delay period,

T5 could not recognize the movement quickly enough and perform it correctly within

the allotted time. Due to this additional time added to each trial and the quantity

of total targets, longer and multiple open-loop blocks were necessary to build the

initial classifiers in order to obtain enough training data. Typically four 5-minute

open-loop blocks were used to build the initial classifier. Then, we proceeded with a

series of 5 minute closed-loop blocks while re-calibrating classifiers after each closed-

loop block (each re-calibration was built on the previous 4 blocks). We continued

until we determined that performance of two sequential blocks were within 5% of
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one another. When this decision was made, we collected a series of five, 5-minute

“performance” blocks with the classifier re-calibrated after each block. Re-calibration

used the preceding four blocks of data from successful trials. Classifiers were built

only on the neural activity during the 1 second trial time and would only classify

neural activity during that same period. No part of the discrete decoding used neural

activity during the delay period and T5 was explicitly instructed to not attempt any

movement during the delay period.

4.2.4 Results

Online Decoding of a Single Effector

Offline simulations suggest that 6 targets is the optimal number of radial targets to

maximize achieved bit rate for discrete decoding of a single effector. We tested this

theory in online discrete decoding of a single effector. In Figure 4.8 we summarize

the results of a series of online discrete decoding tasks increasing the number of radial

targets about a single effector (right wrist). Average accuracy and achieved bit rate

are reported with 95% confidence intervals computed via binomial parameter estima-

tion. Accuracy decreases monotonically with increasing numbers of radial targets.

The accuracy ranges from approximately 90% for 4 radial targets to approximately

50% for 12 radial targets. The achieved bit rate computation penalizes incorrect se-

lections liberally and thus lower accuracies result in much lower bit rates, however,

since the bit rate computation also includes a nonlinear function of number of targets

as well, lower target numbers also result in lower bit rates. Thus, the bit rates follow

a parabolic structure with a maximum achieved bit rate of approximately 1.5 for 6

radial targets. Confirming the offline simulations, we demonstrated that 6 targets is

the optimal number of radial targets for maximum discrete decoding performance of

a single effector.

Offline Decoding of Multiple Effectors

Motivated by the previous results suggesting that online discrete decoding perfor-

mance is maximum around 6 targets for radial joint movements of a single effector,
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Figure 4.8: Online discrete decoding performance for a single contralateral effector.
(A) Target configurations. The right wrist was used to attempt directional pointing
movements to radial targets using the “Joystick” strategy for each target configura-
tion. (B) Accuracy and achieved bit rate are plotted as a function of the number of
radially spaced targets included in the task. Means and 95% confidence intervals are
plotted.

we tested offline whether spreading a high number of targets (16 targets total) across

multiple effectors could increase performance. Figure 4.9A shows that offline decoding

accuracy increases as the 16 targets are spread across multiple effectors. Decoding

accuracies range from a low of approximately 60% for the Single 16 configuration,

followed by 85% for the Dual 8 configuration, to a high of approximately 99% for

the Quad 4 configuration. The accuracy increase across the target configurations is

relatively linear. This significantly great increase in decoding accuracy for the same

number of targets is promising for online performance.

Figure 4.9B shows the distance between each target and its closest neighbor in

neural population state space for each target configuration. Presumably, the greater

the distances are to closest neighbors in neural population state space, the greater the

classification accuracy. On average, the greatest distance between closest neighbors is

approximately 2.4 SD (standard deviations) for the Quad 4 configuration. In contrast,

the Single 16 configuration had the lowest average distance between closest neighbors

at 1 SD with approximately 1.6 SD reported for the Dual 8 configuration. In very

similar fashion to the accuracies reported in Figure 4.9A, the average distance between

closest neighbors follows a linearly increasing trend across the target configurations

in order of increasing numbers of effectors. This result provides some insight as to
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Offline Single vs. Dual vs. Quad

Figure 4.9: Offline decoding of multiple effectors. A total of 16 targets was pre-
sented in one of three configurations. Each configuration increased in the number
of effectors that targets were spread across similar to the Single, Dual, and Quad
Radial configurations described in Figure 4.6. (A) Offline decoding accuracy signifi-
cantly increases as targets are spread across more effectors (mean and 95% confidence
intervals shown). (B) As the number of effectors increases, for each target the dis-
tance to its closest neighbor in neural population state space increases (each gray dot
corresponds to a single target and indicates the distance to its closest neighbor in
neural population state space). The bar height indicates the mean of these dots and
the error bar shows the 95% confidence interval of the mean. The euclidean distance
between Z-scored firing rate vectors are reported in units of standard deviation (SD).
(C) The dimensionality of the neural activity increases with the number of effectors.
Cumulative variance explained is plotted (mean and 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of the number of PCA components used to explain the time-varying, mean
neural activity across all targets.

how decoding performance could increase, both offline and online, in terms of signal

separability.

To further summarize the dimensionality of the neural activity pertaining to move-

ments in each configuration, we show a Scree Plot in Figure 4.9C. The Scree Plot

shows the fraction of total variance in the neural activity as explained or represented

by numbers of the top principal components or dimensions. Our results indicate that

the dimensionality of the neural activity increases with the number of effectors, i.e.,

for any given fraction of cumulative variance explained, the number of associated

dimensions is greatest for Quad 4, followed by Dual 8, and lowest for Single 16. This

suggests that the neural activity spans a greater number of dimensions on average for
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movements across multiple effectors than for movements within a single effector.

Online Decoding of Multiple Effectors

We summarize online discrete decoding performance for three “time-locked” tasks

(Single Radial, Dual Radial, Quad Radial) in Figure 4.10A. The average achieved

bit rate across all sessions increases with the number of effectors, reaching a high of

approximately 2.7 bits per second (bps) for the Quad Radial task and low at 1.8 bps

for the Single Radial task. The average accuracy across sessions is relatively similar

across all target configurations with the highest average of approximately 90% for the

Single Radial task, followed by 83% and 84% for the Dual Radial and Quad Radial

tasks respectively. Interestingly, the online Dual Radial (6 radial targets) accuracy

was similar to the 85% offline accuracy computed for the Dual 8 configuration as

illustrated in Figure 4.9A. Figure 4.10B depicts an exemplary session’s classification

matrix from an online Quad Radial task. The performance of this particular task was

88% classification accuracy with most errors occurring between matching hand and

foot movements.

Supplemental to the online discrete decoding performance of the three “time-

locked” configurations, we report performance for a similar 32-Target task (Fig. 4.6)

which included an instructed delay period. Due to the additional delay period,

achieved bit rate performance for the 32-Target task did not compare to that of the

“time-locked” trials, therefore, the 32-Target task performance is reported separately.

Figure 4.11A shows how the online performance of the 32-Target task compares to

the other “time-locked” tasks. Although the average achieved bit rate is lowest for

the 32-Target task (approximately 1.5 bps), the average success percentage is highest

at 96%. An exemplary session’s confusion matrix is depicted in Figure 4.11B where

a classification performance of 96.9% was achieved.
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Figure 4.10: Online discrete decoder performance metrics for “time-locked” tasks.
(A) Achieved bit rates and accuracies for the Single Radial, Dual Radial, and Quad
Radial configurations shown in Figure 4.6. Achieved bit rate significantly increases
with the number of effectors. Each circle shows the mean performance (± 95% con-
fidence intervals) achieved during a single session; bar heights show the mean across
all sessions. (B) Example confusion matrix from an online discrete decoding Quad
Radial task. Each entry (i, j) in the matrix is colored according to the fraction of
trials where movement j was decoded (out of all trials where movement i was cued).
Off-diagonal banding shows that most errors were made when classifying between
matching hand and foot movements.

4.2.5 Discussion

We demonstrated, for the first time with a human iBCI user, that a discrete target

selection iBCI could successfully decode targets across all four limbs of the body ac-

curately enough to improve performance relative to a single-effector approach. We

began by first optimizing single-effector online decoding performance by sweeping

through numbers of radial targets and assessing performance. Maximum performance

for single-effector decoding was reached with 6 radial targets, consistent with find-

ings from offline simulations [77]. It is important to note that the achieved bit rate

calculation factors in both accuracy and timing, therefore minimizing trial duration

was of interest. We settled on a trial duration of 1 second via titrating down trial

durations starting from 2 seconds during practice sessions. We found that T5 could

not identify and perform the cued movement for any trial duration below 1 second,

therefore all “time-locked” tasks had a duration of 1 second per trial. At the time
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Figure 4.11: Online decoding performance for the 32-Target task. (A) Accuracy and
achieved bit rate for the 32-Target task compared to “time-locked” tasks. Accuracy
is high (mean of 95% across sessions) but achieved bit rate is relatively low (mean
of 1.5 bps) because of the additional delay period. (B) Example confusion matrix
summarizing performance of a session. Each entry (i,j) is colored according to the
fraction of trials where movement j was decoded (out of trials where i was cued).
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of this study, participant T5 had extensive experience with 8 radial targets, which

was widely used in prior research studies. T5 mentioned that 12 radial targets be-

came difficult due to his inability to discern the difference between directions of his

attempted movements to adjacent targets, i.e., he often felt as if he was making the

same attempted movement for adjacent targets. This could potentially be due to T5’s

overexposure and experience to 8 radial targets, whereby T5 could have developed

an attempted movement strategy optimized for 8 radial directions. A higher density

of targets could possibly mean that movements falling within the wedges of 8 radial

directions get remapped to the closest of the 8 directions and thus lead to erroneous

classifications. Considering that these results suggest a maximum of 6 radial targets

for optimal single-effector discrete decoding performance, it would be more beneficial

to use a single-effector for continuous decoding instead, as it has been demonstrated

and currently leads in achieved bit rate (3.7 bps) [37].

We characterized the neural activity dimensionality and probed the neural pop-

ulation state space to elucidate why neural signal classification may improve when

targets are distributed across multiple effectors. We found that both the dimension-

ality of the activity and the average closest distance between targets in the neural

population state space increases with the number of effectors. This may be explained

by recent findings from our work [77] indicating that neural dimensions may exist

which code for effector and laterality of effector. In effector-coding dimensions, the

effector (or limb) itself was represented largely independent of the movement. And in

laterality-coding dimensions, the side of the body (left, right) was represented largely

independent of movement and effector. If we consider the Single Radial 16 task, the

neural activity associated with movements of the single effector (right wrist) would

predominantly span the ‘Right’ laterality dimension and ‘Wrist’ effector dimension,

whereas for Quad Radial 4 the activity would span four total effector dimensions

(both wrists and ankles) with two total laterality dimensions (left and right). The

more dimensions that the neural activity is spread across, the better the classifica-

tion accuracy as neural signals for each unique movement would be more separable

spanning multiple dimensions.

Finally, in testing discrete decoding performance online, we found that spreading
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targets across multiple effectors leads to increased performance. T5 found the radial

target layouts for each of the “time-locked” tasks intuitive after a short amount of

practice. Although the 32-Target task required an additional delay period for T5 to

identify the target and cued movement, he believed that he could perform the task

in a “time-locked” fashion with enough practice. In Figure 4.11A, the average bit

rate for the 32-Target task across all sessions is 1.5 bps because of the additional two

second delay. Without the two second delay period, the bit rate would have been

4.52 bps, suggesting that high bit rates are possible if the user can learn to select

between a large number of movements quickly. T5 performed one 3-minute “time-

locked” block of the 32-Target task (with a trial duration locked at 1.4 seconds) and

achieved a bit rate of 2.4 bps with an accuracy of 84.13%, a rather promising first

execution. One reason why the accuracies for the 32-Target task were consistently

higher than the other tasks is that the delay period was sufficiently long enough for

T5 to fully prepare for a movement with very little chance of an incorrect movement

as some incorrect movements would be expected for the “time-locked” trials given the

competitive trial timing restraint. T5 was surprised to witness online classification of

movements including the legs, feet, and toes as he reported “not feeling a connection

to them” when attempting movements such as ‘Curl Toe’. When asked to elaborate,

T5 mentioned that he felt comfortable attempting movements of the arms and hands

as he had been asked to do so for previous studies. However, he had very rarely,

if at all, been asked to attempt movement of the legs and feet. For this reason,

he had no prior expectation as to what to “feel” when attempting those movements.

Nevertheless, T5 was able to achieve high classification rates for movements as obscure

as toe curling.

In order to consider using discrete decoding systems for communication prostheses,

self-paced key selection would be the most ideal for functional applications. Self-

pacing refers to the user controlling the time at which they select a discrete key.

Our system was designed to always administer a classification decision at the end

of each trial epoch and thus necessitated the “time-locked” feature of each task.

We attempted to include a simple ‘Idle’ target mapped to a ‘Do Nothing’ cue in

order to classify idle neural activity as an ‘Idle’ target, however, this resulted in a
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large quantity of erroneous classifications. We suspect that this was due, in part, to

unstable idle activity. In order to implement a self-paced system, more complex and

sophisticated decoding methods and probabilistic models should be explored, such as

Hidden Markov Models.

4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the design, implementation, and demonstration of a

discrete neural decoding system capable of classifying up to 32 discrete movements

across multiple effectors of the body. First, we motivated the need for using multiple

effectors by showing how online performance of single-effector decoding varies as a

function of the number of targets. The results show that performance, in terms

of information throughput, reaches a maximum with only 6 targets about a single-

effector.

Next, we tested offline whether spreading out a large number of targets (16) across

multiple effectors could increase decoding performance. Our participant performed a

series of instructed delay cued movements to 1 of 16 targets in three different configu-

rations. Each configuration increased in the number of effectors that the targets were

spread across. The offline decoding accuracy increased as targets were spread across

more effectors. The improvement in accuracy was a result of increasing the distance

between each target in neural population state space and the dimensionality of the

neural population space spanned by the targets.

Finally, we assessed online decoding performance between three target configura-

tions, where again, each configuration increased in the number of effectors that the

targets were spread across. We confirmed that online decoding performance, in terms

of information throughput, increases when using multiple effectors. We tested a final

configuration in which a total of 32 targets were distributed across more body parts

than just the wrists and ankles (including toes, fingers, hips, knees, and elbows).

This configuration differed slightly from the others in that an additional delay period

was necessary to give the participant enough time to recognize and react to the cued

movements. High decoding accuracies, greater than all other configurations, were
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achieved across this 32-Target configuration.

The results of this chapter show that neural decoding of multiple effectors has

promising use cases. One could map multiple movements to different kinds of clicks

for general purpose computer use (e.g., curl left toes for left click, curl right toes for

right click, point foot up to scroll up, etc.). Multi-effector decoding can be used to

restore continuous control of leg and arm movements across both sides of the body

(e.g., controlling an exoskeleton’s legs and arms).

The cued movements discussed in this chapter spanned overt movements of the

participant’s head and attempted movements of the participant’s body parts below

the cape area of the upper torso. Oftentimes, the participant would mention a “lack of

connection” and “no feeling” to attempted movements of the legs and feet, however,

these attempted movements would still result in decodable neural activity. Call to

mind Chapter 3, where we analyzed differences in neural activity between overt and

attempted movements, postulating that the lack of proprioceptive, or haptic (touch),

information may be a reason for these differences. In the next Chapter, we revisit

somatosensation in iBCI by addressing the effects of external haptic stimulation on

motor cortical neurons, and how haptic feedback acting as artificial proprioception

affects iBCI control.



Chapter 5

Somatosensory Stimulation and

Feedback During iBCI Control

In Chapter 4, we discussed a discrete neural decoding system which leveraged the

strong neural representation of multiple body parts in a small patch of motor cor-

tex to enable target selection from a large number of targets mapped to distinct

movements all across the body. Interestingly, high decoding performance was even

achieved for movements of body parts that the participant had not attempted in the

recent past, such as toe curling and ankle flexion. The discrete neural decoding sys-

tem correctly classified these movements much to the surprise of the participant, who

claimed to have no semblance of, or feelings associated with, these more obscure move-

ments. Considering also the differences in neural activity between overt movements

and attempted movements as discussed in Chapter 3, we speculated that the lack of

somatosensory feedback during attempted movements may be the key contributor to

the difference in neural activity observed in comparison to overt movement. Focus-

ing more closely on somatosensation in context to iBCI, this chapter discusses the

effects of peripheral sensory stimulation on the motor cortex, and how somatosensory

feedback during iBCI control affects performance and neural activity.

Some text in this chapter is from Sketch*, Deo*, et al. [114]. Refer to Section

2.1 for participant information, clinical trial details, and study permissions. General

neural signal processing is discussed in Section 2.3.

85
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5.1 Introduction

Humans coordinate, plan, and execute movements under the guidance of both propri-

oception and vision [115–117], which are vital in informing an estimate of the body’s

configuration and motion in space. Specifically, the central nervous system (CNS)

integrates these estimates from multiple sensory feedback channels in a Bayesian-

optimal fashion–weighting each estimate by its relative reliability [51, 52, 118, 119].

When there is a deficit or loss in proprioception, as in the famous case of Ian Wa-

terman who lost all discriminative touch sensation and sense of joint position below

the neck due to a rare neurological disease [120], simple motor control and dexterous

object manipulation becomes disrupted and uncoordinated [50,121–125]. In the case

of most iBCI users, this proprioceptive deafferentation is additionally accompanied by

the lack of physical motion when attempting movement. Thus, iBCI users rely heavily

on visual feedback alone when performing control tasks. In order to achieve natural-

istic movement and function similar to native limbs, iBCI systems will likely have to

include somatosensory feedback as a means to provide artificial proprioception.

Recently, there has been an increased effort in developing bidirectional neural

interfaces capable of both measuring neural signals from the brain and providing

sensory signals back to the user [16,126]. Predominantly, intracortical microstimula-

tion (ICMS)–electrically stimulating the cortex–has been used to artificially evoke

both tactile and proprioceptive percepts in nonhuman primates (NHPs) and hu-

mans. Studies have shown that ICMS of the primary sensory cortex (S1) has enabled

NHPs to perform sensory discrimination tasks with performance similar to mechanical

stimulation of the hand [56, 127–129]. Additionally, ICMS has been shown to effec-

tively communicate task-relevant feedback signals that guide online, multidimensional

movement control in NHPs–acting as a form of artificial proprioception that NHPs

are capable of learning [17]. However, while NHPs can learn to use ICMS signals to

complete iBCI tasks, they are unable to vocalize or provide insight to their percep-

tion of the artificial sensations. More recent ICMS studies in humans have elucidated

characteristics of the evoked sensations and report both tactile [16] and propriocep-

tive [126] percepts. However, there exists little evidence that these sensations are
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naturalistic. One key limiting factor of ICMS is that a sample population of cor-

tical neurons are stimulated where there may presumably be a more intricate and

larger ensemble of neurons that require specific spatial and temporal excitation pat-

terns to elicit natural percepts. Although ICMS of S1 cannot perfectly mimic natural

sensory percepts, humans can learn to use ICMS signals as feedback for improved

neuroprosthetic control [58].

With the development of these bidirectional neural interfaces, it is also important

to consider the effects of sensory stimulation on the motor cortex. Primary motor cor-

tex (M1) has been shown to be responsive to many types of sensory inputs, including

visual, tactile, and proprioceptive [130]. Previous single unit electrophysiology stud-

ies in NHPs showed that some M1 cortical units are responsive to tactile stimulation,

as well as active and passive movement of the limbs [131, 132]. More recently, a

study measuring neural activity from electrocorticogram (ECoG) grids placed on the

“hand” area of human motor cortex of able-bodied people indicated neural responses

to passive tactile stimulation of the palm [133]. However, when considering iBCI

users with impaired sensory pathways (e.g., spinal cord injury), tactile stimulation

may need to be provided on areas of the body that do not necessarily overlap with

the areas of the brain measured for control.

Here, we propose to leverage intact sensory pathways at locations of the user’s

body still sensitive to touch, and provide somatosensory stimulation and feedback via

haptic devices. First, we assessed participant T5’s sensitivity to touch using a clinical

monofilament test which provides a non-invasive evaluation of cutaneous sensation

level with objective and repeatable results. We found that T5’s sensitivity above

the area of injury (C4 vertebrae) was similar to an able-bodied control group, which

aided in selecting an ideal location–the back of the neck–to impart haptic feedback.

Next, we selected the type of haptic feedback to provide based on attributes of the

control signals that would eventually drive the haptic device. In similar fashion to

bidirectional neural interfaces deployed in NHPs driving ICMS patterns as functions

of iBCI decoded parameters, our haptic feedback device was to be driven by our de-

coded parameter of velocity. For two-dimensional cursor control, velocity commands
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take form of a vector, encoding both direction and magnitude information. We de-

cided to use skin shear feedback–tangential shear forces imparted on the surface of

the skin–capable of conveying direction and magnitude information in the form of a

force vector. Using the haptic device to impart skin shear on the back of T5’s neck,

we assessed T5’s perception of shear in 8 radial directions. T5 was able to verbally

discriminate the 8 shear directions with an accuracy of 65.7%, well above chance.

Additionally, we found that some neural units measured from M1 exhibit significant

sensory responses to the shear stimuli (approximately 22% of electrode channels).

Furthermore, the responses of some of these units followed cosine-like tuning across

the different stimulus directions, but, there was no somatotopic organization of stim-

ulus direction. Decoding sensory stimulus from M1 firing rates resulted in similar

decoding accuracy (61.2%) to T5’s verbal response classification accuracy during per-

ception. Finally, we integrated skin shear feedback into the online iBCI system, where

decoded velocity commands drove both the cursor and the haptic device simultane-

ously. We assessed T5’s control performance with and without haptic feedback. We

found that haptic feedback can convey relevant task information and resulted in a

significant but small increase in performance.

The remainder of this chapter is separated into sections, each including the meth-

ods, results, and discussion for the studies organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes

the sensitivity study performed on the able-bodied group and T5 to determine the

appropriate location on T5’s body to apply haptic stimulation. Section 5.3 describes

the study investigating T5’s perception of skin shear applied to the back of the neck.

Section 5.4 describes the study observing tactile sensory responses in the measured

neural activity of the motor cortex. Section 5.5 discusses the effects of haptic feedback

on iBCI cursor control performance and compares neural activity with and without

haptic feedback. Section 5.6 provides a conclusion to this chapter.

5.2 Cutaneous Sensitivity Testing

Deafferentation due to spinal cord injury can limit, interrupt, or completely destroy

afferent connections of nerve cells resulting in impaired or lost sensation. Participant
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Figure 5.1: Participant T5’s spinal cord injury. (A) T5 has high cervical spinal
cord injury classified as C4 ASIA C where there is an incomplete severing of the
spinal cord near the C4 vertebrae. The black bar indicates the level of injury. (B)
Dermatomes of the human body are cutaneous areas supplied by a single spinal nerve
root. T5’s injury affects sensation in dermatome C4 and below. Black bars indicate
the level of sensation loss or impairment. Figure adapted from c© Janet Fong 2009
[https://www.aic.cuhk.edu.hk]

T5 has high cervical spinal cord injury (SCI) classified as C4 ASIA C on a clinical

scale. This SCI classification describes a location near the C4 vertebrae of the spinal

column where an injury has caused a partial severing of the spinal cord which means

that affected areas of the body, in motor and sensory function, lie below that level of

injury. Figure 5.1 illustrates the level of T5’s injury and affected dermatomes–areas

of the skin of the human anatomy that are mainly supplied by branches of a single

spinal sensory nerve root.

In order to select candidate areas on the body to provide haptic stimulation for

iBCI applications, we assessed T5’s sensitivity to touch using a clinical test known as

the Semmes-Weinstein monofilament examination. Additionally, we tested an able-

bodied control group to compare against T5’s sensitivity to touch.

5.2.1 Methods for Cutaneous Sensitivity Testing

We used a Semmes-Weinstein monofilament examination (SWME) kit (North Coast

Medical, Inc., Gilroy, CA) to evaluate cutaneous sensation levels on the body. SWME
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is a noninvasive, low-cost, easy-to-conduct, and rapid sensitivity test used in clinical

testing. The SWME test kit includes a set of monofilament probes which are each

individually calibrated within a 5% standard deviation (SD) of their target force level.

A monofilament is applied to a test site perpendicular to the skin surface until they

bend when the peak force reaches the target threshold, maintaining the target force

under bending. Monofilament details and touch sensitivity classification is described

in Table 5.1.

Filament Diameter (mm) Target Force (gf) Probe Color Classification
1.65 0.008
2.36 0.02 Green Normal
2.44 0.04
2.83 0.07
3.22 0.16 Blue Diminished
3.61 0.4 Light Touch
3.84 0.6 Diminished
4.08 1 Purple Protective
4.17 1.4 Sensation
4.31 2
4.56 4
4.74 6
4.93 8
5.07 10 Loss of
5.18 15 Red Protective
5.46 26 Sensation
5.88 60
6.10 100
6.45 180
6.65 300

Table 5.1: Semmes-Weinstein monofilament examination (SWME) kit details and
touch classification from North Coast Medical, Inc. The SWME kit includes a set of
20 monofilament probes. Each probe is calibrated to produce a designated force when
applied to the skin surface. Subsets of the probes are categorized by color indicating
a sensitivity classification. Healthy ranges of sensitivity are categorized as the green
and blue color classifications.

In addition to T5, we recruited an able-bodied control group of adult participants
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comprised of 3 males 28±3 (mean ± SD) years of age and 7 females 27±6 years

of age. All participants gave informed, written consent prior to participation. The

study protocol was approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board.

Participants in the control group had no form of sensory impairment or loss. The core

protocols and instructions for both groups (control and T5) were identical. However,

there were slight variations in the control group protocol to account for postural

instructions since all testing on T5 was performed while he was in a wheelchair.

Here, we describe the protocol and instructions administered to the control group;

and the slight changes for T5 are noted at the end.

For the control group, participants were advised to wear clothing that allowed

access to the upper trunk area, arms, shoulders, and neck. The participant was

seated in a quiet room with the back resting against a chair and arms placed on top

of a table directly in front of them. The participant was instructed to close their eyes

and remain as still as possible throughout the duration of the study. The instructions

were to simply respond with “touch” or “yes” if a touch was felt and to remain quiet

if no touch was felt. The exact probing locations were not communicated with the

participant, although, the participant was made aware of the general areas of the body

(neck, head, face, arms, shoulder, back, chest) that could be probed. An example

probe (2.83 probe size), known to elicit a discriminable touch sensation, was then

applied with the participant’s knowledge to the index finger tip to demonstrate a

touch sensation. Once the participant gave verbal confirmation that the instructions

were understood, their eyes were closed and the study began. We would select probing

locations at random from a predetermined set of locations (Fig. 5.2A) illustrated on a

reporting sheet. Each time a new location was tested, the first probe was performed

with filament size 2.83 because this filament size is considered the upper threshold

for normal touch sensitivity in people. A probe consisted of slowly pressing the

filament at a 90◦ angle against the skin until the filament bent. The probe was

then held in this bent state for approximately 1.5 seconds and then removed. This

would repeat for the same filament until either a response was elicited or a total

of three probes had occurred. If a response was elicited, we would proceed to the

next smallest monofilament size and repeat until the participant was unable to feel,
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at which point the last monofilament size and associated probing force to elicit a

response was recorded for that location. If a response was not elicited, the next largest

monofilament size was selected and the probing sequence repeated until a response was

elicited, at which point that filament size and associated probing force was recorded.

The protocol for assessing T5’s sensitivity was identical to the control group except

that the example probe was administered on the side of the neck. Additionally, T5’s

arms were placed on top of the wheelchair arm rests instead of a table.

For the control group, average sensitivity at each probing location was computed

via the sample mean and 95% confidence intervals were computed using bootstrap

resampling (100,000 iterations). For T5, there was only a single data point for each

probed location.

5.2.2 Results for Cutaneous Sensitivity Testing

Figure 5.2 summarizes sensitivity to touch for the control group and T5 at probed

locations above the upper torso. For the control group, average sensitivity (reported

in units of gram-force, or gf) at each location is reported with 95% confidence intervals

(Fig. 5.2B). Figure 5.2A shows each enumerated probing location for the control group

and T5, mapping the average sensitivities to their corresponding classification color.

The control group has sensitivity classified as normal touch (detection of touch less

than 0.15 gf) at most probed locations. A few locations, predominantly in the upper

back area below the neckline, were classified as diminished light touch (detection of

force between 0.16-0.5 gf). Classifications of either normal touch or diminished light

touch are considered to be in a healthy range. T5 had similar sensitivity to the control

group above the neckline (normal touch), but, sensitivity immediately degraded below

the C4/C5 dermatomes–the location of T5’s spinal cord injury. T5’s sensitivity was

classified as diminished protective sensation (detection of force between 0.6-3 gf) in

the upper chest area and loss of protective sensation (detection of force greater than

4 gf) in the upper back area.
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Figure 5.2: Sensitivity to touch. (A) Able-bodied group average and T5’s sensitivity
with corresponding classification colors. (B) Means and 95% CIs for sensitivity (gram-
force) at each probing location for the able-bodied group (�) and T5’s responses (x).
Dermatome images adapted from c© Janet Fong 2009 [https://www.aic.cuhk.edu.hk].
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5.2.3 Discussion for Cutaneous Sensitivity Testing

Using a clinical test kit, we found that participant T5 had touch sensitivity above

the neckline to a control group of 10 able-bodied individuals. In T5, sensitivity below

the neckline was greatly degraded due to the level of spinal cord injury. T5 reported

that the largest monofilament (4.56 mm diameter filament) probes below the level of

injury felt like a “deep bone pressure” and likened it to the sensation one feels after

receiving a heavy blow. Nonetheless, T5’s sensitivity to touch was in the normal

range above the level of injury. Considering these results, we decided that the back

of the neck was the best location to provide haptic feedback because of the relatively

large space to provide stimulation and the flat characteristics of the anatomy at that

area.

At the time of this study, there was very limited literature regarding touch sensi-

tivity using the SWME across the body in humans at locations other than the hands

and feet [134, 135]. Bell-Krotoski et al. [136] used the same SWME kit to assess

sensitivity of a healthy population in a few locations along the arms, legs, and face.

Overlapping locations with our study that Bell-Krotoski et al. probed were locations

6 and 14 of the upper chest and locations 3 and 7 of the face. Our findings are

consistent with those reported by Bell-Krotoski et al.

Although the SWME kit is a convenient and easily deployable clinical test, it is

highly subject to human error. Care must be take by the study operator in adminis-

tering the exam, specifically monitoring the angle and speed of monofilament appli-

cation. In a pilot study, we found that higher velocity probes are more likely to elicit

a response due to the excitation of higher frequency modes upon contact between the

filament and skin. It is unclear as to which mechanoreceptors, the biological sensors

that detect tactile stimuli, are the target of the SWME since the frequency content of

probing forces cannot be easily measured. Additionally, we found that perturbations

of the vellus hairs–short, thin, slight-colored, and barely noticeable hair that develops

on most of a person’s body–elicit touch responses that probings of the surrounding

skin may not. In some areas, such as the face and neck, perturbing vellus hairs is

unavoidable as they appear in higher densities. Furthermore, the pilot participant

would sometimes mention feeling the heat emanating from the study operator’s hand
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when applying a monofilament. Occasionally, the pilot participant would respond

with “touch” to feeling slight changes in the air due to the HVAC system and/or

the operator’s breath. To mitigate the chance of introducing bias in touch sensitivity

evaluation, higher fidelity testing may be achieved with haptic devices. Some haptic

devices are capable of delivering finely controlled forces with high accuracy and pre-

cision by way of feedback control loops (e.g., 3D Systems Phantom Premium, Force

Dimension omega.3). Nonetheless, this SWME kit was used to assess simple touch

sensitivity to help define a target location on the body upon which we could provide

a higher fidelity haptic stimulation. The next chapter discusses the type of haptic

stimulation we decided to apply and the accompanying perception task.

5.3 Perception of Skin Shear Stimulation

Upon assessing participant T5’s sensitivity to touch, we considered candidate loca-

tions at which to impart haptic stimulation for iBCI applications. Referring to the

sensitivity map in Figure 5.2A, we identified a promising region at the back of the

neck (Fig. 5.4A) within the C4 dermatome where T5’s sensation was still intact and

within a healthy range. This area was favorable due to its accessibility and the rel-

atively flat nature of the anatomy. Flat areas of the body are ideal for imparting

haptic stimulation as they simplify the need to measure curvature, or general surface

topography, of the body part when computing desired forward kinematics for the

haptic device. In contrast, the other candidate points were spread across the face,

head, and frontal area of the neck where applying haptic stimulation would have been

complicated, bothersome, and uncomfortable. An additional limitation was imposed

by the head and eye-tracking systems, which needed a clear unobstructed frontal view

of T5’s face and head.

After defining the stimulation area, we considered the type of haptic stimulation

to provide. Motivated by the ultimate goal of integrating haptic feedback into our

iBCI system for use in online cursor control, we looked to previous ICMS studies for

direction. Of particular interest was a study by Dadarlat et al. [17] where they used

decoded parameters (i.e., velocity and position) from motor cortical activity to drive
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ICMS patterns in the sensory cortex of an NHP during iBCI control of a cursor. They

found that NHPs can learn to use this artificial proprioception to guide movement. In

similar fashion, we proposed to provide artificial proprioception by way of a peripheral

haptic feedback device driven by our iBCI system’s decoded velocity.

Our iBCI system uses Kalman velocity filtering techniques (see Section 1.3.2 for

details) for continuous control of a virtual cursor. For this study, we limited cursor

control to 2 dimensions (2D). Therefore, decoded velocity commands were of the form

of a 2D vector, encoding both magnitude and direction information. An ideal haptic

device for displaying this information should convey this magnitude and direction

information in a natural and intuitive manner. Here, we propose that tangential

skin shear (cutaneous shear force) is well suited for iBCi control because it encodes

direction and magnitude information in the form of a shear force vector.

Cutaneous shear force, which tangentially stretches the skin, is a naturally oc-

curring phenomenon to which humans are especially attuned. It is a compelling

substitute for kinesthetic feedback [137] and can even communicate proprioceptive

information [138]. Skin shear has been most often applied at the fingertip because of

its high density of mechanoreceptors [137, 139]. In this study, we propose applying

skin shear to the back of the neck. Figure 5.3 illustrates our proposed system diagram

of artificial proprioception during online iBCI control of a cursor by way of peripheral

skin shear haptic feedback.

Prior to integrating skin shear haptic feedback into the online iBCI system, it was

necessary to first evaluate T5’s ability to perceive skin shear stimuli on the back of

the neck. We performed a perception study with the use of a commercial desktop

haptic feedback device.

5.3.1 Methods for Perception of Skin Shear Stimulation

Haptic Device Hardware and Software

We used a PHANToM Premium 1.5 (3D Systems, Inc.) haptic device, which is de-

signed for academic and commercial research and development [140]. The Premium

1.5 is a high-fidelity impedance-type haptic device with three actuated rotational
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Figure 5.3: Artificial proprioception via skin shear haptic feedback. Neural firing
rates are measured and translated to a two-dimensional velocity command vector VKF

by a Kalman filter. The VKF command vector simultaneously drives the velocity of a
virtual cursor (VC) on a computer monitor, and the shear force (FSHEAR) produced
by a haptic device on the back of the participant’s neck. Dermatome image adapted
from c© Janet Fong 2009 [https://www.aic.cuhk.edu.hk].

joints. It is designed to render precise forces at the tip of an end-effector resembling

a stylus. The Premium has been primarily used in haptic and telerobotic applica-

tions [141–143]. We positioned a Premium resting on top of a table behind participant

T5 with the linkages oriented such that the stylus end-effector’s axial axis was per-

pendicular to the plane of the back of the neck as shown in Figure 5.4B. A Nano17

(ATI Industrial Automation, Inc.) 6-axis force sensor was attached to the end of the

stylus with a custom 3D-printed adapter. We fixed a tactor to the free end of the

force sensor, which was covered with a piece of adhesive tape designed for adhesion

to the skin (3MTM). At the beginning of each session, we marked the desired tactor

contact position on the back of T5’s neck with a marker (Fig. 5.4A) and cleaned

the area with an alcohol pad to remove dead skin and debris. Next, a fresh piece

of double-sided adhesive tape was applied to the tactor surface. Finally, the tactor

was carefully positioned and pressed into the neck at the desired location for approx-

imately 10 seconds. Adhesion was tested by vigorously moving the stylus by hand in
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Figure 5.4: Skin shear haptic stimulation on back of neck. (A) Target stimulus loca-
tion for participant T5 is at the center of the C4 dermatome (left). The inlay (right)
illustrates the 8 radial directions that shear force was provided during the perception
study. (B) Actual photograph of the haptic device configuration in a study session.
Dermatome images adapted from c© Janet Fong 2009 [https://www.aic.cuhk.edu.hk].

all directions and ensuring no slip of the tactor along the skin. T5’s head was rested

on the wheelchair’s headrest at all times to ensure minimal movement of the neck.

The Premium device was controlled by a separate computer which also logged

force sensor measurements by custom C/C++ software developed in the Microsoft

Visual Studio IDE. The CHAI3D [www.chai3d.org] open source framework [144] was

used to render haptic interaction at a control loop rate between 4 and 9 kHz (native

CHAI3D haptic thread rate range). All other loop rates operated at 1 kHz (e.g., main

state machine, data logging, etc.). Synchronization and communication between the

haptic device control computer and iBCI control computer was facilitated by UDP

– low-latency and loss-tolerating communication – and timestamping through wired

ethernet connection to a local area network hub.

Perception Task

Prior to assessing T5’s perception of shear force on the back of the neck, we conducted

a pilot study to determine the range of the shear force parameters (magnitude and

direction) to probe. Since perception is unique to the individual, we wanted to tailor

the shear force characteristics to optimize communication of the desired information.

For each cardinal direction, we swept through a series of shear forces in increments
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of 0.1 N. At around 0.3 N of shear, the tactor would slip from the adhesive tape.

Therefore, we found that a normal force of approximately 0.3 N into the neck was

sufficient enough to maintain contact for shear forces up to a maximum of 1 N. To

incorporate a safety factor where slip of the tactor was least likely to occur, we limited

the maximum shear force in any direction to 0.5 N which was detectable by T5.

Next, we assessed T5’s perception of shear direction. The focus on direction was

motivated by previous iBCI cursor control studies suggesting that when the cursor

is far from the target, the normalized neural population activity is similar to a unit

vector pointing straight from the cursor to the target [8, 63, 65]. A more recent

study has found that iBCI users apply a diminishing ‘neural push’ to the cursor as

it approaches the target [145]. Considering the initial, or ballistic, movement out to

a target, we can approximate the ‘neural push’ as being saturated in magnitude and

pointing in the direction of the target. Hence, direction information may be most

useful during the initial parts of movement. Further motivated by the radial 8 target

configurations normally used for center-out iBCI cursor control studies, we used the

Premium haptic device to produce shear forces along those 8 radial directions as

illustrated in Figure 5.4A.

We performed a perception study split between two consecutive session days. For

each session, T5 was asked to close his eyes and focus on the haptic stimulation

provided on the back of his neck. The Premium device was configured as pictured in

Figure 5.4B where the tactor was pressed into the neck with a normal force of 0.3 N.

T5 was instructed to report the direction in which he felt the haptic stimulus. His

preferred reporting method was referencing the face of a clock. T5 was not given

any information regarding the stimuli directions and was urged to be precise in his

reporting. A block consisted of approximately 244 trials (a total of 488 trials over the

course of two sessions). A shear stimulus in one of eight directions (Fig. 5.4A) was

presented pseudo-randomly (i.e., randomly within sets of 8 where each set contained

exactly one of each stimulus) to ensure a balanced number of repetitions per each

unique stimulus. Each trial was 4 seconds in total duration. After an idle period of

1 second, a nominally 0.5 N shear force stimulus was provided as a step input for

a length of 1 second, followed by another idle period of 2 seconds. In other words,
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there was exactly 3 seconds between each stimulus. All reports were recorded by the

CNRA and corroborated via offline review of session video and audio.

5.3.2 Results for Perception of Skin Shear Stimulation

Validation of Shear Force Stimuli

The Premium haptic device is natively optimized for a particular workspace defined

by its configuration where the stylus is perpendicular to the base (e.g., when the stylus

is held like a pen by a user). Due to limitations in mounting of the haptic device, we

used it in a configuration depicted in Figure 5.3. Since force production capabilities

at the stylus end-effector change as a function of the device’s linkage configuration,

we sought to characterize the Premium’s performance in producing the set of shear

force stimuli used during the perception task.

Figure 5.5 and Table 5.2 summarize the Premium’s performance in producing

shear force stimuli in 8 radial directions on the back of participant T5’s neck. We

analyzed force sensor measurement data from one session of the perception study.

For each trial, we obtained the force sensor measurement at the final time step (1

second mark) of the step input of shear force, presumably sampling from when the

stimulus had reached steady state. Clustering each of these steady state force vectors

into groups of their respective stimulus direction, we computed means and 95% CIs

for both force magnitude and direction for each stimulus grouping. Additionally, we

computed the mean and 95% CIs of direction error and magnitude error across all

trials (i.e., across all stimulus directions).

Results indicate that the Premium device was fairly accurate in terms of stim-

ulus direction with an overall mean absolute angular error of 4.1◦, 95% CI [3.6◦,

4.2◦]. Angular accuracy was better in some directions than others, with the largest

average angular error of approximately 6.4◦ occurring for Stimulus 3 (90◦ direction).

Figure 5.5 indicates no structure or systematic offset present in angular errors across

each stimulus direction (i.e., there is no constant rotational error between desired and

measured stimulus directions). Although angular errors exist, the errors are smaller

than the angle between each stimulus direction (45◦).
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Figure 5.5: Validation of shear force stimuli. Polar plot depicts radial directions in
degrees where each ring represents a force magnitude in units of Newton. Values of
the average measured directions and magnitudes are provided in Table 5.2.

In terms of force magnitude, the Premium device had an overall mean absolute

magnitude error of 0.1 N, 95% CI [0.09 N, 0.11 N] across all stimulus directions when

the desired force magnitude was 0.5 N. Force magnitude in the diagonal directions

(approximately 0.6 N) were greater than the force magnitude in the cardinal direc-

tions (approximately 4.5 N) on average. We believe this was a byproduct of the haptic

device’s kinematics at the configuration used. Additionally, the errors in direction

could also be due to anisotropy of the skin stiffness in different directions [146, 147].

Nonetheless, the average shear force magnitude in each direction was equally perceiv-

able to T5; he mentioned that all stimuli were the same force.

Perception of Shear Direction

Figure 5.6 summarizes T5’s perception of shear force direction on the back of the neck.

Out of 487 total trials (approximately 60 repetitions per each stimulus), T5 predicted

320 trials correctly for a classification accuracy of 65.71%. Figure 5.6B depicts the

confusion matrix from the perception study. Erroneous classifications were predom-

inantly made between adjacent shear directions as illustrated by the color banding
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Stimulus Desired Desired Measured Measured
Number Direction (deg) Magnitude (N) Direction (deg) Magnitude (N)

1 0 0.5 4.1 0.42
[2.7, 4.6] [0.4, 0.43]

2 45 0.5 48.3 0.64
[47.6, 49.5] [0.63, 0.66]

3 90 0.5 83.6 0.48
[82.8, 84.1] [0.47, 0.5]

4 135 0.5 132.8 0.64
[130.8, 133.3] [0.63, 0.66]

5 180 0.5 177 0.42
[176.1, 177.5] [0.41, 0.44]

6 225 0.5 227.8 0.64
[226.26, 228.6] [0.63, 0.65]

7 270 0.5 266.9 0.46
[265.9, 267.2] [0.45, 0.48]

8 315 0.5 312.1 0.62
[310.9, 313.1] [0.61, 0.63]

Table 5.2: Summary of measured shear force stimuli. Means and 95% CIs are
reported for each stimulus direction.

about the diagonal axis in the matrix. For a more visual interpretation, we show

individual stimulus directions and the relative frequencies of the associated reported

directions in Figure 5.6C. T5 was most accurate in classifying the 90◦ and 270◦ stim-

uli with accuracy of approximately 80%. T5 was most inaccurate in classifying shear

stimuli in the diagonal directions of the lower hemisphere (225◦ and 315◦) where he

tended to misclassify them as their adjacent horizontal directions (i.e., 180◦ and 0◦,

respectively).

5.3.3 Discussion for Perception of Skin Shear Stimulation

Using a desktop PHANToM Premium haptic device, we demonstrated that partici-

pant T5 can perceive the direction of a 0.5 N shear force stimulus provided on the back

of the neck in one of eight radial directions with an accuracy of 65.71%. Interestingly,

T5’s perception of shear direction was worst in the lower diagonal directions where
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Figure 5.6: Participant T5’s perception of shear stimuli. (A) Trial timing structure
and an exemplary measured shear force stimulus. (B) Confusion matrix of shear di-
rection perception. Each entry (i,j) in the matrix is colored according to the fraction
of trials where stimulus direction j was predicted (out of all trials where stimulus
direction i was applied). (C) Individual stimulus directions and associated reported
directions. Within each panel, the relative magnitude of each reported direction
(black line) is equal to the fraction of trials where that reported direction was pre-
dicted (out of all trials for that panel’s stimulus direction). Polar plot directions are
in units of degrees and inner rings are fractions.
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he would commonly perceive them as the closest horizontal direction. Barring these

lower diagonal directions, T5’s classification accuracy amongst the other 6 directions

was roughly 80%. At first, we considered that T5’s perception of the lower diagonal

directions may have been diminished by a nearby surgical scar just below the area

of stimulation. However, upon further investigation, we realized that if the scar was

interfering with perception, then it would have also interfered with perception of the

270◦ stimulus as well. This was not the case. Another reason may be attributed to

the mechanical properties of the skin in different planar directions as previous stud-

ies have reported nonlinear stiffness properties of the glabrous skin under tangential

shearing [147].

A relevant but limited skin shear perception study was performed on the fingertip

where participants were able to distinguish between four shear directions separated by

90◦ [139]. Another group reported that participants were incapable of distinguishing

between ‘slip’ stimuli–sliding across a surface of the skin–within 20◦ of one another

on the fingertip. Although these studies were performed on the fingertip, the results

give us an idea of perception of skin shear direction on the back of the neck, giving

us a potential lower and upper bound on perceptual limitations of shear direction

(i.e., between 20◦- 90◦). It is important to reiterate that the aforementioned skin

shear and skin slip studies have been applied to the fingertip which is known to have

a high density of mechanoreceptors [148]. Whereas, it is unclear as to the density

and distribution of types of mechanoreceptors in the hairy skin on the back of the

neck. To our knowledge, this is the first study of its kind to assess perception of skin

shear on the back of the neck. We did not perform the shear perception study on

an able-bodied control group as our goal was to ultimately incorporate shear force

feedback into an iBCI control task for participant T5. Therefore, we only considered

assessing T5’s perception of shear.

In addition to assessing T5’s perception of shear force, we characterized the per-

formance of a PHANToM Premium haptic device in producing a set of shear forces

while in a non-optimal configuration. The overall angular error in each direction was

well below the resolution of stimulus directions. The force magnitude varied at an

average of 0.1 N from the desired 0.5 N. Drawing again from skin shear literature on
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the fingertip, it is believed that approximately 0.28 N of shear force is necessary to

convey direction of shear with high accuracy assuming fingertip skin stiffness of 1.4

N/mm and displacement of 0.2 mm [139]. The stiffness of the hairy skin on the back

of the neck is presumably less than that of the glabrous skin on the fingertip, thus

the threshold for shear detection is likely well below 0.28 N on the back of the neck.

Therefore, we can assume that force magnitudes of 0.5 ±0.1 N are well above the

0.28 N conservative threshold for direction detection and the 0.1 N average error lies

below the detectable threshold. In conclusion, we have reason to believe that there

were no differences between shear stimuli that could have resulted in bias during the

perception task.

5.4 Tactile Sensory Responses in Motor Cortex

In the previous section, we found that participant T5 was able to cognitively perceive

the direction of shear forces tangentially stretching the skin on the back of the neck

in one of eight radial directions with moderate accuracy. Considering the ultimate

goal of providing said shear force stimulation as haptic feedback during online iBCI

cursor control, we were interested in whether the haptic stimulation had any effects

on motor cortical activity. Particularly, to assess the potential of shear-based sensory

responses in motor cortex affecting iBCI control performance.

Prior studies have reported that cortical units in the human motor cortex exhibit

responses to somatosensory inputs, including proprioceptive [131, 132], and more re-

cently, cutaneous inputs [133]. However, these studies have predominantly concerned

haptic perturbation and/or stimulation of the arm or hand while recording from motor

cortical areas believed to be responsible for arm/hand-related movement. Further-

more, the studies were performed with people with sensory pathways still intact. In

the case of a person with spinal cord injury (SCI), the area of motor cortex where

activity is measured normally corresponds with areas of the body where motor and

sensory functions have been affected by the injury–in an effort to restore lost function.

Therefore, haptic perturbation and stimulation would need to be applied to parts of

the body where an iBCI user with SCI has intact sensation. It is an open question as
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to how an area of the motor cortex responsible for movement of a specific body part

responds to haptic stimulation of non-overlapping body parts.

Here, we test for responses in participant T5’s motor cortical activity, measured

from the arm/hand area of motor cortex, to skin shear haptic stimulation provided

on the back of the neck in 8 radial directions. We found that a small fraction (22%)

of electrode channels measuring cortical activity respond significantly to the shear

stimuli. Additionally, we characterized the responses and found that some channels

followed cosine-like tuning to shear stimulus directions. Finally, we decoded sensory

stimuli from measured motor cortical firing rates, resulting in similar accuracy (

61.2%) to T5’s cognitive perception classification of stimuli (65.71%) as discussed in

the previous section.

5.4.1 Methods for Tactile Sensory Responses in Motor Cor-

tex

Study Structure

The design of this study was similar to the perception study discussed in Section

4.3.1, except, participant T5 was asked to not verbally respond and remain in an idle

state. An idle state was defined as not attempting any movements, not imagining

any movements, and not thinking about anything in particular. T5 was seated in his

wheelchair with his head supported by a headrest. The PHANToM Premium haptic

device was configured as pictured in Figure 5.4B, where the tactor was pressed into

the neck with a normal force of 0.3 N. T5 was instructed to close his eyes and remain

in an idle and passive state. He was urged to not attend to the stimulus in any

manner throughout the study. T5 was not given any information about the stimuli or

timing of the study. We conducted 2 five-minute blocks (58 trials each) where a shear

stimulus in one of eight radial directions (Fig. 5.4A) was presented pseudo-randomly

(random within sets of 8, where each set contained exactly one of each stimulus).

Trial timing and shear stimulus profile information are illustrated in Figure 5.6A.
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Neural Data Processing and Analysis

General neural signal processing is discussed in Section 2.3. Spikes were detected by

thresholding at -4.5 times the root mean squared (RMS) voltage on each channel.

Spike times were separated into 10 ms bins and z-scored. Z-scoring was accomplished

by first subtracting, in a block-wise manner, the mean spike count over all 10 ms bins

within each block. After mean-subtraction, the binned spike counts were divided

by the sample standard deviation computed using all 10 ms bins across all blocks.

Electrodes with firing rates less than 1 Hz over all time steps were excluded from

further analysis to denoise population-level results. To visualize an electrode channel’s

firing rate responses to the sensory stimulation, spike trains were smoothed with a

Gaussian kernel (30 ms standard deviation) to reduce high frequency noise.

To assess significant neural tuning to sensory shear stimulation on a given elec-

trode, we used a 1-way ANOVA (α = 0.05) of firing rates observed during sensory

stimulation and firing rates observed during idle. We first computed firing rates for

each trial within a 500 to 900 ms window (400 ms in width) after stimulus onset,

and within a 400 ms window just before stimulus onset to represent ‘idle’ or ‘base-

line’ activity. Next, we grouped each of the computed firing rates into either their

respective stimulus directions or the additional ‘baseline’ group and performed a 1-

way ANOVA. If the p-value was less than 0.001, the electrode was considered to be

significantly tuned to skin shear stimulation on the back of the neck.

To assess the tuning strength of each significantly tuned electrode to shear stimu-

lation, we computed FVAF (fraction of variance accounted for) scores as detailed in

Section 3.1.2. The FVAF score was computed using the following equations:

FVAF =
SSSTIM

SSTOT

(5.1)

SSTOT =
N∑
i=1

(fi − f̃)2 (5.2)

SSSTIM =
N∑
i=1

(f̃S[i] − f̃)2 (5.3)
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Here, SSTOT is the total variance (sum of squares), SSSTIM is the shear stimulation-

related variance, N is the total number of trials, fi is the firing rate for trial i within

the 500-900 ms window after stimulus onset, f̃ is the average firing rate within the

window across all shear directions, and f̃S[i] is the average firing rate for the particular

stimulus cued on trial i. FVAF scores range from 0 (no stimulation-related variance)

to 1 (all variance is stimulation-related).

To characterize the stimulation-related responses in the measured motor cortical

units, we fit tuning curves (see Section 1.3.1 for details) to each of the significantly

tuned electrode channels. A tuning curve relates the firing rate of a particular channel

to a presented stimulus. Tuning curves were fit to the following function:

fi = b0 + b1 sin(θShear) + b2 cos(θShear) (5.4)

Here, parameter b0 represents the baseline firing rate, parameter b1 is the y component

of the preferred stimulus direction, parameter b2 is the x component of the preferred

stimulus direction, fi is electrode i’s firing rate within the 500-900 ms window, and

θShear is the angle of the shear stimulus in radians. Goodness-of-Fit adjusted R-square

statistics were computed as indicators of the fit quality of each tuning curve. The

adjusted R-square statistic can take on values less than or equal to 1, with a value

closer to 1 indicating a better fit. Negative values are also possible, indicating that a

linear fit is better than the cosine-like tuning model.

To further analyze the stimulus response-related information content encoded in

the neural activity, a Näıve Bayes decoder with leave-one-out cross-validation (see

Section 2.2.3 for further details) was used to classify the shear stimulus direction on

a given trial. The inputs to the decoder were the firing rates computed within the

500-900 ms window after stimulus onset. Only significantly tuned channels were used

for decoding.
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5.4.2 Results for Tactile Sensory Responses in Motor Cortex

We found some electrode channels that were visibly modulated by the tactile shear

stimulus, as seen in the peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) in Figure 5.7. Thresh-

old crossing spike firing rates (mean ± 95% CIs) are shown for four example electrode

channels across all 8 shear stimulus directions. An exemplary shear force step input

is overlaid on each panel and aligned in time. Some electrode channels, e.g., Channel

153, have clear responses after stimulus onset, as indicated by the increase in firing

rate from baseline.

Electrodes with significant tuning to shear stimulation are depicted in Figure 5.8.

Approximately 22% (21 out of 95) of functioning electrode channels were found to be

significantly modulated by skin shear stimulation on the back of the neck. Significant

modulation is defined as a significant difference in firing rates between the idle state

activity and activity measured during the stimulation period. Furthermore, we found

a range of tuning strengths across all significantly tuned electrodes, reported in FVAF

scores. A high FVAF scores indicates that the particular electrode responds differ-

ently to each stimulus direction, whereas lower FVAF scores mean that the electrode

responds to each stimulus direction in a similar manner. The distribution of signif-

icantly tuned electrodes indicate no somatotopic or orderly organization of stimulus

preferences across the hand knob area of motor cortex, but rather an even scattering

across arrays.

Figure 5.9 depicts tuning curves computed for 11 example electrode channels sig-

nificantly tuned to shear stimulation. The tuning curves exhibit different shapes,

but curved shapes were observed more often than linear ones. As a comparison with

directional tuning of motor cortical cells [21], we fit the curves with a cosine-tuning

model and report the distribution of R2 values for the 21 significantly tuned electrode

channels. We found that the R2 values for over half of the tuned channels was greater

than 0.5, indicating that these channels generally have preferential tuning to a par-

ticular stimulus direction with tapering firing rates as the stimulus direction rotates

away.
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Figure 5.7: Peristimulus time histograms, shown as red traces for four example
electrode channels (columns) across skin shear direction (rows). Firing rates (mean
± 95% CIs) and an example shear stimulus (gray traces) are shown. Right y-axes
correspond to the stimulus, reported in units of Newtons.

Observing the depth of tuning to shear stimulation across significantly tuned elec-

trode channels, we applied an offline leave-one-out cross validated Näıve Bayes de-

coder to classify the shear direction on a given trial based on threshold crossing firing
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Figure 5.8: Shear-related tuning strength across electrode arrays. The strength
of each electrodes’ tuning to shear stimulus is indicated with a shaded gold color
(darker indicates more tuning). Tuning strength was quantified by computing the
fraction of total firing rate variance accounted for (FVAF) by changes in firing rate
due to the stimulus directions. Crosses represent “non-functioning” electrodes. Small
gray circles indicate channels with no significant tuning to shear stimulation. Larger
colored circles indicate significantly tuned channels.

rates within the 500-900 ms window after stimulus onset. The decoder achieved a

classification accuracy of 61.2% (Fig. 5.10B) using only the 21 significantly tuned

electrodes. This classification accuracy based on neural firing rates is similar to T5’s

verbal classification accuracy (65.7%) of stimulus direction during the perception task

discussed in Section 4.3.

5.4.3 Discussion for Tactile Sensory Responses in Motor Cor-

tex

We demonstrated the existence of a population of cortical units in the hand knob

area of motor cortex that are tuned to tactile sensory inputs derived from shear forces

applied to the back of the neck. Responses were distributed across the microelectrode

arrays with no apparent somatotopy. The tuning characteristics were well modeled

by cosine-shaped functions, where tuning was deep enough to correctly decode the

stimulus direction from threshold crossing firing rates. The correct classification rate

was approximately 61% over 8 possible stimuli, and this is on par with previously
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Figure 5.9: Tuning curves for shear stimulation. Example tuning curves show the
range of shapes observed across significantly tuned electrode channels. Each panel
corresponds to a single exemplary electrode channel. Blue curves indicated mean
threshold crossing firing rates within a 500-900 ms window after stimulus onset with
linear interpolation; error bars show standard error of mean. Red curves are fits to a
cosine-tuning model with corresponding adjusted R2 values shown in the upper-right
corner of each panel. Bottom right: adjusted R2 histogram for all 21 significantly
tuned electrode channels. Values less than 0 indicate that a linear fit is better than
the cosine-tuning model.
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Figure 5.10: Cognitive perception of sensory stimulus versus decoding sensory stim-
ulus from neural firing rates. (A) Confusion matrix of participant T5’s shear direction
perception reproduced for comparison. (B) A Gaussian Näıve Bayes classifier was used
to classify each trial’s stimulus using firing rates within the 500-900 ms window after
stimulus onset. Only channels which significantly responded to shear stimulation were
used. The confusion matrix was produced from offline cross-validated performance
results. For each confusion matrix, the entry (i,j) in the matrix is colored according
to the percentage of trials where stimulus j was decoded/predicted (out of all trials
where stimulus i was cued).

reported classification rates with human ECoG participants of 52.4-66.7% [133] over

3 possible stimuli.

Past literature has documented somatosensory responses in motor cortical units,

although, these studies have mostly reported responses to passive movements of limbs

[149–154]. Many of these studies conceptualized these results within the framework

of a “reflex”–receiving local muscle spindle information about the perturbed joint and

activating muscles to generate corrective movements. Only recently, an ECoG study

with human participants have reported sensory responses in the finger/hand area of

motor cortex to light passive brushing of finger digits [133]. However, this study also

noted similarity in responses to proprioceptive finger bending, ultimately believing it
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unlikely that a sensory-specific subpopulation was recorded.

A key differentiating element of our study from previous literature was the loca-

tion on the body where the haptic stimulation was applied. Haptic stimulation was

provided on the back of the neck, whereas neural activity was measured from the

hand knob area of motor cortex. One could assert that haptic shear stimulation at

the back of the neck could not possibly elicit a reflex response from the hand and/or

arm and thus should not result in sensory responses in the motor cortex. However,

if we consider our recent findings of whole-body representation in a small patch of

motor cortex [77] (refer to Section 3.1), then neck-related reflexes due to shear stim-

ulation may be possible and potentially lead to the sensory responses recorded. A

post-assessment of session videos indicated little to no movement of the head in re-

sponse to the shear stimulation because the head was firmly docked on the headrest

at all times, ruling out the potential for the measured response to be related to head

movement.

Observing changes in firing rates due to shear stimulation, it is important to

consider the use of peripheral haptic stimulation as feedback during iBCI control

tasks and implications for decoding. One option is that the sensory responses exist

in a BCI decoder null space where they do not map to command signals. This would

provide the user with an additional feedback channel that is cognitively perceivable

yet does not negatively influence decoding. Alternatively, sensory responses may aid

in boosting the signal-to-noise ratio if the sensory-related tuning curves and the iBCI

directional movement tuning curves align (e.g., the sum of two aligned waves is greater

in magnitude than the individual parts). We address the impact of skin shear haptic

feedback on iBCI cursor control in the next section.

5.5 Haptic Feedback During iBCI Control

Thus far, we have demonstrated that participant T5 can cognitively perceive the

direction of shear forces tangentially stretching the skin on the back of the neck.

Additionally, we have reported sensory stimulation-related firing rate modulation

across some motor cortical units. When considering iBCI decoding, in theory, even
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modest firing rate changes could have an effect on the iBCI if they were specifically

aligned with the neural decoder’s readout dimensions. This could potentially pose a

threat to online decoding performance if sensory responses cause undesired decoder

outputs. Conversely, if the sensory responses boosted the signal-to-noise ratio of firing

rate activity corresponding to movement intention, then decoding performance could

potentially increase. Either way, it is of general interest to incorporate somatosensory

feedback into iBCI systems via peripheral haptic stimulation as a means to provide

task-relevant information through an additional sensing modality. To address this, we

assessed whether haptic feedback during online iBCI control interferes with, degrades,

or increases control performance.

An important consideration for iBCI systems is whether other cognitive processes

may modulate the same neural population whose activity is being decoded [81]. If

so, neural activity unrelated to the user’s movement intention could bias the neural

activity related to the underlying movement intention, thereby acting as a nuisance

variable that adversely affects neural decoder outputs and iBCI performance. A

similar concern has recently been put forth concerning the potential for speech-related

activity to interfere with iBCI decoding [155, 156], which is of practical importance

due to the substantial limitation imposed by suppression of speech during iBCI use.

To the best of our knowledge, peripheral haptic stimulation has not been used for

somatosensory feedback during online iBCI control. Most relevant prior studies have

successfully demonstrated the use of ICMS to provide somatosensory feedback during

iBCI control [17], serving as a form of artificial proprioception. Here, we propose

an alternative somatosensory feedback method of providing artificial proprioception

during iBCI control via peripheral haptic stimulation. Participant T5 performed an

iBCI cursor control task using attempted hand movement with and without skin

shear haptic feedback on the back of the neck driven by decoded iBCI signals. There

was a significant but small increase in control performance when T5 was given haptic

feedback. Additionally, we compared arm movement-related neural activity with and

without skin shear haptic feedback during both open-loop decoder calibration and

closed-loop control. We found a very small haptic feedback-related component in the

neural activity where the directional hand movement component was large, offering
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insight as to why decoding performance did not degrade with haptic feedback.

5.5.1 Methods for Haptic Feedback During iBCI Control

Integrated iBCI Haptic System

The PHANToM Premium haptic device (refer to Section 4.3.1 for device hardware

and software details) was integrated into the existing iBCI system to facilitate artifi-

cial proprioceptive feedback during cursor control. Artificial proprioceptive feedback

has been previously demonstrated in ICMS studies by driving electrical stimulation

patterns as functions of iBCI decoded parameters, i.e., mapping decoded velocity

signals to stimulation signals [17]. In an effort to mimic this feedback paradigm, we

decided to drive the haptic device with our iBCI’s decoded velocity commands. Par-

ticularly, mapping a 2-dimensional decoded velocity vector to a shear force vector on

the back of the neck.

In defining the velocity-shear mapping function, we had already established a

range of shear force magnitudes to apply (0-0.5 N) from pilot and perceptual tasks

described in earlier sections. To get a sense of the range and frequency of veloc-

ity command values, we visualized the distribution of velocity commands during a

typical iBCI cursor control task with no haptic feedback. The iBCI cursor control

task parameters (i.e., target size, cursor size, target hold time, etc.) were identical

to parameters used for the closed-loop control task to assess performance with and

without haptic feedback, which would come later. Figure 5.11A depicts the distribu-

tion of velocity commands in both the X and Y directions for a 10-minute closed-loop

block (without haptic feedback condition) from the cursor control task used to assess

performance. The units of velocity commands are reported in ‘workspace width per

second’ (WW/s). If we attempted to map the full range of velocity command magni-

tudes (0-0.65 N) linearly to the predetermined shear force magnitude range of 0-0.5

N, then we would end up sacrificing larger and more distinguishable shear forces for

the higher and more infrequent velocity commands where the more frequent smaller

velocity commands would map to a smaller and less perceivable range of shear forces.
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Therefore, instead of capturing the entire range of velocity command values, we de-

cided to capture approximately 95% of values about the mean (between -0.35-0.35

WW/s) and linearly map that range to the predetermined shear force range. This

implies that velocity command magnitudes greater than 0.35 WW/s are mapped to

the saturated maximum shear force magnitude of 0.5 N. The velocity-shear mapping

function was governed by the following piecewise function:

fshear =


−0.5, v ≤ −0.35

0.5
0.35

v, −0.35 < v < 0.35

0.5, v ≥ 0.35

(5.5)

Here, fshear is the desired shear force (units of Newtons) at the end-effector of the

haptic device and v is the input velocity command (units of WW/s) received over

UDP from the iBCI control computer.

The velocity-shear saturation function is depicted in Figure 5.11B with averaged

measured force sensor data overlaid. Using data from a 10-minute iBCI cursor control

block with skin shear haptic feedback governed by the aforementioned velocity-shear

mapping function, we binned the range of velocity commands in 0.05 WW/s bins and

computed the mean and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the force sensor values

measured within each respective bin by fitting to a normal distribution. The average

measured force tracks the desired saturation function well, although begins to saturate

at approximately a force magnitude of 0.45 N instead of the desired 0.5 N. This

discrepancy may be due to either the precision of the haptic device or the force

sensor. Furthermore, we can visualize force tracking performance in Figure 5.11C.

The desired X and Y-direction velocity commands (received via UDP from the iBCI

control computer) are plotted with their corresponding shear force commands as

computed via the velocity-shear saturation function (Fig. 5.11B). Finally, the actual

measured shear force is plotted for subjective assessment of tracking. The measured

output shear force tracks the desired command well with very minimal time lag.
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Figure 5.11: Velocity-shear mapping function and force tracking. (A) Distribution
of X and Y-direction velocity commands for an example 5-minute closed-loop iBCI
cursor control study. Units are in workspace width per second (WW/s). Black lines
bound the 95th percentile (±0.35 WW/s ). (B) Velocity-shear saturation function
(black line) with average measured force plotted as a function of velocity command
for the X (red) and Y (blue) directions. 95% CIs are plotted but are smaller than the
width of the plotted points. Data is from a 10-minute iBCI cursor control block with
haptic feedback. (C) Force tracking example from a 10 second snippet of the task in
panel B for the X and Y directions. Velocity commands (gold) are mapped to shear
force commands (purple) using the function in panel B. The black trace is measured
force sensor data.
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Open-loop Cued Movement Task

Section 1.3.2 provides an introduction and general description of the open-loop train-

ing and closed-loop control components of a typical iBCI decoding system. All open-

loop tasks resembled a standard radial 8 autonomous cursor-to-target-and-back tra-

jectory cueing participant T5 to attempt directional hand movements (i.e., Attempted

Hand Joystick movements, see Table 3.1) in concert with the cursor. Specifically, a

cursor (45 pixels in diameter) would travel autonomously from the center of the

workspace (1920 pixels wide by 1080 pixels tall) to a radial target at one of eight

equally spaced locations that were 409 pixels from center. For each trial, the cursor

would start at center and begin to move towards a random target after 500 ms. T5

remained idle when the cursor was at center and did not attempt any movement.

The cursor’s movement duration was exactly 1.2 seconds to enable T5 enough time

to recognize the cursor’s movement and execute the associated attempted movement.

After the 1.2 second travel duration, the cursor would remain at the target location

for a hold time of 500 ms where T5 was instructed to hold the attempted movement.

After the hold time, the cursor would return to the center of the workspace with

the same movement duration of 1.2 seconds while T5 would make the associated at-

tempted hand movement back to the idle position. T5 performed this open-loop task

with and without skin shear haptic feedback in an alternating (A-B-A-B) paradigm.

The skin shear haptic feedback was driven by the velocity commands generated for

autonomous cursor movement. T5 was instructed to keep his head still during all

open-loop tasks.

Closed-loop iBCI Cursor Control Task

For each closed-loop iBCI cursor control session, T5 performed a series of blocks

which alternated between the Haptics condition and the No Haptics condition. Each

session began with a 3-minute practice open-loop block where T5 was able to famil-

iarize himself with Attempted Hand Joystick movements. After the practice period,

one 4-minute open-loop No Haptics block of data was collected to calibrate an ini-

tial decoder. After the initial decoder build, 2-3 sets of four 5-minute closed loop
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blocks were performed. Normally, each set was comprised of two consecutive Haptics

blocks and two consecutive No Haptics blocks, the order of which was randomly deter-

mined prior to each session. Occasionally, conditions were interleaved between each

5-minute block run within a set. Nonetheless, the alternating (A-B-A-B) paradigm

was conserved within all sessions. Due to within-day non-stationarities in neural

recordings [157], the decoder was recalibrated after every set where the previous set’s

data from successful trials (2 blocks of Haptics and 2 blocks of No Haptics) was used

as training data for recalibration.

The task parameters of the closed-loop cursor control task differed from the open-

loop task. Specifically, the cursor was smaller (25 pixels in diameter), the target was

smaller (80 pixels in diameter), and the target hold time was longer (700 ms). These

parameters were tuned for moderate to high task difficulty during a pilot study prior

to the main study.

Performance within each day was assessed between the Haptics and No Haptics

conditions. Our primary task performance measure was time to target, defined as the

time between target onset and when the cursor entered the target prior to successful

acquisition, i.e., time to target did not include the 700 ms hold time necessary for

target acquisition. However, in the event that the cursor entered the target for a

duration of time and then exited prior to fulfilling the 700 ms hold time, that time

was counted in the time to target measure. Time to target is only defined for suc-

cessful trials (approximately 90% of trials in these sessions). We also excluded trials

immediately following a failed trial, since the cursor starting position was not the

previous target and thus could be close to the current trial’s target, which would in-

validate the time to target measurement. Other performance metrics computed were

path efficiency (a value between 0-1, with 1 being a direct straight line) and target

dial-in time (time from when the cursor first enters the target to when the target is

acquired). All statistical analysis was performed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Neural Data Processing and Demixed Principal Component Analysis

Neural signal processing for this section was identical to that described in Section

4.4.1, except spikes were detected by thresholding at -3.5 times the RMS voltage on
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each channel instead of -4.5 times the RMS to capture more population-level activity

for the proposed analysis. We used the mPCA dimensionality reduction method (refer

to Section 2.2.3 for details) to analyze population-level neural activity for both the

open-loop and closed-loop tasks. We grouped the marginalizations as follows for ease

of interpretation: movement direction (8 radial directions), haptic feedback (Haptics

or No Haptics condition), interaction terms between movement direction and haptic

feedback, and time. A time window of 0-1000 ms was used for analysis.

5.5.2 Results for Haptic Feedback During iBCI Control

Effects of Haptic Feedback on Neural Activity

Neural activity during open-loop attempted directional hand movements was analyzed

using mPCA. The mPCA revealed a small “Haptics vs. No Haptics” dimension (first

principal component explained 1.27% of total variance) which indicated whether an

attempted movement was made with or without haptic feedback regardless of what

movement it was (Fig. 5.12A). This indicates a relatively small but significant effect

of haptic feedback on population-level neural activity when performing attempted

directional hand movements. In comparison to the “Movement Direction” dimension

(first principal component explained 19.1% of total variance), haptic feedback-related

neural activity was 93% smaller when considering the first principal components of

each marginalization.

Similarly, during closed-loop iBCI cursor control, we found a small “Haptics vs.

No Haptics” dimension in comparison to the relatively large “Movement Direction”

dimension (Fig. 5.12B), with 0.58% and 11.6% explained variance in the first princi-

pal component respectively. Consistent with the open-loop result, the size of haptic

feedback-related neural activity was 95% smaller than the attempted movement-

direction related activity when considering the first principal component of each

marginalization. Again, this indicates a small but significant effect of haptic feed-

back on neural activity when T5 attempted directional hand movements.
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Figure 5.12: Demixed principal component analysis of neural activity during at-
tempted hand movement with and without haptic feedback. (A) Open-loop at-
tempted hand movement in 8 radial directions was performed with or without skin
shear feedback. Each panel shows the mean activity for a single dimension and each
column shows the top 2 dimensions related to a particular marginalization (see Meth-
ods). Each trace shows the mean activity for a single condition and shaded regions
indicate 95% CIs. The percent variance explained by each dimension is indicated
in the top left. (B) Similar analysis was performed for attempted directional hand
movements during closed-loop iBCI cursor control with and without haptic feedback.
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iBCI Cursor Task Performance With and Without Haptic Feedback

We examined the Radial 8 cursor control task data to determine what effect the

haptic feedback had on cursor task performance. As shown in Figure 5.13A, the task

was performed as a sequence of blocks (alternating red and gray clusters of points)

during which participant T5 either was given skin shear haptic feedback acting as

artificial proprioception, or not. Within-session time to target performance is detailed

in Table 5.3. Time to target performance was only significantly better for three out

of the seven total sessions (p ≤ 0.5 for two sessions, p ≤ 0.01 for one session). The

overall across-session median time to target was 4.12 seconds (3.45 s ± 1.99 s mean

± s.d.) for the Haptics condition and 4.24 seconds (3.56 s ± 1.99 s mean ± s.d.) for

the No Haptics condition. Time to target performance during the Haptics condition

was slightly but significantly (p ≤ 0.05) better than the No Haptics condition across

all sessions. Figure 5.13B depicts the median within-session time to target, path

efficiency, and dial-in time as a function of session day. The median time to target

and median dial-in time for the Haptics condition were lower than the No Haptics

condition on each session day except the first. Likewise, median path efficiency was

greater for the Haptics condition on each session day except the first. Path efficiency

and dial-in time performance for the Haptics condition was slightly but significantly

(p ≤ 0.01) better than the No Haptics condition on one session day (day 5 of 7).

5.5.3 Discussion for Haptic Feedback During iBCI Control

We designed, implemented, and demonstrated online iBCI cursor control with an in-

tegrated desktop haptic feedback device driven by iBCI-decoded velocity commands.

Our results indicate that haptic feedback does not interfere with or degrade iBCI con-

trol based on decoding attempted hand movements. In fact, haptic feedback led to a

significant but small improvement in time to target performance. Additionally, we an-

alyzed neural activity associated with attempted hand movements in both open-loop

training and closed-loop control contexts with and without haptic feedback and found

that there was a small “Haptics vs. No Haptics” neural dimension which indicated

whether an attempted movement was made with haptic feedback or not regardless of
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Figure 5.13: iBCI cursor control performance with and without haptic feedback.
(A) Timeline iBCI comparison blocks across 7 sessions. Red clusters indicate Haptics
blocks where the participant received skin shear haptic feedback, and gray clusters
indicate No Haptics blocks where haptic feedback was disabled. Each dot shows one
trial’s time to target. Horizontal bars show the median time to target of each block.
Arrows on the right show the median across all trials of each condition. (B) Median
time to target, path efficiency, and dial-in time within each session is plotted for each
condition. Asterisks indicate statistical significance level: * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01.
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Session Haptics Condition No Haptics Condition p-value
Day Time to Target (s) Time to Target (s)

1 3.82 (3.13± 1.87) 3.76 (3.08± 1.80) 0.73
2 4.34 (3.67± 2.05) 4.72 (4.05± 2.24) 0.04*
3 5.00 (4.32± 2.35) 5.27 (4.59± 2.52) 0.31
4 4.29 (3.62± 1.96) 4.51 (3.83± 1.99) 0.20
5 3.59 (2.91± 1.65) 3.88 (3.20± 1.70) 0.002**
6 4.67 (3.99± 2.03) 4.80 (4.13± 2.12) 0.49
7 3.80 (3.12± 1.82) 3.96 (3.28± 1.96) 0.03*

Overall 4.12 (3.45± 1.99) 4.24 (3.56± 1.99) 0.012*

Table 5.3: Summary of iBCI cursor control performance. Median time to target is
reported with means and standard deviations inside parentheses. P-values computed
using the Wilcoxen signed-rank test are reported with asterisks indicating level of
significance: * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01.

what movement was made. Consistent with our previous findings of motor cortical

responses to sensory stimulation, we observed a relatively small but significant effect

of haptic feedback on the population-level neural activity when performing attempted

movements.

The small improvement in performance during the haptic feedback condition could

either be due to (1) the participant’s ability to cognitively perceive and use the addi-

tional feedback to better accomplish the task while the relatively small size of neural

modulation to haptic feedback did not significantly influence the decoder, or (2) the

possibility that the haptic feedback positively influenced the decoder. If the prior is

true, then the results of this study add to a growing body of work indicating that

velocity decoding is robust to other processes reflected in motor cortical activity such

as visual feedback [158], object interaction-related activity [159], or other concurrent

motor tasks [160]. Recent reports also indicate that when attempting to move mul-

tiple body parts concurrently, the “dominant” body part suppresses neural activity

related to the the other [77] where the “dominant” body part is the one most highly

represented amongst the sampled population of neurons. The “dominant” body part

is the arm/hand in our case, thus arm/hand related neural activity could have poten-

tially suppressed the sensory responses to the concurrent haptic feedback resulting in
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little influence to the iBCI decoder during control. The relatively small size of neural

modulation along a dimension coding for haptic feedback also provides insight as to

why the haptic feedback may not have influenced the decoder greatly.

Now, let us consider the case that haptic feedback could have potentially influenced

the decoder positively. One theory is that the haptic feedback could have boosted

the signal-to-noise ratio if the tuning curves for the motor cortical sensory responses

were aligned with the tuning curves for directional attempted hand movements. Al-

ternatively, the haptic feedback could have contributed to the participant engaging in

attempted movements with greater intensity as prompted by the forces which theo-

retically would have been decoded as velocity commands of greater magnitude. This

may have resulted in the small improvement in time to target performance for the

Haptics condition, although a follow up study would be necessary to thoroughly in-

vestigate this postulation. It is likely that the haptic feedback had little influence

on the iBCI decoder and that the participant was able to utilize the feedback as an

additional information channel which led to the marginal increase in performance.

There are a few limitations to this study that should temper over-generalization of

these interpretations. First, the study was conducted with a single participant. Ad-

ditionally, the participant was quite familiar with 2-dimensional iBCI cursor control

with approximately 2 years of experience at the time of this study. We attempted to

increase difficulty of the task by tuning parameters, but, it is possible that the par-

ticipant reached a performance ceiling where we would not be able to see a greater

difference in task performance between the tested conditions. And finally, to bet-

ter understand the influence of motor cortical responses to sensory stimulation on

decoding during online cursor control, we should have introduced random haptic per-

turbations.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the design, development, and integration of peripheral

haptic feedback into an existing iBCI system for use in providing somatosensory

information relating to the decoded movement parameters driving a cursor during
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online control. First, we assessed touch sensitivity in areas above the upper trunk

of our participant with high cervical spinal cord injury and compared it to a control

group of able-bodied individuals in an effort to determine locations on the body to

provide peripheral haptic stimulation. We found that our participant was as sensitive

as the control group in areas of the body above the affected area due to injury, thus

we selected the back of the neck as the ideal location to impart peripheral haptic

feedback.

Next, we determined the type of haptic stimulation to provide, which was moti-

vated by our iBCI system’s decoded movement parameter of velocity. Since velocity

commands took form of a 2-dimensional vector encoding both direction and magni-

tude information, we decided to use tangential skin shear as the haptic stimulation

due to its capability of intuitively conveying direction and magnitude information as

a shear force vector. To assess whether the chosen form of haptic stimulation was

perceivable by the participant, we conducted a shear perception task where we only

tested the participants ability to perceive shear direction as we believed that to be

the parameter of highest interest to convey. We configured a desktop haptic device to

produce precisely controlled shear stimulation in one of eight radial directions on the

back of the participant’s neck. The participant was able to correctly classify shear

directions with 65.7% accuracy.

Then, we investigated whether the peripheral haptic stimulation had an effect

on motor cortical activity as that could potentially influence decoding of attempted

movements used during online iBCI control tasks. In similar fashion to the aforemen-

tioned perception study, we conducted a study where haptic shear stimulation was

produced at the back of the participant’s neck in one of eight radial directions while

the participant was in an idle and passive state. In analyzing the neural activity, we

observed a population of cortical units in the hand knob area of motor cortex that

were tuned to tactile sensory inputs derived from the shear forces applied to the back

of the neck. Furthermore, tuning characteristics were well modeled by cosine-shaped

functions of the shear stimulus direction. We decoded the stimulus direction from the

neural activity by way of threshold crossing firing rates with a classification accuracy

of 61%, similar to the participant’s perception classification accuracy of 65.7%.
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Finally, we assessed iBCI cursor control performance with and without skin shear

haptic feedback. We developed a velocity-shear mapping function which was derived

from analysis of the distribution of velocity commands for a typical iBCI cursor control

task and shear force capabilities of the haptic device in its particular configuration.

The participant performed attempted directional hand movements in both open-loop

training and closed-loop cursor control contexts with and without haptic feedback.

We analyzed neural activity for these open-loop and closed-loop tasks and found

a relatively small but significant effect of haptic feedback on the population-level

activity during the attempted movements for both tasks. The participant conducted

a total of 8 closed-loop cursor control sessions where blocks within a session alternated

between haptic feedback and no haptic feedback. Overall, haptic feedback led to a

significant but small increase in performance.

The results of this chapter show that peripheral haptic feedback may be a viable

method of communicating task-relevant information that does not impose additional

load on the predominantly used visual sensory channel. Since peripheral haptic stim-

ulation can elicit natural sensations by leveraging intact sensory pathways at locations

of the body with sensitivity still intact, it can be easier to learn how to decipher the in-

formation encoded in the stimulus, as opposed to learning how to decipher unnatural

sensations elicited via intracortical microstimulation. Also, other decoded parameters

could be used to drive haptic feedback to communicate other task-relevant informa-

tion, such as position which could potentially be used to convey spatial information of

a cursor’s location in the absence of vision. Additionally, peripheral haptic feedback

could be used to communicate interactions with objects when controlling prostheses

(e.g., normal forces into the skin mapped to a robotic hand’s grip force around an

object).



Chapter 6

Conclusion

This dissertation has elucidated characteristics of movement-related neural activity

in a person with paralysis, applied these gained insights to the development and

demonstration of a novel communication neural prosthesis, and finally, assessed the

effects of externally applied haptic stimulation on the motor cortex and the impacts

of said haptic feedback on control performance of a motor neural prosthesis. The

three major contributions of this work are summarized in the following section.

6.1 Review of Contributions

1. Characterization of movement-related neural activity of a paralyzed

and unparalyzed limb and relationship to activity observed during

iBCI control: In a human iBCI user with tetraplegia due to spinal cord in-

jury, we found that neural activity during overt head movement had strong

representation of distance and force magnitude, similar to nonhuman primate

overt arm movement. In contrast, attempted movement of the paralyzed arm

had weak representation of distance and force. Interestingly, neural activity

during iBCI control based on attempted movement had distance and force rep-

resentation which was better than attempted arm movement but worse than

overt head movement. However, representation of direction was strong for all

overt head, attempted arm, and iBCI control-related movements. Additionally,

129
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during online iBCI control, we found that neural activity for the attempted

movements changed, becoming more similar across different movement strate-

gies. This suggests that neural activity may change during iBCI control to

reflect a generic “cursor control” signal that somewhat dissociates the neural

activity from any particular attempted movement representation.

2. Design, implementation, and demonstration of an online discrete neu-

ral decoding system based on a novel target layout: We developed the

first discrete neural decoding system for a human iBCI user. The discrete de-

coder was based on Gaussian Näıve Bayes classification and included optimiza-

tion capabilities for decoding parameters. This system was designed to classify

neural activity resulting from various discrete attempted and overt movements

across multiple body parts. We demonstrated online classification of up to 32

discrete movements across the body with high accuracies of 95% on average.

Additionally, we demonstrated that online decoding performance, in terms of

information throughput, increases when using multiple body parts as opposed

to a single body part.

3. Characterization of sensory responses in arm/hand area of motor

cortex to tactile stimulation of the neck and effects of tactile haptic

feedback during iBCI control on performance and associated neural

activity: In a human iBCI user with diminished sensitivity below the clavicle

due to spinal cord injury, we provided tactile stimulation via a desktop haptic

device in the form of shear forces applied to the back of the neck where sensation

was still intact. The participant was able to cognitively perceive shear in eight

radial directions with 65.7% accuracy. In passively stimulating with shear, we

observed a population of cortical units in the arm/hand area of motor cortex

which responded to the shear stimulation at the neck. Furthermore, we found

some units to have tuning characteristics which were well modeled by cosine-

shaped functions of the eight shear directions. We decoded shear direction from

this population of units with 61% accuracy, similar to that of the participant’s

cognitive perception. Finally, we integrated skin shear haptic feedback into an
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iBCI cursor control task where shear forces were driven by decoded velocity

commands. The average control performance across 8 session days increased

slightly but significantly (p ≤ 0.05) with haptic feedback compared to without.

The neural activity during open-loop training and closed-loop control contexts

had a very small dimension which coded for whether haptic feedback was pro-

vided or not, suggesting very little influence of haptic feedback on neural activity

during iBCI control-related attempted movements.

These contributions may help guide the greater neural prosthetics field towards

the ultimate goal of clinical translation of cortically controlled motor and communica-

tion prostheses. The first contribution adds to our collective scientific understanding

of movement representation within the motor cortex and how it is affected by paral-

ysis. These insights may aid in the development of future motor and communication

prostheses by motivating the use of movement features encoded in the measured neu-

ral activity for the movement strategy of interest. In terms of clinical translation of

iBCI systems, the second contribution provides a demonstration of a discrete neural

decoding system which can be adapted to a communication prosthesis. Additionally,

it provides a new method of selecting discrete keys by decoding movements across

the entire body, which researchers could expand on for use in future studies. Finally,

the third contribution may impact iBCI user experience by providing a touch-based

feedback modality that could potentially lead to greater embodiment of iBCI systems.

6.2 Limitations and Future Considerations

6.2.1 Number of Participants

A key limitation of the work presented in this dissertation is the number of partici-

pants. Most results are reported for a single participant who was the sole participant

enrolled in the clinical trial for a majority of the time during which the studies in

this dissertation were conducted. Participant enrollment for such clinical trials are

narrow due to the requirements of the type and level of paralysis, the invasive surgery

that must take place, and the implications of long-term participation. To date, there
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are approximately 5 human iBCI participants across the US. As with any scientific

study, data from multiple participants would strengthen any claims and results. Due

to the complexity of some of the tasks which required cued movements of different

body parts, it would be difficult to replicate these studies in non-human primates.

This further constrains the population of participants to humans with paralysis.

6.2.2 Movement Representation of Paralyzed Limbs

Much of the work described in this dissertation concerns measuring movement related

neural activity in a human with paralysis. When comparing the neural representation

of overt movements to attempted movements in Chapter 3, we related two different

limbs (head and arm) between the contexts of interest. Although this gives us a

general idea of what differences may potentially exist between overt and attempted

movements, a better comparison could be made between overt movement of an iso-

lated unparalyzed limb to attempted movements of that same limb once paralyzed.

This is not in advocacy of intentional induction of paralysis in a human or any other

animal model, but merely serves as an observation of what types of comparisons

would better elucidate the differences between the neural representation of overt and

attempted movements. Related work has been done by reversible sensory deactiva-

tion using local anesthetics such as lidocaine in an effort to induce paralysis in animal

models [91, 161]. This method allows for tracking any changes in the brain corre-

sponding to the onset of paralysis. An interesting and important note is that most

intracortical studies in humans are done after paralysis has affected the individual, so

no baseline measurements of cortical activity are performed prior to paralysis. This is

of particular interest in regard to cortical remapping and the mechanisms underlying

it.

Another interesting aspect to consider is measurement of the sensory cortex in

addition to the motor cortex during attempted movements of paralyzed limbs. Mi-

croelectrode array implantation in the sensory cortex has been fairly recently intro-

duced in human intracortical studies [58,162] and has mainly been used to electrically
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stimulate the sensory cortex for somatosensory feedback during iBCI control. Con-

sidering that paralysis normally includes deafferentation, the lack of haptic-based

feedback during attempted movements may play a considerable role in the differences

in neural activity described in Chapter 3, thus measurement of both motor and sen-

sory cortices during overt and attempted movements may help further elucidate the

mechanisms underlying their differences.

To date, sensory responses within the primary sensory cortex of humans to tactile

stimulation has not been studied at a single unit level. Understandably, the placement

of intracortical arrays in primary sensory cortex of human participants with paralysis

are normally in areas analogous to the implanted motor area to facilitate feedback

that is most intuitive. Therefore, it is believed that deafferentation makes it difficult

to peripherally stimulate that specific limb or effector in order to measure the neural

activity within primary sensory cortex in response to the stimulation. However, partly

motivated by recent findings that the motor cortex may not hold such a fractured

representation of limb movement as introduced by Penfield and Rasmussen’s motor

homunculus [99], and that sensory related responses to tactile shear stimulation in

motor cortical units have been observed (including the study discussed in Chapter 5),

exploration of different types of tactile stimulation on various locations of the body

could potentially yield interesting results in regards to the sensory homunculus.

6.2.3 Neural Decoding

The discrete neural decoding system discussed in Chapter 4 was designed as a Gaus-

sian Näıve Bayes classifier which continuously administered a classification output at

a fixed timing interval. We modeled the neural firing rate activity with a multivariate

Gaussian distribution, mainly due to computation speed limitations imposed by our

control computer’s software. However, it may be beneficial to fit the data to other

probabilistic models which could potentially lead to better decoding performance if it

better models the neural firing rates than does the Gaussian multivariate model. For

example, Santhanam et al. [10] used a Poisson distribution to model firing rates in a

nonhuman primate for discrete neural decoding of reach directions. Recently, there
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has been an emerging interest in applying more sophisticated nonlinear decoding tech-

niques including recurrent neural networks [39], multiscale dynamical models [163],

and sequential autoencoders [164], for continuous control applications. These nonlin-

ear decoding methods can also be applied to discrete neural decoding in an effort to

increase performance.

The most natural and intuitive application of discrete neural decoding systems is

that of typing. Our system was “time-locked”, where the decoder would administer

a classification output at a set interval of time after integrating over a fixed window

of neural activity. Although we have demonstrated the capabilities of a discrete

neural decoding system for use with human iBCI users, a self-paced version would

be most ideal for real-world use. To allow for self-pacing, frameworks which model

decision making under uncertainty such as Markov decision processes could be useful.

Hidden Markov models have been used [165] to enable increased communication rate

performance in nonhuman primate studies by incorporating discrete state selection

to “click” a target after continuously controlling a cursor to the target.

An additional consideration for achieving high communication rate performance

via our discrete neural decoding system is the mapping of keys to movements in

an intuitive manner. We found that the participant would need additional time to

recognize targets and the associated cued movements when there was a large number

of targets, as was discussed for the 32-target task which necessitated a delay period

to allow for correct recognition. However, after a few session days of training, the

participant was able to perform the 32-target task with no delay period and achieved

similar performance. This training may be expedited if the targets and associated

movements were more intuitive in mapping, such as mapping finger movements to

keys as laid out on a keyboard.

A final practical consideration is the quantity of training data needed for decoder

calibration. A greater quantity of targets and movements will necessitate a larger

dataset. Ultimately, acquisition of larger datasets takes time where within-day vari-

ability in neural recordings [157] must be considered. We found that approximately 30

minutes was needed for initial decoder calibration for the 32-target task to obtain ap-

proximately 20 repetitions per each movement condition at 3 seconds per trial. This
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problem is unique to discrete decoding as training data is needed for each unique

condition, whereas continuous control normally leverages the learning of smaller sets

of directional movements in a lower dimensional task space.

Beyond discrete neural decoding, continuous neural decoding of multiple effectors

has promising applications. For example, bilateral robotic arm control using contin-

uous decoding of attempted movements of the left and right arms or exoskeletons

controlled by attempted arm and leg movements. This area of research is rather un-

traversed and holds the potential for rich scientific discovery as well as useful clinical

translation.

6.2.4 Somatosensation for iBCI

In Chapter 5, we discussed imparting peripheral tactile stimulation on the back of the

neck via skin shear delivered by a PHANToM Premium haptic device. The motive was

to communicate magnitude and direction information encoded by a shear force vector

as they pertain to decoded velocity commands. Since we only assessed perception

of shear direction in a single iBCI user, we cannot make any generalizable claims

regarding perception of shear direction at the back of the neck. That said, there are

other means of communicating magnitude and direction information through haptic

displays that could be more intuitive. For example, wearable tactile grid displays

have been used to communicate navigational cues [166] and trajectory information

[167]. Similar types of grid configurations can be placed along the back of the neck,

although perception studies would have to be conducted to identify the best way to

communicate spatial information regarding the location of a cursor on a screen, or

force information such as the magnitude of forces exerted on an object by a robotic

arm under neural control.

Using peripheral haptic stimulation on parts of the body with intact sensitivity is

beneficial in terms of leveraging sensory pathways able to communicate natural per-

cepts to the brain. Of course this imposes a limitation of providing the stimulation

on areas of the body that are not affected by paralysis. Intracortical microstimu-

lation (ICMS) provides a means to stimulate these affected areas by bypassing the
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deafferented pathways and directly electrically stimulating the primary sensory cor-

tex. Currently, ICMS is unable to fully provide natural tactile percepts due to our

limited understanding of the neural pathways necessary to elicit said percepts. As

implantable intracortical electrode technology becomes more advanced, we can bet-

ter attempt to understand the neural correlates associated with tactile perception by

measuring higher densities of neurons at various depths of the primary sensory cortex.

One final thought is in regard to the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) of the parietal

lobe and its role in sensory integration. To better understand the sensorimotor loop,

we may gain some key insights by studying single unit activity in SMG along with

the motor and somatosensory cortices.
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